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with the words " A.." or II A. Pat. 

- -

S. Pat. 

- " 

or packages , containers , display devices or
guarantee forms in inventory as of said date imprinted with

those words.
It i.. further ordered That the forel(oing shan be without

prejudice to the rights of respondents (a) to seek a ruling from
the Commission pursuant to 61 of the Commission s Rules
with respect to the use of push pin components in excess of the
forel(oing numbers, or (b) to seek advice from the Commission
regarding the use in their products of parts thereof made in a
foreign country.

It is further ordered That the Initial Decision of the hearing

examiner be, "nd it hereby is , vaeated.
It is further ordered For purposes of the reports of compliance

to be fied in this matter that the country of origin or fabrication
of the leather components of watchbands made in the United
States from foreign skins (including anigator, sea turtJe, seal
etc. ) shan be deemed to be the country where such skins are
finished but acceptance of such reports of compliance may be
rescinded pursuant to 61(d) of its Rules if the Commission
subsequently determines that the eountry where the skins were

taken and/or tanned are material facts and that they should be

disclosed in the public interest; and in such event, the respond-
ents shan be afforded 180 days after notice of such determination
within which to comply therewith.

It is further ordered That the respondent corporation shan
forthwith distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating
divisions.

It is further ordered That the respondents herein shan , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order, file with
the Commission a report, in writinl(, setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

THE SEEBURG CORPORATION

ORDER , OPINIONS , ETC., IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC' fION 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT

Docket 8682. Complaint, Apr. 196' DecisiorvApr. 10, 1969*

Order requiring a Chicago , Ill., manufacturer of vending machines to
"Paragraph D of order modified puraU8.lJt to a decision of the Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit,

425 F.2d 124 (8 S.&D. 1146). December Ie., 1970, 77 F. C. 1540.
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divest itself of a Chattanooga, Tenn., company in the same

and refrain for a period of 10 years from aequiring any

vending equipment supplier without prior Commission approval.

business,
domestic

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission has reason to believe that The
Seeburg Corporation, a corporation, has acquired the assets of

Cavalier Corporation, a corporation, in violation of Section 7

of the Clayton Act (15 U. C. Sec. 18), as amended , and therefore
pursuant to Section 11 of said Act (15 U. C. Sec. 21), it issues

its complaint, statjng its charges in that respect as follows:

Definitions
1. For the purpose of this complaint the following definitions

shall apply:
(a) "Vending machine" means any coin-operated electronic

or mechanical device which dispenses a product.
(b) "Bottle vending machine" means any vendinl( machine

which dispenses bottled soft drinks.

The Seeburg Corporation
2. The Seeburg Corporation , respondent herein , is a corpora-

tion, organized and existing under the laws of the State of
Delaware with its principal offce located at 1500 North Dayton
Street, Chicago, Ilinois.

3. Respondent, directly or through its subsidiaries, is princi-
pany engaged in the manufacture and sale of coin-operated phono-
graphs, various types of vending machines, background music
systems, hearing aids , electronic organs and coin-operated amuse
ment games. For the fiscal year ended October 31 , 1963 , respond-
ent had sales of $54 581 306 , assets of $36,258 288 and net income
of $2,484 483.

4. Respondent, directly or throul(h its subsidiaries, operates

manufacturing plants located in Chicago and Niles, Ilinois;

Windsor Locks , Connecticut; Minneapolis , Minnesota; Haverhill
Massachusetts; Laconia, New Hampshire; and Chattanooga , Ten-nessee. 

5. In 1958 , respondent entered the vending machine manufac-
turinl( industry through the acquisitjon of certain assets of a
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the assets and husiness of Cavalier for a consideration of ap-

proximately $11 813,000.

The Nature of Trade and Commerce
12. The vending machine manufacturing business in the United

States is substantial. In 1963 , the doJlar value of shipments of
vending machines amounted to approximately $162 815, 000.

13. Vendinl( machines are the indispensable means of distri-
bution for the automatic merchandising industry. There are nc
substitutes for vending machines in the performance of thi,
function.

14. The demand for vending machines has increased sharply
in recent years as the sale of goods through vending machines
has expanded from an estimated $600 milion in 1946 to $3.

bilion in 1963. At the same time, concentration in the manufac-
ture of vending machines has substantiaJly increased, in large

part as a result of many mergers and acquisitions. In 1963 , the
four largest companies accounted for approximately 60 % of the
total doJlar value of industry shipments of vending machines.

15. In 1963 , respondent accounted for approximately 14.270,
and Cavalier for approximately 5%, of the total dollar value of
shipments of vending machines in the United States.

16. Bottle vending machines are the most important single
catel(ory, in terms of units and doJlar value of shipments, in the
vending machine manufacturing industry. In 1963, there were

about twelve companies engal(ed in the manufacture and sale
of bottle vending machines with total shipments of 131 296 units
having a dollar value of approximately $50,572 000. In that
year four companies accounted for over 84 % of the total ship-
ments of snch vending machines.

17. Prior to the acquisition , respondent and Cavalier were sub-
stantial actual and potential competitors in the sale of bottle
vending machines. In 1963, respondent accounted for approxi-

mately 9%, and Cavalier for approximately 18% of the total
shipments of such machines.

18. As a result of the challenl(ed acquisition respondent is
now the second largest manufacturer of bottle vending machines
and concentration has increased to the point where the two
largest firms account for approximately 68 % of the total ship-
ments of such machines. At the same time, respondent has sub-
stantially enhanced its overaJl position in the vending machine
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STATEMENT AND HISTORY OF PROCEEDINGS

The complaint herein was issued by the Federal Trade Com-

mission on April 22 , 1966 , and challenl(es the legaliy under ~ 
of the amended Clayton Act (15 U. C. ~ 18) of The See burg
Corporation s acquisition of Cavalier Corporation in December
1963.

Specifically the complaint alleges that the acquisition s effect

may be substantially to lessen competition or to tend to create
a monopoly in the manufacture and sale of vendinl( machines
of all types and in the manufacture and sale of bottle vending
machines , in the United States" by (1) the elimination of "sub-
stantial actual and potential competition between" Seeburg and

Cavalier, (2) the elimination of Cavalier "as a substantial in-
dependent competitive factor " (3) substantially increasing "con-

centration in the manufacture and sale of vending machines and
bottJe vending machines " (4) substantially enhancing Seeburg

competitive position to the detriment of actual and potential
competition " and (5) inhibiting or preventing "the entry of
new competitors into the manufacture and sale of vending and
bottle vending machines" (Complaint, par. 19).

By its answer, filed May 31 , 1966, as amended August 4 , 1966
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Seeburg denied the material allegations of the complaint, includ-
ing particularly all of the alleged adverse competitive effect,
claimed to flow from the challenged acquisition (Answer, pars.

19).
In addition, as an affrmative defense, Seeburg challenged the

Commission s jurisdiction on the grounds that the complaint'
issuance "was based on procedures violative of the letter and
spirit of the Administrative Procedure Act, the Freedom of In-
formation Act of 1966, and the canons of administrative due

process of law" (Ans. , par. 20). On July 15 , 1966 , Seeburg fied
a Motion to Vacate the Commission s Complaint on these same

grounds. Respondent's Motion to Vacate the Complaint certifIed
to the Commission by the hearing examiner on August 4, 1966

was denied by the Commission on October 25 , 1966. Respondent'
court action seeking an injunction and declaratory relief was
dismissed on November 28, 1966 , by the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Tennessee (Western Division).
Respondent' s appeal from the District Court's said order is now
pending before the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit (The See burg Cor-po v. FTC, appeal docketed , No. 17 606

6th Cir. , Dec. 12 , 1966).
Beginning on June 16 , 1966 , and continuing until the hearings

commenced on December 6, 1966, a total of eight prehearing

conferences were held before the hearing examiner. During these
conferences , conducted in part pursuant to agendas agreed upon
by the parties beforehand, numerous preliminary matters were
accomplished to facilitate the actual hearings and to make for
an orderly proceeding.

For example, each party filed pretrial briefs (counsel support-

inl( the complaint on June 30, 1966; Seeburg on August 12 , 1966)

and served upon the other side their proposed exhibits and a
list of proposed witnesses. Both parties had ample opportunity

, and did , file objections in advance of trial to many of the
proposed exhibits disclosed by the other side. Moreover, Seeburg
conducted discovery of third parties by means of subpoenas issued
by the hearing examiner.

Finally, underlyinl( documents in support of sales data intended
to be relied upon by the parties were made available for mutual
verification in advance of trial, eventually enablinl( the parties
to stipulate on January 11, 1967, as to certain sales data for

Seeburg and other third party vending machine manufacturers

(CX 247; RX 417). These stipulations obviated the necessity for
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ware, with its principal oflce located at 1500 North DaytOJ
Street, Chicago , Ilinois (Cplt. , par. 2; Ans. , par. 2).

2. Seeburg, directly or through its subsidiaries, is principal1)
engaged in the manufacture and sale of coin-operated phono.
graphs, various types of vending machines, background music
systems, headng aids, electronic organs, coin-operated amuse-
ment games and various string and band musical instruments
(Cplt. , par. 3; Ans. , par. 3).

3. As of May 1964, Seeburg s subsidiary corporations and

affliated corporations were as follows:
Suhsidiaries:

The Seeburg Sales Corporation , Chical(o, Ilinois.
Seeburg International , Inc., Chicago , Ilinois.
International Bally Coffee Vending Co. Niles , Ilinois.
The Seeburg Real Estate Corporation , Chicago , Ilinois.
Seeburg Music Library, Inc. , Chicago , Ilinois.
American Sound Products , Inc. , Minneapolis , Minnesota.
Universal Music Company, Ltd. , St. James, Manitoba , Canada.

Subsidiaries of Seehurg Music Library:
Beatrice Music Co., Chical(o, Ilinois.
Fremont Music Co. , Chicago, Ilinois.

Affliated companies:
Seeburg Automatic Products Pty. Ltd. , Australia.
Serose Holdinl(, Ltd. , Switzerland.

Wholly owned subsidiaries of Serose Holding, Ltd.
Seeben , S. , Belgium.
Seerome , S. , Italy.
Seevend , G. , Germany.
Phoenix Apparate, G. , Germany.
Secburg Limited, England.

(CX 2A- in camera.
4. Seeburl( manufactures vending machines at three separate

locations. The Chicago division located in Chicago, Ilinois, manu-
factures under the "Seeburg" trade name all vending machines
which Seeburg sells with the exception of bottle vending machines
and can vending machines. The Choice-Vend Division, located

----

respondent s counseJ who asserts that aU of (hii market facts al'e material to resolution.
The iss1l' , therefore. emanate mostly from rlio;agreemen!. as to !egal theory rather than from
disa recm,'nt as to the evidentiary facts.

3 Sceburg is th,' succem;or in intc!.csl to a corporation which was ineorpm"ated in 1901i

under the name Fort Pitt Brewing Co. In 1956, Fort Pitt Brewing Co. pu.rchased the
operating assets uf .J. P. SeebuJ"g ClJl' , a manufacturer of coin-operated phonographs

and in 1958 chanr;ed its name to The Seo?bu!"g Corpuration, a Pennsylvania corporation. On
March :'!D, J%2, the Pennsylvania corporation was merged w;th it.' Delaware su.bsidiary
COI"JUration and became The Sccb\.rg Col"lOraUon. a Delawarc corporation.
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in which, with the insertion of a coin

=): * 

would release a
product, unattended" (Small , Tr. 1258). Generally, all coin-oper-
ated vending machines have the same type of basic operating
components. All coin-operated vending machines contain a cabi-
net with a door inside of which is storage space, a coin mech-

anism which accepts good coins and rejects slugs, and activates
a circuit and produces the product to be vended. All coin-
operated vending machines have a vend mechanism , which re-
leases one product and holds back the other products in the
storage area upon the insertion of a coin (Small , 'fr. 1258- 63;
Donahue, Tr. 1424- , 1427; Hansen , Tr. 1563--64; Mueller, Tr.

1655-56) .
o. Some components of coin-operated vending machines dif-

fer depending upon the product being dispensed (Small, Tr.
1262-63; Donahue , 'fr. 1422- 23). For example , the vending mech-
anism for an im;;tant coffee machine is a relatively simpl-e de-
vice, whereas the vending mechanism for a batch brew coffee
machine is somewhat more complicated because the former ma-
chine uses powered ingredients while the latter machine must
actually brew freshly ground coffee (Mueller , Tr. 1660-61).

31. All coin-operated vending machines have the same basic
physical characteristics and are a homogeneous category of equip-
ment in terms of their basic function of dispensing the desired
product to purchasers upon the insertion of a coin (Small, Tr.

1258-63; Hansen, Tr. 1563).
32. The following table shows the stipulated sales of all

coin-operated vending machines in the United States in 1963
on a unit and dollar basis, by manufacturers of such equipment
whose representatives testified at the hearing in this case:

Company 1963
unit Rales

1963
dullarsales

The Vendu Cumpany -
Universal Mateh Corp.
Canteen Corp. - - - - -
The S"c!nHg Corp.
Cavalier Corp. -

- - 

Westinghouse Electric Corp.
The Cornelius Co. -
LaCrosse Cooler Co. -
Thf' Seledivf'wJ Corp.
Victor PI"odudR Corp.
Dixie-Narco, Inc. 

248
4 6 ,12:

3!J3
115
164

20520
12:960

7!JO
4(;:-\
586
879

$39/,47, 470
518 565
095,378
572 000
2(19 000
999 000
231 7t7
614 000

2248489
2:654:077

391

(CX 22" , 247; RX 468.

33. The V endo Company. At the time of the challenged ac-

quisition in 1963 , Vendo was the only manufacturer of a com-
plete line of vending equipment, including machines which dis-
pense hot and cold drinks , hot and cold foods, candy, snacks
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cigarettes , coffee and pastry, that sold to all classes of vending
machine customers (RX 457, pp. 18-19), with sales of
$39,547,470 (CX 226) and 82 248 units (RX 468). Vendo also
was the only approved manufacturer of upright bottle and can
vendinl( machines marketing those machines to all classes of
soft drink bottler customers. In that year, Vendo s sales of all
bottle vendinl( machines sold in the United States totaled
$16,705 300 (CX 225) and 46 836 units (RX 469).

34. UMC Industries, Inc. Another important factor in the

vendinl( industry at the time of the challenged acquisition in
1963 was Universal Match Corporation (today UMC Industries
Inc. ) which reported sales of coin-operated vending machines of
$18 518 565 and 46 123 units (CX 226; RX 468). At the time
of the challenl(ed transaction , UMC, throul(h its several vending
machine manufacturing subsidiaries acquired since 1956 , manu-
factured a relatively full line of vending machines, including

those which dispense foods, cigarettes, candy, pastry, snacks
and cold drinks , for sale to an classes of customers except non-
Coca-Cola bottlers (Donahue, Tr. 1416 , CX 66, p. 7; 67, p. 4;

, pp. 8- , 12).
35. Canteen Corporation. Also in 1963, Automatic Canteen

(today Canteen Corporation) was another manufacturer of coin-
operated vendinl( equipment. Canteen , which was also the larg-
est vending operator in the United States (Swingler, Tr. 1619),
had entered the manufacturinl( segment of the vending industry

in 1955, when it acquired one of the industry s leading manu-

facturers, Rowe Manufacturing Company, which was primarily
a manufacturer of cigarette and candy machines (Swingler , Tr.
1618). In 1963, Canteen s Rowe Manufacturing Division manu-
factured a full line of vending machines , including those which
dispense hot and cold drinks, hot and cold food, snacks, candy,

cigarettes and coffee, with the exception of bottle and can vend-
ing machines , and reported vending machine sales of $20 095 378
and 33 393 units (CX 226; RX 468).
36. The See burg Corporation. In 1963, Seeburg reported

$22 575 000 in sales of coin-operated vending machines, com-
prisinl( 27 115 machines on a unit basis (CX 226; RX 468).

B. PurchlLBers of Vending Equipment

37. Traditionally, the many different types of vending ma-
chines manufactured have been purchased by two basic types
of customers; (a) vending operating companies, and (b) soft
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jrink bottling firms (Hockman, Tr. 759-62; Funkhouser, Tr.

1344-45; Burlington, Tr. 1499; Selzer, Tr. 1553-54; Brinkmann
Yr. 1706-07).
1. Vending Operating CompiLnies

38. Vendinl( operating companies, often referred to as "opera-
tors" or "vendors " are organizations which purchase and place
banks of vending machines "on locations of various types " such

as "industrial plants, offces , institutions , hospitals and furnishes
the product in these locations" (Swingler, Tr. 1620-21; Funk-

houser , Tr. 1345), and provide the necessary food and mechani-
cal service to these machines.

39. Among- the prominent vending operator companies in the

United States, at the time of the acquisition in 1963 and today,
are the following;

Canteen Corporation (RX 446).
Servomation Corporation (RX 443).
Automatic Retailers of America, Inc. (RX 459).
ABC Consolidated Corporation (RX 490).
The Macke Company (RX 444).
40. These vending operating companies are substantial enter-

prises and have experienced a substantial growth in sales and

operations over the past decade. For example, Canteen Corpora-
tion , the larl(est "vendor" in the United States (Swingler, Tr.
1619), reported an increase in sales from $224 million in 1962
to $313 milion in 1966 (RX 446 , p. 17). Similar rapid increases
were recorded by other vending operating companies, such as

Servomation Corporation (from $68 miJion in 1961 to $161 mil-
lion in 1966, RX 443 , p. 6), The Macke Company (from $20
milion in 1961 to $68 milion in 1966, RX 459, p. 4), and

ABC Consolidated Corporation (from $91 milion in 1956 to
$140 milion in 1965 , RX 490 , pp. 22-23).

41. Vendinl( operating companies purchase substantial quanti-
ties of vending equipment in order to carry out their operations
and serve their markets adequately. For example, in 1966, Servo-

mation Corporation has 92 800 vending machines in operation
up from 71 200 in 1964 (RX 443 , p. 2). Also , Automatic Retailers
of America, Inc., had over 97 000 vending machines in opera-
tion in 1965 (RX 459 , p. 9), and The Macke Company had over

000 machines "producing revenue daily" in 1966 (RX 444

, p.

3).
2. Soft Drink Bottlers

42. Basical1y, soft drink botting firms bottle and distribute
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soft drinks made from syrup manufactured by the various sof
drink syrup manufacturers (parent syrup companies) in bot
tIeR, cans and cups, through various means, including vcndin
machines, in various locations. While most soft drink bottlinf
firms are independent franchises, parent syrup companies als,

own botting plant subsidiaries (Graham , Tr. 1968; RX 289C-
43. In connection with their vending operations, soft drin1

bottJers purchase vending equipment which dispenses soft drink,
in bottles , cans , bottles and/or cans and through cups , and plac,
them in various locations (Hockman, Tr. 747, 769; Small , Tr
1256; Donahue , Tr. 1417 , 1429; Burlington, Tr. 1495; Selzer , Tr
1546; Brinkmann, Tr. 1702; Raoul , Tr. 20(4).

44. Representatives of vending machine manufacturers testi.
fied that many of the machines manufactured and used by sof1

drink bottlers to dispense bottled soft drinks are easily adaptablE

to dispense canned soft drinks in a short period of time and

for very litte cost (Hockman, Tr. 768-70; Small, Tr. 1266-

Jordan , Tr. 2009; Brinkmann, Tr. 1704 , 1707-08). Some of thesE
machines are convertible through the simple adjustment oj
risers" (Small, Tr. 12GG-67) and others throul(h the use of con.

version kits (Brinkmann, Tr. 1707-08; RX 63 A- , 57 , 427 A
13!J A).

45. Selectivend Inc., in 1965 developed a "conversion kit for
our visual seledive models" which "will easily and inexpensively
convert any row in these vendors to OTIe way glass and cans.
The unit can then accommodate returnables , one way glass or
cans" (RX 139 A).

46. In 1965 , Selectivend also "developed a new five-flavor auto-

matic" which is "unique in that we can vend returnable glass
one way glass, or cans (12 oz. and 10 oz. ). The additional cost
for change-over is only twelve cents and five minutes" per shelf
(RX 139 B, 140 A).
47. Soft drink bottlers have been, and stin are, the larl(est

single class of customers for bottle and bottle/can vending ma-
chines manufactured and sold in the United States (Hockman
Tr. 703; Burlington , Tr. 1500; Brinkmann, Tr. 1702; Miler , Tr.
1986; CX 247; RX 417).

48. Many soft drink bottling firms are substantial business
enterprises with significant sales. For example, The Coca-Cola

Bottling Company of Los Angeles reported total sales of $25
million in 1965 , up from $21 million in 1961 (RX 439, p. 14).

The Coca-Cola Bottling Company of New York reported sales of
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p50 million in 1%5 , an increase from $36 milion in 1961 (RX
142 , p. 18). The Coca- Cola Company, the parent syrup com-

oany, which reported sales of nearly $864 milion in 1960 (RX
173 , p. 3), owns some 40 soft drink bottlinl( subsidiaries in the
United States (Graham, Tr. 19(8). Pepsi-Cola General Botters

Inc. , which operates in four major marketing areas spread out
over six States, has increased its sales from $14 milion in 1956
to $45 mi1ion in 1960 (RX 141, pp. 9- 10). In addition , many
parent syrup companies make available financial assistance to

their franchised soft drink bottlng firms in connection with

their purchases of vending equipment (Small , RX 418 , p. 5; RX
4:\6 A, 2G7, 128 , 195 A, 424 A , 289 D).

49. According to the stipulated sales figures for manufacturers
from whom witnesses testifIed at the hearing, soft drink bottJers
purchased some $47 minion worth of bottle or bottJe/can vending
machines in 1963, the year of the challenged acquisition (CX
247; RX 417).
a. lIist01-icnl Development of the Coca-Colaj"Tra, Bottle,.

Customer Dichotomy
50. Historically, Coca-Cola was the leader in the development

of a program for the dispensing of soft drinks in bottJes in vend-
ing machines. William G. Raoul, formerly president of Cavalier

Corporation and now president of the Cavalier Division of The
Seeburl( Corporation , testified:

Coca-Cola Company focused as long ago as 1930, in promoting the sale

of the product chiled for consumption on the premises. What we call the
cold-bottJe market. So it had gone through a long development. The bottlers
of Coca-Cola had service departments and a lot of their business was
concentrated in this field and it was a regular thing with them (RaouJ , 1'r.

2072-73).
51. Development of this on the premises cold bottle market

was quite different" "in the rest of the trade" (Raoul, Tr.
2073). As Mr. Raoul testified

, "

some had sold a few coolers , some
had not. It just followed a different evolution" (Raoul , Tr. 2073).
N on-Coca-Cola trade" bottlers, at first did not have the
orientation towards what we call the" cold botte market "that

we fmd in the Coca-Cola industry. Their attitude was just dif-
ferent" (Raoul , Tr. 2069).

52. Manufacturing considerations also contributed to this his-
toric dichotomy. According to record evidence, received without
objection from counsel supporting the complaint:

Machines which are built in the design program of The Coca-Cola Company
are not readiJy adaptable to the different appearance requirements of other
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parent companies. Furthermore the general soft-drink trade is accustomed
to somewhat different services from the manufacturer. Because of the wide
variation in bottle sizes and shapes it is customary for the manufacturer

to fit up the machine completely for specified bottles before shipment, and
to install eoin-handling equipment and advertising signs. The manufacturer
serving this field must be prepared to finish his machines in a numb2T of
different color sehiemes, whereas the manufacturer serving Coca-Cola
has only one basic scheme. Machines for Coca-Cola bottlers are not

ordinarily fitted up for bottles before shipment nor equipped with coinage
and signs. These are shipped separately, a system which grew up in the
Coca-Cola field years ago and which has been followed ever since. The
manufacturer serving the general soft-drink trade has totally different
space requirements from his competitor who deals with Coca-Cola. The

latter finishes and packs his machines as they come off the assembly Jine-
fact finishing is done beloTe assembly. The supplier to the general trade

holds a large part of his inventory in a base coat only, and uncrated , so

that he can fit up the machines for the various franchises on receipt of

orders (RX 450 B-C, d. Raoul, Tr. 2072-73; Hansen, Tr. 1567-69;
Hockman , Tr. 776).

53. Coca-Cola botters, of which there are approximately 1 000
(RX 289 A), are also deemed "the wealthy" and "more al(gres-
sive bottlers" (Coleman , Tr. 2113).

54. Industry witnesses have recognized this historical dicho-
tomy among soft drink botter customers, and customarily refer
to them as Coca-Cola bottlers on the one hand, or "other than
Coca-Cola bottlers" or "trade bottlers" on the other hand (Sman
Tr. 1299; Selzer, Tr. 1546-48; Miler, Tr. 2002; Raoul, Tr.

2061;-72; RX 457 , p. 19).
55. According to the stipulated sales data, slightly over 53 %

of the bottle and can vending machines sold to all soft drink
bottlers in 1963 on a unit and doIlar basis were sold to Coca-
Cola botters, with the balance sold to the non-Coca-Cola or so-
called "trade" bottlers (CX 247; RX 417 , 485 , 486).
b. Equipment Approval PTOgmms for Bottle and Can Vending
Machines

56. HistoricaIly, in both the Coca-Cola and "trade" bottlers
segments, vendinl( equipment manufacturers have submitted their
soft drink vendinl( equipment to the parent syrup companies for
their approval or acceptance prior to offering such equipment

for saJe to their wholly owned and franchised bottlers (Small
Tr. 1294- J5; Hansen , Tr. 1591-92; Ebner, Tr. 1759).

l. Coca-Cola App1"oval Program
57. Coca-Cola s equipment approval program appears to have

been the most formal and fully developed of such programs at
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the time of the challenged acquisition (RX 289 238 

239 A- , 70 A- Y , 221 , 225 C, 223 226 A-C).
58. On August 6, 1957 , Coca-Cola established the equipment

acceptance prOl(ram it had in effect at the time of the challenged
acquisition in 1963 (RX 289 A). Under this program, when a
bottle vending machine is found "acceptable " this "means to
bottlers that such machines are considered satisfactory for their
intended purpose , have been laboratory and/or field tested , and
have been found acceptable to the standards established by The
Coca-Cola Company" (RX 289 A-B).

5H. The Hpurposes and objectives" of Coca-Cola s program were
twofold: (a) " to provide several lines of vending equipment for
Coca-Cola that are representative of the high quality character-
istic of that product" ; and (b) "to assure bottJers of Coca-Cola
an advance evaluation of a hroad selection of equipment having
highest merchandising appeal , designed and built in a manner to
operate wHh maximum effciency and minimum maintenance and
service costs" (RX 289 B).

60. In actual operation , even if a vending machine submitted
for testing and approval was not objectionable for the standpoint
of mechanical or engineering defects, Coca-Cola declined the ap-
proval of the machine when it felt there was "a limited market
for equipment of this type and size , and an additional supplier
was not required" (RX 166 A-B).

61. As of 1962 , Coca-Cola applied its equipment approval pro-
gram to limit the number of approved suppliers of bottle vendiIlI(
equipment to Coca-Cola bottlers. As Sam N. Gardner, Coca-Cola
vice president in charge of Bottler Sales Promotion , advised one
supplier of machines on July 2 , 1962:

* * * 

we do not feci it would be to our advantage to further broaden

the line of coolers now being offered by the several manufacturers unless
a specific cooler fills a specific gap in the line, and thereforc would be

extremely reluctant to recommend approval of an additional cooler to
the (Sales Equipment) Committee under any other circumstances (RX
162: RX 273, 166 A- , 289 A- , 434 B-C).

62. As part of its equipment approval program, it was custo-

mary for the Coca-Cola parent syrup company to work closely
with its traditional approved suppliers to modify and correct any
mechanical and enl(ineerinl( defects found in their botte and
can machines to facilitate approval (Brinkmann, Tr. 1715-16;
Hansen , Tr. 1591; RX 289 C , 291 A- , 238 A- , 239 A- , 44

, 47 A- , 70 A- , 221 , 225 A-C, 223 A- , 226 A , 209 , 334
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advantages of "compactness and low cost" (RX 173 A) was
frequently placed in such locations as beauty parlors, barber
shops , offces , waiting rooms , medical clinics, and other locations
never before considered vendor prospects" (RX 173 A- , 172

, 308 E-G).
68. Recol(nizing the uniqueness of the Cornelius machine

Coca-Cola

, "

after considerable delay," finally approved this unit
anticipatinl( " that its availability wil serve to further stimulate
cooler placements across the country" (RX 1(;2).

69. When approving the Cornelius horizontal bottle vendor for
sale to Coca-Cola bottJers and therehy "authorizinl( use of the
(Coca-ColaJ trade-mark on it " Coca-Cola made it elear that
it was not altering its equipment acceptance program, which
generally confined acceptance to machines of Coca-Cola s tradi-
tional suppliers (RX 162). As Sam N. Gardner , Coca-Cola' s vice
president of Bottler Sales Promotion, stated in the letter dated

July 2 , 1962 , advising Cornelius of its approval of the horizontal
bottle vendor:

I do not believe it would be weJI for The Cornelius Company--or, fol'
that matter, any other company-to assume that acceptance of this par-
ticular cooler, which fills a specific need , would in any way affect considera-
tion of other models that might be designed by your company--or any
other company- in the future. In other words, we do not feel it would
be to our advantage to further broaden the line of coolers now being offered
by the several manufacturers unless a specific cooler fills a specifie gap in
the line, and therefore would be extremely reluctant to recommend
approval of an additional cooler to the (Sales .EquipmentJ Committee
under any other circumstances (RX 162; cf. RX 273).

70. Cornelius was not an approved supplier to Coca-Cola bot-
tlers of automatic upright bottle and can vending machines (RX
434 C).

2. TTade" Bottler ApP1 0val Programs
71. Similar equipment approval programs serving the same

purpose as Coca-Cala s were conducted by the various "trade
bottler parent syrup companies i.e. Pepsi-Cola Company, Royal
Crown Cola Company, Seven-Up Company, Canada Dry Corpora-
tion, and Dr. Pepper Company (Small, Tr. 1295; Ebner, Tr.
1759-60; Teeter, Tr. 1797; RX 122 A, 101 , 105, 128, 119 , 187

, 195 A- , 356 , 424 A- , 430 A- , 429, 425 , 422 A- , 423).
Thus , in the course of securing approval , traditional suppliers and
parent syrup companies customarily cooperated in making correc-
tions and modifications of engineering or mechanical defects
which become apparent during testing of the vending equipment.
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As Roy M. SmaJl , executive vice president of Vict.or Products Cor-
poration , testified , it was eustomary for parent syrup companies
to cooperate with the supplier to iron out deficiencies in equip-

ment (Small , RX 418 , p. 9).
72. Once parent syrup company approval of their machines was

secured

, "

trade" botter suppliers had available the benefits
flowing therefrom. As Justin Funkhouser , chairman of the board
of Victor Products Corporation testified, upon approval the
parent syrup company would release "notification to their fran-
chised bottJers and in substance say, 'We can recommend this
particular model unit manufactured by Victor Products Corpora-
tion for your use. ' And , concurrently, make it known to their
franchised bottlers that if they buy this equipment it would be

eligible for parent company finances (sic) support" (Funkhouser
Tr. 1342). Similarly, Wiliam A. Ebner, vice president in charge
of sales for LaCrosse Cooler Company, testified that without
approval, uwe are not able to manufacture a product in their
(parent syrup companies ) identification, and as a consequence

the bottlers would not be receptive to purchasing our product and
number two, we would not be a participant in the special in-
centive programs, or this type of thing that the parent com-
pany might put on as inducement for" a bottler to purchase
machines (Ebner, Tr. 1759). Thus, parent syrup company ap-
proval gave suppliers assurance (RX 128 , 151 A-C) that an ap-
proved machine would be eligible for participation in parent
syrup companies ' incentive programs (RX 128 , 271 A- , 195

B), and that parent syrup company financing would be avail-
able for the approved m3.chine (RX 195 A).

3. Necessity for Parent Syrup Company Approval
n. Although failure to obtain parent syrup company approval

does not entirely preclude an equipment manufacturer from
soliciting sales of equipment to a particular class of bottlers , no
company can "successfuJly market" such equipment without par-
ent syrup company approval (Small , Tr. 1294- , 1297-98; Brink-
mann, Tr. 1717; Ebner, Tr. 1759; Teeter, Tr. 1797; Steeley, Tr.
1843-44; cf. RX 122 A, 101, 128, 137 A- , 271 A- , 195 A

424 A, 423 , 166 A , 66 A- , 67 , 162 , 173 A-B).
c. Coca-Cola and "Trade" Bottler' Purchasing Patterns

74. At the time of the challenged acquisition in 1963, soft

drink bottlers purchased their bottle and can vending machines
from manufacturers who generany served either one or the other
of the two distinct classes of customers, Coca-Cola or "trade
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Jotters (Small , Tr. 1299; Donahue, Tr. 1433, Tr. 1429; Brink-
mann, Tr. 1702-03; RX 40 C).

75. Typical of the industry s recognition of this historic split
is the testimony of Roy M. Small, executive vice president of
Victor Products Corporation, concerninl( the meaning of the
term "other side of the street " as used in the industry with
respect to the sale of vending machines. Mr. Small testified
that " (djepending on what side of the street you are onLJ
(ijt is-has always referred to the industry as Coca-Cola sup-
pliers, or other than Coca-Cola suppliers" (Small, Tr. 1299). In
other words

, "

if you sell to Coca-Cola Company, you don t sell to

other companies" (Sman , Tr. 1299). This was corroborated hy the
testimony of many other industry witnesses who testified that
their soft drink vending equipment customers were either Coca-
Cola or "trade" bottlers (Hockman , Tr. 775; Donahue, Tr. 1429
1433; Brinkmann , Tr. 1702-03; Ebner, Tr. 1758).
76. As of the time of the challenged acquisition in 1963, no

manufacturer successfully marketed its conventional upright bot-
tle and can machines to "both sides of the street" from the same
manufacturing facilities and under the same trade name. The
only departure was the Cornelius Company, whose low-cost unique
horizontal bottle vendor was suitable for placement in new and
specialized locations (Donahue, Tr. 1429; Burlington, Tr. 1519-
21; Raoul, Tr. 2067-75; Sman , Tr. 1299; RX 450 A- , 316 

162 40 C , 457 , p. 19 , 173 A- , 172 A- , 308 A- , 175).
l. Coca-Cola Bottler Suppliers
77. At the time of the challenged acquisition in 1963, the Coca-

Cola parent syrup company had approved the bottle and can
vending equipment of five suppliers of upright bottle and can
vending machines , with whom it worked cooperatively and close-
ly over the years to perfect their machines.

78. As of 1962, Coca-Cola had approved the botte and can
vending equipment of only Vendo (Tr. 1518; RX 346 C),
Cavalier (Tr. 2064; RX 66 A-B), Westinghouse (Tr. 1703; RX
239 A-B), Glasco (Tr. 1429; RX 226 A-B), and Dixie-Narco (Tr.
1843; RX 200 A- B).' Most of those companies had been ap-
proved Coca-Cola suppliers for over 30 years (Brinkmann , Tr.

1714-15; Donahue, Tr. 1419; Raoul, Tr. 2053, 2056-57; CX 65

, Some of Vendor!ator Mfg. Co.'s machines had been approved by Coca-Culll when the
equipment approval program originated in 19!i7 (CX 250 F). However , shortly after its
acquisition by Vendo in 1956, Vendol"atoT no long-IT solicited Coea-Cola bottlers, but sold
bottle Anil can vending mae.hir\es to " tradc" bottlers oniy (Burlington , Tr. 1518- , 1528-29;
RX 457 , p. 19 , :H8 B- C).
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p. 7) and had solicited only the bottle and can vending machine
business of Coca-Cola bottlers on an exclusive basis. Although
Vendo also solicited the business of "trade" bottlers separately
through its Vendorlator operations, it maintained separate fa-
cilities and a separate "specialized sales force" to sell an exclusive
line of machines to Coca-Cola bottlers (Burlington , Tr. 1518-21;
Selzer, Tr. 1546-49; RX 457, p. 19, 315 , 316 318 D).

79. As late as 1965 , one and one-half years after the challenged
acquisition, Coca-Cola s approval of soft drink bottle vending

machines was limited to five suppliers (RX 492 A-B). Coca-Cola
listed "Cavalier Corporation " as an approved sl1pplier even though
Cavalier had by that time become a Division of The Seeburg
Corporation (RX 492 A).

80. The following charts, Respondent's Exhibits 474 and 475

HMiPONDJDiT S j' XJ!JjT 474-

SALES 01 COlN-OPERATED BOTTLE VENDING MACHINES
(IN UNITS)

AS A PERCENTAGE OF 5TIPULAu:n SALES OF SUCH MACHINES
TO COCA COLA RQTILERS

FOR 1B63

Westinghouse Electric
CorporatiOf1

28. 0fD

The Gi1valier
Corporation

32 .

26.

00%

La Crp"se Coolc!: Comp
Victor Producls CorporaUon
The Selectivend Corporation

The Venda Company
(Sale lUlder Vendorlalor name)

Source.

ex 2';7

RX 417
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lh;s!'o:-DE;'T Sjl\lIT.175

SALES OF COIN-OPEHATED BOTTLE VE:NDING .MACHINES
(IN DOLLARS)

AS A PERCENTAGE OF STIPULATED SALES 01' SUCH MACHINES
TO COCA COLA BOTTLERS

FOR 19G;!

33.

Tho
Cavalier

Corporation
31.6%

Westinghouse Electric
Corporation

Choice-
V(' r\d

Divisionl

31 -- The
ixic' N.,rc , Cornelius
Inc. thrll Company' The Venda Company

~~~

3% (Sales under Venda name)
Cot:j1oralion 27.

07.

00%
La Crosse Cooler Company
Victor Products Corpor"Uon
The Selectivend Corporation-

The Vendu Company
(Sales under Vendorlator name)

s.,urCl".

ex 217

HX 417

reflect sales of coin-operated bottle vending machines as a per-
centage of stipulated sales of such machines to Coca-Cola bottlers
on a unit and dollar basis in 1963, the year of the challenged
acquisition:

81. According to the stipulated sales of bottle vending ma-
chines to Coca-Cola bottlers in 1963, the year of the challenged

acquisition , over 90 ro of the sales of such machines to Coca-
Cola botters were made by only three of the accepted suppliers
Vendo , Westinghouse , and Cavalier (RX 474-75).

82. In addition, according to stipulated sales data, sales of

Cornelius ' unique horizontal bottle vendor represented 9. 1 % of
bottle vending machine sales to Coca-Cola bottlers on a unit
basis and 4.3 % Oj1 a dollar basis at the time of the challenged
acquisition (RX 474-75).
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83. On the other hand, at the time of the challenged acquisi-

tion , the traditional "trade" bottler suppliers , whose equipment
was not approved by the Coca-Cola parent syrup company, made
virtu any no sales of bottle and can equipment to Coca-Cola bot-
tlers and did not solicit the business of that class of customers
(Hockman, Tr. 776; Small , Tr. 1300; Ebner , Tr. 1743-44; Teeter
Tr. 1784-85; Miller, Tr. I!J86-87; Coleman , Tr. 2107; Selzer, Tr.
1544; CX 247; RX 474- , 417).

84. Although Seeburl( s Choice-Vend Division made a few sales
of bottle vending machines to Coca-Cola bottlers at the time of
the challenged acquisition, in 19fi3 these sales were negligible

amountinl( to . ro of stipulated sales of that type of machine made
to that class of customers on a unit and dollar basis (Miler, Tr.
1987; Coleman , Tr. 2107; RX 474-75). Since it did not have Coca-
Cola approval, Choice-Vend' s "sales force did not solicit Coca-
Cola bottlers," and "obtained what littJe business there was
throul(h conventions, meeting the bottlers at the conventions

their seeing our equipment, and word of mouth" (Miller, Tr.
198fi- , 1993; Selzer, Tr. 1544). Other "trade" bottler sup-
pliers-c , Victor Products , Selectivend , LaCrosse, Vendo, under
the Vendorlator name, reported no sales of bottle and can vending
machines to Coca-Cola bottlers in 1963 (RX 474-75).

2. Tr' ade" Bottler Suppliers
85. At the time of the challenged acquisition in 19fi3

, "

trade
bottlers, such as bottlers of "Pepsi-Cola, Royal Crown, Canada
Dry, 7- Up and Dr. Pepper" (Miler, Tr. 198fi), generally pur-
chased their soft drink vendinl( equipment from those manufac-

turers who worked closely with " trade" hotter parent syrup
companies to secure approval of such equipment (SmalJ, Tr.

1295 , 1299; RX 418; Ebner, Tr. 1759-fiO; Teeter, Tr. 1797; RX
137 A- , 122 A- , 119 , 105 , 430 A- , 429).

86. At the time of the challenged acquisition in 1963

, "

trade
bottlers were supplied their vending equipment by the following
manufacturers: LaCrosse Cooler Company (Ebner, Tr. 1733);
Selectivend, Inc. (Teeter, Tr. 1780-81); Victor Products Cor-
poration (Hockman , Tr. 77:); SmalJ, Tr. 1295); Vendorlator Di-

vision of The Vendo Company (Burlington , Tr. 1520-21; Selzer
. Tr. 1546-47); and the Choice-Vend Division of The Seeburg Cor-
poration (Miller, Tr. 1986).

87. The followinl( charts, Respondent's Exhibits 478 and 179
reflect sales of coin-operated bottle vending machines as a per-
centage of stipulated sales of such machines to "trade" bottlers
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HESI'ONlJEN'lS F:XIIBJT 479

SALES G.B' COIN-OPEHATED BOTTLE: VENDING MACHINES
(IN DOLLARS)

AS A PERCENTAGE OF STIPULATIW SALES OF SUCH MACHINES
TO TRADE BOTTLERS (e.g. PEPSI COLA, ROYAL CROWN , ETC.

J."OR 1963

45.

The Vendo. Company

iSales under Vendorlator. nall)

Victor ::rocuctsi-)
Corporiltion01. La Crosse Coo:zr

COIf.pany

12. 4:-.

Ihe Cornelius Company

Choice-Vend Divisioi1j
The Seeburg Corporation

23.

10.

ex 247

RX417

did not solicit "trade" bottlers and, in fact, made no sales to this
class of equipment purchasers (e. Graham , Tr. 1946-47; Brink-
mann, Tr. 1702-03; Donahue, Tr- 1429; Selzer, Tr, 1546-49;
Steeley, Tr. 1843; CX 247; RX 417, 478-79). These suppliers
solicited Coca-Cola botters on an exclusive basis. The only ex-
ception involved Cornelius , which was an approved supplier of
horizontal bottle vendors to both Coca-Cola and "trade" bottlers.
(Sce Findings No. 65- , 77-78.

8!J. Cornelius was able to straddle both markets because its
machine was unique and filled "a specific need" in that it was
suitable for placement at locations which were not otherwise

The Cavalier Corporalio
Weslinghouse Electric

Corporation
UMC Industries , Inc.
The Venda Company

(Sales under Venda namE
Dixie-Narco , Inc. thru

Narco Division
The Navarre Corp.

Source:
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economically scrved by ordinary upright bottle and can vending
machines (RX 162 , 173 A-B).

3. Vendo s Abiliy to Serve Roth Coca-Cola and "Trade" Bot-
tlers

90. Vendo, which prior to HJ56 had been an exclusive supplier
of bottle vending equipment to Coca-Cola bottlers , was able to
serve the "trade" botter segment of the vending industry after
its acquisition of the Vendorlator Company in 195(; (Burlington
Tr. 1518; SeJzer, Tr. 1546-49; CX 65 , pp. 7-8; RX 315 , A-
318 D).
91. Subsequent to Vendo s acquisition of Vendorlator, a

misunderstanding" developed between Vendo and the Coca-Cula
bottlers , who had preferred Vendo as an exclusive supplier of
Coca-Cola machines. The "misunderstanding" was caused by the
confusion "that arose from the overlapping of our product lines
and the differences in our policies " (RX 316 C). Vendo advised
Coca-Cola bottlers that it would continue its exclusive and dis-
tinctive line of machines for Coca-Cola bottlers , would no longer
se11 the same machines through Vendorlator to "trade" bottlers

that it was selling to Coca-Cola botters , and would continue to
maintain its separate sales force calling exclusively on Coca-Cola
botters as it always had in the past (RX 316 D). Vendo also
cmphasized the importance of making Coca-Cola bottlers realize
that Vendorlator and Vendo machines will be "completely differ-
ent 

::: ;J: :1: in exterior appearance" as wen as price-wise (RX
318 C).

92. In addition to giving Vendo entry into the " trade" bottler

sel(ment of the vending industry, stipulated sales data demon-
strate the importance of the Vendorlator acquisition to Vendo.
For example, at the time of the challenged acquisition in 1963,

sales of bottle and can vending machines sold under the Vendor-
lator name accounted for 59. 770 of all such sales on a unit basis
and 57.3% of all such sales on a dollar basis made by Vendo
(RX 472). These sales accounted for 34. 81'0 of all coin-operated
vending machines sold by Vendo on a unit basis and 25. 170 of such
sales on a dollar basis in that year (UX 472).

93. Even though Vendo was thus able to serve both the Coca-
Cola and " trade" bottler segments of the vcnding industry at thc
time of the challenged acquisition, it did so through separate

specialized sales forces" whieh sold differently styled equipment
under separate trade names (Vendo and Vendorlator) (Burlinl(-
ton, Tr. 1518-21; Selzer, Tr. 1546-.49; Hansen, Tr. 1566-69).
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John L. Burlinl(ton , vice president of sales and marketing for
Vendo , testified that neither the Vendo nor Vendorlator "special-
ized sales forces" solicited the other s customers , a long standing
policy which Vendo considered necessary (Burlington, Tr. 1518-

21; Selzer, Tr. 1546-49; RX 450 C , 315 , 816 318 D).
94. Even in the case of "cross-franchises " where a Coca-Cola

bottler may "also have a Seven-Up franchise " Vendo wouJd
still have "specialized coverage" with "two men " one from each

specialized sales force

" "

calling on that account" (Burlington
Tr. 1520 , 1528-29).
95. At the time of the chanenged acquisition in 1963 , the

Vendorlator Division of The Vendo Company was the larl(est
supplier of bottle vending machines to the "trade" bottJer seg-
ment of the vending industry. According to the stipulated sales
data for 1963 , sales of coin-operated bottle vending machines to
trade" bottlers under the Vendorlator name amounted to 46.

of all such sales on a unit basis and 45. 670 on a dollar basis
(RX 478-479).
96. At the same time , Vendo was one of the three major ap-

proved suppliers of soft drink vending equipment to Coca-

Cola bottlers, to whom it supplied an exclusive line of equipment
under the Vendo name, and accounted for 27.4 70 of stipulated

dollar sales of bottle machines to those bottJers (RX 175), and
26. 5% of such sales on a unit basis in 1963 (RX 474).

V. Trends and Developments in the Vending Industry

A. Growth and DiveTsijicoIion ,in the Vending Industry
97. Since the end of World War II , the vending industry has

grown dramatically, with sales of products through vending ma-
chines rising from approximately $600-million in 1946 to $3.
billion in 1965 (CX 64; RX 121 A).

98. This growth has been accompanied by rapidly improved
technology, with a marketinl( transformation changinl( the imal(e

of the industry from simple penny machines , vending nuts and
gum, to Inodern "banks" of sophisticated equiprnent vending a
full range of foods and drinks catering to the needs and ap-
petites of today s affuent consumer (Donahue, Tr. 1418-21;
Swingler , Tr. 1622; CX 62 , pp. 5 , 10-11; 63 , pp. 5, 10--11; 64

, pp.

12-13; RX 421 E; 443 , pp. 4- , 7- , 10; 444 , pp. 2-5; 463

, pp.

9; 459 , pp. 7- , 457 , pp. 5-8).
99. As Thomas B. Donahue , vice chairman of the board of

UMC Industries, Inc. , testified on direct examination by eom-
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plaint counsel, prior to World War II the vending industry first
got started with littJe postage vendors and chewing gum and

small candy bar vendors" (Tr. 1418). Thereafter, a series of de-
velopments produced cil(arette vending machines, a type of soft
drink bottJe vending machine, and candy machines (Donahue
Tr. 1419). Then came World War II which acted as a "crystalliza-
tion" period. "In other words, many people , cspecially the young
men , were introduced to vending machines for the first time. In
addition to that, it became apparent that many machines could
do a job in the defense plants and in the shipyards where they
served candy and cigarettes and cokes and began to perform serv-
ices that were recognized as being essential , if you want to call it
that, to the daily wen beinl( of the employees" (Donahue, Tr.
1420). "Then the industry began to expand. By that, I mean
there was a much greater interest in vending other products
because the handwriting became apparent after a few years that
we were I(oing to be able to automatically feed people" (Donahue
Tr. 1421).

100. In addition to "vertical I(rowth" of sales, the vending
industry has also experienced a " lateral expansion as vending
has moved into new ficlds of activity. Food vending, in particular
has opened up established markets to vastly greater sales op-
portunities , while at the same time creating new outlets never
before accessihle to the industry. Hig-h school students now buy

noon time meals from batteries of automatic equipment; doctors
and nurses and other staff people patronize hospital installations
on a round-the-clock basis; visitors at parks and recreation spots
find more and more products available through coin-operated
equipment.

Ever-increasing replacement markets , plus the new markets
which are expanding the industry s scope of operations, give

every indication vending wil continue to grow in the years ahead"
(CX 62 , p. 5).

101. This " lateral expansion" of the industry in terms of new
outlets and new products has in turn I(enerated a demand for
vending equipment compatible with the "fun-line vending" con-
cept.

102. Richard J. Mueller , vice president of Rowe Manufacturing
Division of Canteen Corporation, the country s largest vending

operator , testified that " the term 'full-line ' is usuany interpreted
to mean to be able to put in a hank of vending equipment of

various types in a row which are more or less compatable (sic)
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with each other for-from the sellnl( standpoint" and which wil
sell all of the products available for distribution through a vend-
ing machine, induding "cold drinks, coffee, candy, sandwiches
pastry, cigarettes, (andJ hot canned food" (Mueller, Tr. 1677;
Selzer, Tr. 1554).

103. According to Wiliam F. Swingler, vice president of Can-
teen , the types of machines usually involved in a full-line vend-
ing operation include, among others, candy, beverage, coffee
milk , ice cream , soup, hot canned food , and general merchandiser
vending machines (Swingler, Tr. 1638). Though these machines
are also sold as individual units

, "

the operator wil bank these
machines together-" so that " they all blend together , just as one
unit" (Ibid.

). 

These "banks" of vending machines are "the
same height (andJ the same color (Ibid.

B. VendinQ Operntin.r Compnnies in Full-Line Vendin.r
104. At the time of the challenged acquisition in 1963, vend-

ing operating companies were fully engaged in full-line vending
and were purchasing a wide variety of vending machines, in-
cluding machines which dispense hot and cold beverages, hot
and cold foods, sandwiches, pastry, coffee, ice cream and cold
drinks to place "in a bank or multiple group" (Funkhouser , Tr.
1345) in such diverse locations as cafeterias and industrial
plants , offices , hospitals , colleges and department stores (Burlinl(-
ton, Tr. 1494, 1499-1500; Funkhouser, Tr. 1345; Swingler, Tr.
1620- 1628- 1631-33; RX 443 , pp. 4, 7, 10; 444 , pp. 2 , 4;
446, pp. 6-9, 19-20; 459, pp. 7-10). Recently, improved tech-
nology has enabled the development of a combination of vend-

ing machines and manual service to take place in the distribu-
tion of foods, thus permitting vending operators to expand into
many new locations which engage in mass feeding (Swinl(ler
Tr. 1628-30; RX 443 , pp. 8-!J; 444 , p. 3; 446 , pp. 5 , 19; 459 , p. 7;
421 B).

lOG. Vending operating companies have been increasingly
purchasinl( canned soft drink vending machines for utilization
in their operations and in their "banks" of equipment placed
in various Jocations , finding this disposable container more amen-
able to their operations than bottes (Hockman, Tr. 789-90;
Small, Tr. 1270; Selzer, Tr. 1546; Brinkmann, Tr. 1704-05,
1708- 1712; Jordan , Tr. 2(28).

106. Vending operating companies are making increasing use
of diversified banks of vending equipment in a variety of loca-
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tions in order to satisfy changing consumer demands, and to

accomplish their aim of providing complete vendinl( and food

service to their established and newly emerging customer mark-
ets (Swingler , 'lr. 1620- , 1628-.33, 1635 , 1637-38; RX 159

, p.

7; 490, pp. 4 , 8 , 10; 446 , p. 5).

C. Soft Dr-.;nk Botters D1:vC'rsifyinq Into Full-Line Vending
107. In addition to their bottle and can vending operations

both prior to and since the challenged acquisition in 1963, soft

drink botting firms were and are increasinl(ly diversifying into
full-line vending in order to satisfy changing consumer demand
and to protect their market position at locations where their
soft drink products are being vended. Wiliam F. Swingler , vice
president of Canteen , testified that soft drink boWers had en-
tered the full-line vending area and that this development "has
been very active in the last ten years" (Swingler, Tr. 1638).
Mr. Swingler further testified that fun-line vendinl( is a "I(rowth
segment" of the boWer business and that soft drink bottlers
seek to place their vending machines in the same locations as
vending operators ('11' 1639). In addition , Mr. Coleman , chair-

man of the board of Seeburl(, testiied on direct examination by
complaint counsel that there was an " increasing trend" of bottlers
moving into full-line vending with "more bottlers moving" into
the industry full line every day" (Tr. 2112-15; see also Mueller

Tr. 1678-79; Swingler , Tr. 1638; Brinkmann , Tr. 1718). When a
soft drink bottler entered into fun-line vendinl(, he would pro-
vide the same servjces as an operating company at the same or
similar locations (Swingler, Tr. I 63 ); Adair, Tr. 2137).
Coca-Cota Botth;r Act?:vity in Full-Line Vend1:ng Operation.,

108. In addition to being the largest group of soft drink bot-

tlers , and being the largest purchasers as a class of hottle and
can vending machines for soft drink vending operations, Coca-
Cola botters were rapidly movinl( into fun-line vendinl( at the
time of the challenged :' cquisition (Coleman, Tr. 2105 , 2112-15;
Raoul, Tr. 2081; Brinkmann , Tr. 1718; RX 390 A).

109. Coca-Cola bottlers were particularly active in developing

this new segment of bottler operations. As Delbert W. Coleman
chairman of the board of The Seeburg Corporation, testified on

direct examination by complaint counsel, many Coca-Cola
bottlers "were moving into full-line vending because here the
institutions, plants, schools, and so forth, didn t want to deal

with Coca-Cola bottJers for one thing and somebody else for a
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coffee machine and somebody else for cigarette machines and
somebody else for something else. They wanted one responsible
person to come in and put in all the equipment. So you have a
natural evolution of Coca-Cola bottlers to full-line vending
(Tr. 2105).
1l0. Mr. Coleman further testified that the Coca-Cola bot-

tlers ' activity in the area of full-line vending was encouraged
and spurred on by The Coca-Cola Company, which was "very
aggressive" in this field (Tr. 2114). He testified that The Coca-
Cola Company recognized the necessity "to get Coca-Cola in all
places" where a full-line of machines was being installed. If
Coca-Cola were to "rely on a third-party operator , the parent com-
pany wouldn t know whether Coca-Cola was being vended in that
plant or Pepsi-Cola or Seven-Up or anything else. They (Coca-
ColaJ weren t altruistic about selling coffee and milk, it was

just an adjunct to sell Coca-Cola" (Tr. 2114).
llI. By November 1961, 115 Coca-Cola bottlers were purchas-

ing full-line vending equipment from Vendo, up from 42 in 1959
(It X 390 A). This represented some 12. 870 of all Coca-Cola bot-
tlers (on the basis of 900 Coca-Cola hottlers in the United
States) as early as 1961 (RX 390 A). Sales of general products
by Vendo to Coca-Cola bottlers amounted to $2 256 000 during
January-November 1961 12.470 of all Vendo general products

sales to all customers (RX 390 A). In June 1961, The Vendo
Company recognized a "very decided increase of interest with
many of the Coca-Cola bottlers towards full-line vending" (RX
389 A) and concluded "if trends indicated hy this information
continue, bottlers of Coca-Cola should become increasingly im-
portant as customers for" vending machine products other than
bottle and can vending equipment (RX 390 A).

112. Delbert W. Coleman, chairman of the board oJ The See-
burg Corporation testified on direct examination by complaint
counsel that at the time of the acquisition

, "

There was just ODe

of our major competitors who sold Coca-Cola a fuIl line and that
was Vendo" (Tr. 2106).

D. Development of NatJ:orwl Users Vending Machine Programs

113. A new and important marketing dimension in the vend-
ing industry came with the emergence in the early 1960's of a
so-called National Users market. In this market, large national
accounts, such as the major oil companies , primarily engaged in
businesses other than vending, purchase diversified "banks" of
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vending equipment for placement at various locations (Coleman,
Tr. 2099-2100, 2106-07; Raoul, Tr. 2078-81; Brinkmann, Tr.
1718-21; RX 388 219 A- , 450 A- , 134 D , 393 A- , 399).

114. The National Users development resulted in "a new chan-
nel of distribution for vending equipment" (RX 450 E , 487 L).
The operation of this new distribution channel may be ilustrated
by descrihing the processes through which vendinl( machines are
placed on location in service stations. Before the National Users
system developed, neither service stations nor their parent com-
panies dealt with vending machine manufacturers. Vending ma-
chine manufacturers sold their soft drink machines directly to
soft drink bottlers , who placed them on location with servicc
station dealers. Similarly, the service stations' requirements

for "full line" equipment (all coin-operated vending machines
except those desil(ned to dispense bottled and canncd soft drinks)
were satisfied not by the vendinl( machine manufacturers directly,
but primarily by local vending machine operators, who placed
such machines on location in the service stations and furnished
the product and mechanical service as needed. Frequently, these
operators placcd used vending equipment at the service stations
which resulted in these locations being cluttered "with a hodge-
podge of old equipment tbat detracts from the general appearance
of the stations and reduces the appeal for the products being

vended" (RX 450 F).
115. The National Users programs made it possible for na-

tional companies to purchase "uniform banks of vending equip-
ment" directly from the vending machine manufacturer for
placement in their filling stations or other locations, "with color
schemes customized to the National Uscrs' specification" (RX
450 A , 487 L).

116. At the time of the Seeburg acquisition of Cavalier in
1963, soft drink botters participated in the parent syrup
companies ' National Users programs in order to protect their
markets in a chanl(inl( vending industry (RX 431 D , 450 E-
187 L-M).

117. Soft drink bottlers do not technically sell vending equip-

ment to National Users, but cooperate in such programs by pro-
viding necessary services , such as uncrating, checking out and in-

AlthouJ,h much of the attention in this developing market has been foc\J3ed on the large
Dational and rCJ.lonal oil comIJanies, business prospt:cts an' not confined otlly to service
stations as thf'Y "are only one part of what is a very large field and there s many other
pOHsihJe branches " such as retail food store chainB (Raoul, Tr. 20Rl: nrinkm:ann , Tr. 1719:

Coleman, T,. . 2105; RX 434 D).
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stalling equipment, and mechanical services as needed, in the
hope of having their soft drink products vended throul(h the
bottle or can vending equipment placed at the National Users
locations (RX 434 D , 450 E , 487 L-M). As George M. Law-
son, vice president of The Coca-Cola Company explained Coca-
Cola s National Cooler Users Program

, "

(t)he equipment 
shipped to the local bottler who un crates it, tests it and delivers
it to the chain. The bottler hopes through this service to enlist
the I(ood wil of the national user and to sell him product (sic)
to be vended through the equipment " althoul(h on occasion , the
bottler, and not representatives of the manufacturer, may actu-
any "solicit the business and deliver coolers from his own
inventory to the chain , either bilinl( the manufacturer for the
cooler delivered, or obtaining replacement thereof from the
manufacturer" (RX 434 D).

118. Thus

, "

fa) service-station dealer who wishes to install a
bank of vendinl( machines under the National User Prol(ram wil
contact the office of the oil company that supplies him with his
petroleum products. He advises the oil company of the types of
vending machines that he desires and the local bottler with whom
he has arranged for mechanical service. The oil company places
the order with the vending machine manufacturer. The machines
are painted to the color specifications of the oil company, the
bottle vender is equipped with a sign bearing the trademark of
the cooperating bottler, and an equipment is shipped to the local
bottler. The bottler un crates , checks out the equipment and in-
stalls it in the service station. The service-station dealer obtains
supplies from local wholesalers , fills the equipment and collects
all revenue from the sale of the products. The vending machine
manufacturer bills the oil company direct for the equipment and
payment for the equipment is remitted by the service-station
dealer to the oil company on a monthly basis" (RX 450 F).

119. Basically, the sales effort in the National Users market 
carried on at the oil chain headquarters, where representatives

from the vending machine manufacturers and parent syrup com-

panies call on Users to acquaint them with the program and the
availability of equipment (Selzer, Tr. 15ii8; RX 450 F
388 A-3).

120. The machines most frequently used in the National Users
market consist of a "bank" of soft drink (botte , can or hotte/
can), candy, cigarette and coffee machines, or any combina-
tion thereof which meets the needs of a particular location. Ac-
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cording to evidence received without objection from complaint
counsel , in order to "compete successfully for their business , the
vending machine manufacturers must have a complete line of
equipment , includinl( bottles, candy, cigarette and coffee vendors
(RX 460 A; Raoul , Tr. 2083-84; Brinkmann , Tr. 1720 22).

121. Thus, under the National Users programs, as with the
full-line vending concept, manufacturers need matched banks of
vendinl( equipment to serve the chanl(ing market' s needs.

122. An additional requirement for the National Users busi-
ness is the necessity "that the manufacturer have a working
relationship. with all botters in every community, because the
cooperating bottler is selected by the service-station operator
and if the operator chooses a bottler who does not do husiness
with a given manufacturer, the manufacturer is prohibited from
placing equipment in that location" (RX 450 A).

Coca-Cola and Coca-Cola Bottler Activity in the National Users
Market

123. The Coca-Cola Company was particularly active in the
development of this National Users market. Coca-Cola was the
soft drink most frequently demanded by oil company customers
in this segment of the market (RX 388 B; Tr. 2107). Coca-Cola
people and Coca-Cola bottlers were agl(ressiveJy selling these N a-
tional Users, and in the service stations "they wanted Coca-
Cola" (Coleman , Tr. 2107). As CharJes H. Brinkmann , formerly
in charge of Westinghouse Electric Corporation s Automatic
Merchandising Division , testified

, "

he knew" the Coca-Cola Com-
pany in Atlanta, Georgia "to be most active in this field" (Tr.
1720).

124. Wiliam G. I aoul , who was president of Cavalier Corpora-
tion and is now president of the Cavalier Division of The See-

burl( Corporation , testified on direct examination by complaint
counsel that he had first become aware of the "National Users
Plan of The Coca-Cola Company" at a meeting with Coca-Cola
in Atlanta "about five years al(o 1962 , although "it could
have been longer than that" (Tr. 2078). Mr. Raoul further
testified that this meeting was " (aJ long time before the ac-
quisition" (Tr. 2079). Coca-Cola "explained to us what the Na-
tionaJ Users Market was and what Coca-Cola s basic policy
towards it would be; because it affected us as suppliers. It
also affected the bottJers" (Tr. 2079). "The problem of sening
accounts to transcend the normal territorial limits of the contract
bottlers. And the Coca-Cola plan for doing it" was explained
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(Raoul , Tr. 2079). Coca-Cola "had a Department for that purpose
several years ago and have been working on it consistently ever
since" (Raoul, Tr. 2079).

125. Coca-Cola s interest in the National Users market was
outlined in a letter from Sam N. Gardner, vice president of Bot-
tJer Sales Promotion for The Coca-Cola Company, to Mr. .John
T. Pierson, .Jr. , of The Vendo Company, on Novemher 4, 1963
summarizing the "conclusions and viewpoints expressed" at a
meeting between Coca-Cola and Vendo offcials held to discuss
the changing nature of the vending industry in this regard. Mr.
Gardner acknowledged " the recent trend toward multiple vending
in service stations " and the "increasing tendency toward cen-

tralized buying of unitized vending batteries at chain headquar-
ters level" (RX 388 A). He also recognized "the vital importance
of this market to the Coca-Cola bottlers " and expressed coneern

about protecting the bottlers ' interest , which could only be done
throul(h a cooperative effort between the Bottlers , the Company,

and the vendor manufacturer solicitinl( business at headquarters
level" (RX 388 A). Accordingly, Mr. Gardner indicated Coca-
Cola s " intention to support the efforts of The Vendo Company-
and other approved manufacturers to sen unitized vendor bat-

teries to the oil chains as a means of protecting the existing posi-
tion estabJished by the Botters" (RX 388 A). Furthermore , Mr.
Gardner noted the active efforts Coca-Cola would take to protect
the interest of its bottlers by contacting these national chains in
an effort to "sell the chain on the advantages of working with the
Coca-Cola Bottlers" (RX 388 A) .

126. Mr. Gardner also stated that" (iJ n view of the lonl(-
term relationship between Vendo " Coca-Cola Company and Coca-
Cola botters, Vendo "should make every effort to support the
sales efforts of the Coca-Cola representative" in this new segment
of the vending industry (RX 388 B). The " importance of this
support" was stated to be "enhanced by the existinl( prestige
status of Coca-Cola in the market, the greater consumer prefer-
ence, plus the fact that the Coca-Cola Bottler can usually provide
the best mechanical service in town" (RX 388 B).

127. Recognizing that " from the viewpoint of the Bottler, a
direct sales approach to the chain represents a new departure
from the long-established policy of se11ng coolers only to the
Bottler, " Coca-Cola promised to usupport" Venda s maintenance
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of satisfactory customer relations by endeavoring to create a clear
understanding throughout the industry of this change in policy,
its necessity, and the plus values that should accrue to the Bot-
tler" (RX 388 B).

128. Since the equipment under the National Users program
would not be sold by the bottler, but rather directly from the
manufacturer, Coca-Cola undertook the responsibilty to "at-
tempt to sen the chain on the advantages of working with Coca-
Cola Botters " (RX 388 A). Coca-Cola actively took steps "
insure that Coca-Cola is represented" in the National Users

sales picture, and made arrangements to assure participation
by Coca-Cola bottlers in this new enterprise and to protect
their interest (RX 219 C, 388 C).

129. In connection with the sale of "unitized batteries" to
National Users, Mr. Gardner advised Vendo that Coca-Cola "wil
authorize the use of script trade-mark on Coca-Cola coolers" in
such batteries "on request from you" (RX 388 B).

130. Coca-Cola s permission to approved vending machine man-
ufacturers to utilize its script trade-mark on Coca-CoJa coolers
was made necessary since "as more companies-including oil
chains-have become engal(ed in full-line or diversified vending,
it has been important to set up approved cooler manufacturers
to sell directly to such accounts " as they "find it necessary to

make national contacts and sales

" "

in order to meet their own

competition within the vending machine manufacturing industry
(RX 21!J B).

131. Prior to the Seeburg acquisition of Cavalier in 1963 , The
Vendo Company was the only major approved supplier of bottle
and can vending machines to Coca-CoJa bottlers in a position to

supply a complete line of other equipment under the National
Users program. At that time Vendo sold the coffee, cigarette
and candy machines used in conjunction with Coca-CoJa ap-
proved bottle and can vending equipment in the National Users
market (RX 467 , pp. 18-19; RX 450 A). Charles II Brinkmann
the general manager of Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Automatic Merchandising Division , testified that the company
doing the most of" selling in this area "was The Vendo Com-

pany" (Brinkmann , Tr. 1719). As a result , Vendo had the Coca-
CoJa National Users business virtuany "locked up" (Raoul, Tr.
2080; Coleman , Tr. 2106-07).
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E. Br' oadening and Diversification of Vending
Machine Mannfactur-r' ' Line of Vending Eqnipment in

Order to Satisfy Their Customers ' Changing Requirements

132. As heretofore indicated, the requirements of the vending

industry rapidly moved in the direction of fuU-line vendinl(,
and National Users began to directly purchase "banks" of vend-
ing equipment, vending equipment manufacturers found it neces-
sary to broaden and diversify their line of machines in order to
satisfy these chanl(ing consumer demands. As Delbert W. Cole-
man, chairman of the board of The Seeburg Corporation , testi-

fied on direct examination by complaint counsel, " (iJf you handle
the meat , you ve I(ot to handle the peas and fruit

, ,', '" 

,', . This
became our problem 

':' :t: ::: . There were no operators that were
just operatinl( one machine by itself. This is what began to
happen in the field. In order to get competitive and compete , we
found that we had to have a fuUer line so as to satisfy the
customer s requirements. Obviously, if we didn t have a coffee
machine we might not seU them the cold drink vendinl( machine
(Tr. 2092).

133. The importance of a fuU line of machines by the manu-
facturer was underscored by Wiliam F. Swingler, vice president
of Canteen , the largest vending operating company in the United
States , who testified that Canteen rarely uses alternate mach-
ines manufactured by different corporations when placing a bank
of coin-operated vending machines (Tr. 1(;35).

1:\4. Vendinl( machine manufacturers were constantly seeking
to aug-ment their product line in order to remain competitive in
a changing market.

135. Vendo early recognized the trend toward diversification
in the vending industry, and " (sJince World War II " approxi-

mately 15 years before Seeburg entered the vendinl( industry,
it has been the policy of Vendo to expand its product line to

achieve diversification and a broader base for expansion" (CX
, p. 7).
136. Diversification was the purpose of Vendo s acquisition

of Vendorlator, a larl(e manufacturer of bottle vending equip-
ment, in 195(;. According to E. F. Pierson , chairman of the board
of The Vendo Company in 1956 , Vendo s acquisition of Vendorla-
tor was dictated by " (tJhe demands of growth and expansion

", ,', ,'''' (RX 315). Also, Thomas A. Buckley, vice president of
sales and marketing of The Vendo Company in 1956, advised
aU Coca-Cola bottlers that "the expanding markets for automatic
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merchandising equipment had already forced us to embark on a
plan of extensive diversification of our product line and this
affiliation was but a further step in this direction" (RX 316 D).

137. The Vendorlator acquisition, pursuant to a program of
diversification , enabled Vendo to make "use of combined produc-
tion facilities as the demand for food vendinl( equipment is added
to beverage machines" (RX 315; CX 65 , pp. 7-8).

138. In 1907, the Federal Trade Commission entered into a
consent disposition with The Vendo Company regard in I( its ac-
quisition of Vendorlator, which permitted Vendo to retain the
Vendorlator operations , while requirinl( it to make available to
competitors certain of the patents it acquired (In the Matte,. of

The Vendo Company, 54 F. C. 203 (1907)).
139. As early as 1961 , The Vendo Company manufactured " the

most complete line of vending equipment of any manufacturer
in the industry/' inc1uding "venders for fresh brew coffee

;1; . automatic coin-operated dispensers for milk, fruit juices
fruit, ice cream , cookies and nuts , and versatile Visi- Vend line
that can accommodate virtually any product-hot, cold, or
frozen-than (sic) can be packaged for vcndinl(" (RX 407 , p. 18).
In addition , Vendo produced "an entire line of beverage vending
equipment sold exclusively to the bottlers of Coca-Cola " in-

cludinl( "both cup and botte venders," and its "Vendorlator di-
vision" made vending equipment "for the carbonated beverage
industry Pepsi-Cola, 7-Up, Nehi, Royal Crown-and other
trade ' bottlers" (RX 457 , p. 19).
140. Prior to Seeburg s acquisition of Cavalier in 1963, The

Vendo Company was the largest and dominant manufacturer of
coin-operated vending equipment in the United States, and was
the only full-line supplier of vending machines to all customers
in the vending industry (Brinkmann, Tr. 1722; Coleman, Tr.

2106; Selzer , Tr. 1604; CX 226; 65 , pp. 7- , 11; RX 468; 407

pp. 18-19; 454 , pp. 19 22).
J 41. According to the stipulated sales data, in 196:\ , Vendo

sales of coin-operated vendinl( machines amounted to 24.2;i; 

an such sales on a dollar basis ($39 547,470) (CX 226) and

13. 670 of such sales on a unit basis (82 248 units) (RX 46R), al-
most twice as large as its nearest competitor.

142. Also, in 1963 , Vendo was the dominant factor in the
trade" botter sel(ment of the vending industry, which it served

separately under the Vendorlator name, with 45. 6/0 of the dollar

value of all botte vending machines sold to that class of cus-
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on a unit basis (4(; 123 units; 7.6% of such sales) and fourth
on a dollar basis ($18 518 565; 11.370 of such sales) in 1963

(CX 22(;; RX 468).
148. Seeburg did not enter the vending industry until 1958

when it acquired the "bankrupt" Eastern Electric Company
Inc.'s cigarette machine (Coleman , Tr. 2087). Delbert W. Cole-

man, chairman of the board of The Seeburg Corporation , ex-

plained Seeburg s entry into the vending industry on direct
examination by complaint counsel as follows:

Well, we were manufacturers of coin-operated phonographs which are
commonly called "juke boxes . And it was our experience that these
juke boxes normally go into bars, grils, taverns, diners , and so forth.
And nonnally in that very same location you would find a cigarette machine.
And we felt that this would he an opportunity for our present distributor
force to have an opportunity to sell cigarette machines since basically
the same locations were using them as were using our coin operated
phonographs (Coleman , Tr. 2087-88).

149. Seeburg expanded its line of vending equipment as part
of a program of diversification since

, "

(iJ n order to get competi-
tive and compete , we found that we had to have a fuller line
so as to satisfy the customer s requirements" (Coleman , Tr. 2092).

150. At the time of the See burg acquisition of Cavalier in
1963 , Seeburg manufactured several different types of vending
equipment. Its line was principally devoted to post-mix cup, cig-
arette and coffee machines, as well as botte and can equip-
ment for "trade" bottlers (Coleman, Tr. 208(;- , 2096-97; CX
247 , pp. 1-2; RX 466 A , 467 , 478 , 479, 417 , pp. 1-3). It did not
then , and does not now , manufacture machines designed to dis-
pense various food products an all purpose food merchandiser
which is essential to serve customer needs in the rapidly de-
veloping vending markets today (Adair , Tr. 2122-23; RX 466 A
467 457 , pp. 5- , 463 , pp. 6-7).

151. At the time of the challenged acquisition in 19(;3, See-

burg reported 13. 870 of aU sales of coin-operated vending ma-
chines on a dollar basis ($22 575 000) and 570 of such sales on a
unit basis (27 115 units) (CX 226; RX 468).

152. Subsequent to the challenged acquisition, Westinghouse

Electric Corporation s Automatic Merchandising Division also
began manufacturing a range of full-line vending equipment.
It introduced a "cup-drink vending machine with ice" (a post-
mix type), and "a fresh brew coffee machine (single cup)

in 1965

, "

a candy machine" late in 1965 or early in 1966, and

in the latter part of 196(; "a tandem candy machine which
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was used only to vend cans" (Brinkmann, Tr. 1702-03). At
the time of the acquisition in 1963 , Westinghouse was one of the
major approved suppliers of vending machines to Coca-Cola
bottlers and manufactured only convertible bottle/can vending
machines for sale to those bottlers (Brinkmann, Tr. 1702 , 1704).
As Charles H. Brinkmann , then general manager of Westing-
house s Automatic Merchandising Division, testified, Coca-Cola
hottlers were engal(ed in full-line vending, and it was on the

increase" ('1r. 1718).

VI. The Seeburg Acquisition of Cavalier in 1963

A. Descriph:on of the Acquir' ing and Acquired
Corporations As of 1968

1. Acquiring Corporation (Seeburg)

153. At the time of the challenged acquisition in 1963, See-

burg, directly or through its subsidiaries, was principally en-

I(aged in the manufacture and sale of coin-operated phonol(raphs
various types of coin-operated vending machines, hearing aids
and musical instruments (CX 9 , pp. 4 14; 10

, pp.

2).
154. So far as pertinent to the instant proceeding, Seeburg

entered the vendinl( machine manufacturing industry in 1958
when it acquired the "bankrupt" Eastern Electric Company,
Inc.'s cigarette machine and , as of 1963 , manufactured and sold
the following types of coin-operated vending machines: cigarette
machine; batch brew coffee machine; cup vending machine;
bott1e and can vending machines; single-cup coffee machine; and
a nonfood all purpose merchandiser (Coleman , Tr. 2086-98; CX
, pp. 4, 14; 10 , pp. 1-2; 11 , pp. 8- 9).
155. At the time of the acquisition, Seeburg, through its

Choice- Vend Division , was an approved supplier of bottle and
can vending machines only to "trade" bottlers, and its sales
force did not solicit Coca-Cola bottlers for their bottle and can
vendinl( machine business (Mi1er, Tr. 1986- , 1992-99).
2. Acquired Corporation (Cavalier)

156. At the time of the challenged acquisition in 1963, Cava-

lier was engaged in the manufacture and sale of only bottle
and botte/can vending machines to a single class of customers
the company owned and contract bottlers of Coca-Cola. Cavalier
was an approved supplier of these machines, and did not solicit
or sell such machines to " trade" bottJers (Findings No. 19

80).
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B. Background and CiTcumstances of the Challenged
Acquisition

I. Consideration8 Prompting Seeburg 8 A cquisition of Cavatier

J 57. As Delbert W. Coleman, chairman of the board of See-

burg, testified on direct examination by complaint counsel
concerning the major considerations which prompted See burg

acquisition of Cavalier in 1963: since "Coca-Cola represented
a very large segment of the botte-vendinl( industry (Tr.
2105) and Seeburg wasn t "an approved source of supply" of
bottle and can vendinl( machines to Coca-Cola bottlers , Seeburg
bought Cava1ier to diversify into the Coca-Cola segment of the
vending industry "because we were sel1ng Coca-Cola very little
merchandise at that time" (Tr. 2107).

158. The challenged acquisition in J 963 took place only after
many years of fruitless effort by Choice-Vend Corporation , since

1960 Choice-Vend Division of The Seeburg Corporation, to ob-

tain Coca-Cola approval of its vending machines (Miler, Tr.
1993-2000; Coleman , Tr. 2106-08; RX 283 A- , 284 A- , 1-
428 A- , 5, 285 A- , 6, 7 A- , 286 A- , 11 , 13- , 287 

15- 288 A- , 20 , 273).
159. As Max Miler, formerly president of Choice-Vend Cor-

poration and now president of the Choice-Vend Division of The
See burg Corporation , testified on direct examination by com-
plaint counsel, prior to 1955

, "

when we first went into our pro-
duction on our machine, I went to Atlanta myself to inter-
view the Coca-Cola people with respect to I(etting our machine
into their line with their bottlers. And was unsuccessful at that
time and five or six times after that" (Tr. 1993).

160. Choice-Vend and Seeburg/Choice-Vend submitted vend-
ing machines for Coca-Cola testing and approval on numerous
occasions since 1954 (Miller, Tr. 1994; RX 283 A- , 284 A-

285 A- , 6 286 A- , 13 287 C, 288 A-C). For example , in
1958, Choice-Vend sent a model 200 machine to Coca-Cola for
testing. Mr. Miler testified that "I badgered them and asked
them to please look it over and they allowed me to send it in

'" , , " .

" This machine was not accepted by Coca-Cola (Miler
Tr. 1995; RX 283 A-B). Mr. Miler further testified that Coca-
Cola advised him of no reason for rejectinl( the model 200. "They
just returned the machine to us and the only thing we got was
that it was unacceptable. Did not meet their standards" (Tr.

1996). although they did mention "the possibility we didn
have financial status enough to maybe stay in business. And if
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vending units

" "

so that we may incorporate it in our presenta-
tion to the people in Atlanta " and received favorable reports
(MiJIer, Tr. 1999; HX 14). See burg/Choice-Vend submitted one
can and two bottle vendinl( machines for Coca-Cola testing prior
to the December 196I presentation (Miler, Tr. 1998-99).

169. In December 1961, Seeburg/Choice-Vend made its sales
presentation to high Coca-Cola officials, including Patrick L.

Maney and Charles Adams (HX 17, 18, 20). Mr. Miler, at
the request of .John L. Douglas, purchasing agent for Coca-Cola
subsequent1y on December 14, 1961, provided Coca-Cola with
additional information relating to Choice-Vend' s finance plans
incentive prOl(rams, and freight programs, and indicated he
would be "pleased to sit down and discuss with you any special
type program that you would like tailored for your bottlers. I
am certain that we can come up with a plan that wi1 be satis-
factory to you" (RX 16).

170. Seeburl(/Choice-Vend' s optimism (RX 20) rel(arding the
outcome of its December 1961 presentation to Coca-Cola "for
approval" (RX 19) was premature. In early .January 1962
Seeburg was informally advised that "we have been turned down
for approval by Coca-Cola Co." (CX 142).

171. On February 5, 1962 , by lctter from Charles W. Adams
vice president of Coca-Cola Company, to Delbert W. Coleman
president and chairman of The Seebul'g Corporation , Coca-Cola
offcially advised See burg that after givinl( "serious considera-
tion" to Seeburg s request that it "be approved as an additional
supplier to Coca-Cola Bottlers for both bottle and can vendors
and" r w J hile we are confident Seeburg would make a good supc
plier to our Bottlers " Coca-Cola has " not approved" See burg
since it did not meet "our requirements for approving new sup-
pliers" (RX 273). These "requirements" were stated to be as fol-
lows:

(a) Make available equipment of same quality as now being purchased

by Coca-Cola Bottlers , hut at a lower price;
(b) Make available equipment of superior quality but at same price as

equipment now being purchased;
(c) Supply needed equipment not now available from present suppliers;

(d) By some other means save Coca-Cola Rottlers money on their equip-
ment purchases (RX 273).

172. Thus, even thoul(h Coca-Cola was "confident Seeburg
would make a good supplier" (RX 273) to its bottlers , and no
longer raised any questions as to the sutlciency of Seeburg
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botte and can vending equipment from an engineering stand-
point, Coca-Cola rejected Seeburg s bid for approval, thereby

precluding the opportunity for " successful marketing" of See-
burg/Choice-Vend' s complete line of hotLe and can vending equip-
ment to Coca-Cola bottlers who, according to the stipulated sales

data , purchased over 535'0 of all such machines sold in both the
Coca-Cola and "trade" bottler segments of the vending industry
on a unit and dollar basis in 1963 (RX 485-86).

173. Because of Coca-Cola s continued rejections of Seeburg/
Choice-Vend equipment , even after there were no longer any
apparent engineering defects with its machines, Seeburg/
Choice-Vend "discontinued all approaches to them after 1961"
(Miler , Tr. 1999).

174. The second consideration prompting Seeburg s decision

to acquire Cavalier was the growing involvement of Coca-Cola
bottlers in fulJ-line vending and active participation of Coca-
Cola and its bottlers in the National Users market, which
was otherwise beyond Sccburg s reach.

175. As Mr. Coleman testified:
Coca-Cola represented a very large segment of the bottle-vending industry.
Primarily because they were very on-premiscs-consumption minded. And
in addition , many of their bottlers were moving into fun-line vending
because here the institutions, plants, schools, and so forth, didn t want

to deal with Coca-Col bottlers for one thing and somebody else for a
coffee machine and somebody else for cigarette machines and somebody else
for something else. They wanted one responsible person to come in and put
in all the equipment.
So you had a natural evolution of Coca-Cola bottlers to fuJi-line vending
(Tr. 2105).

176. Mr. Coleman further testified:
We had these , what we call national users, where there were thousands

and thousands of service stations , and so forth , throughout the nation. And
I refer particularly to the larger major gasoline and oil companies which
Coca-Cola was very aggressively working with. And unless we could tind
some way to sell the Coca-Cola boUlers , there was just one of our major
competitors who soJd Coca-Cola a full Jine and that was Venda. We had
tried on severaJ occasions to have our Choice-Vend equipment approved
by the Coca-Cola people. And at one time were told it just wasn t our

machine, they didn t want any more suppliers than they had or words
to that effect ('11'. 2106).

177. Accordingly, Mr. Coleman testified:
Consequently, for us to be out of the Coca-Cola market with these two

things rCoca-Cola bottler activity in National Users program and full-line
vending) happening in the industry would have vil-tually left all that
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business to our major competitor which ultimately would have been a very
serious problem for us.

So we have two problems. We had to move ourselves into full-line vending
as quickly as we possibly could. And we had to nnd a way to sell the
Coca-CoJa bottlers which represented such a major portion of the business.
Plus this other opportunity (National Users market) that wasn t open to us.
And it appeared to Us this would be an opportunity for us to sell the-
Coca-Cola bottJers so that we could properly compete with our competitor.
With our major competitor. Canteen wasn t making' bottle vending equip-

ment, so the only one we had to concern ourselves with was Venda. So we
conduded that the only way we were going to be a supplier to Coca-Cola
was to buy Cavalier. So we did merge to further divcrsification. And
that judgment has been correct (Coleman , 'fr. 2106- 07).

178. In light of Seeburg s failure to obtain Coca-Cola ap-
proval, and the importance of sellng Coca-Cola bottlers to See-

burg s competitive position, Mr. Coleman testified that See burg,
having "nowhere else to turn " acquired Cavalier "as a last re-
sort" (Tr. 2108).

2. Conside1.ations Prompting Cavalier s Association with See-
burg

179. At the time of the challenged acquisition in 1963, Cava-
lier was a single-line supplier of bottle and bottle/can vending
machines which specialized in the salc of its Coca-Cola approved
equipment exclusively to Coca-Cola bottlers (Graham, Tr. 1946-
47; CX 25). As Wiliam G. Raoul , formerly president of Cavalier
and now president of Cavalier Division of The Seeburg Corpora-
tion , testified on direct examination by complaint counsel

, "

( w) e
didn t have any equipment associated with us. We were isolated
with a specialized product, and our market was changing. The
(Coca-Cola) bottlers were rapidly getting into full-line vending
(Tr. 2084).

180. Cavalier s efforts to sell bottlers other than Coca-Cola
in the mid- l!J50' s "weren t very successful" (Raoul , 'fr. 2066- 67).
As Mr. Raoul testified , Cavalier s efforts to sell these other com-
panies began in 1955, but by 1957 "it was pretty obvious that
they weren t going to achieve success (Tr. 2067; Graham
Tr. 1970-72). Cavalier tried to sell "trade" botters, including
Dr. Pepper, Nehi, Seven-Up, and Pepsi-Cola (Raoul, Tr. 2066-
75; Graham , Tr. 1971-72).

181. After 1957, Cavalier no longer solicited any " trade
bottlers (Raoul, Tr. 2072). In explaining this development
Mr. Raoul testified , since "our sales force would have to spend
an inordinate amount of time cultivating a wholly different
market for very uncertain results .

. . . .

' . And the volume of
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the business was quite uncertain " Cavalier once again special-
ized in sales exclusively to the Coca-Cola bottlers (Raoul, Tr.

2072).
182. In addition , manufacturing considerations affected Cava-

jier s decision to cultivate Coca-Cola bottlers exclusively. As Mr.
Raoul testified:
On the manufacturing side there were considerations too which still apply.
It would be very diffcult for us if we had to do any volume of business
with those other companies. It would mean making the machine which
we now make on OTIe basic form , we would have to make it in several different
forms (Tr. 2073).

183. The different manufacturing problems involved in selling
the "trade" bottlers involved "not only (theJ type of paint and
decorative trim, (butJ in some cases the actual dies -

- " *"

(Raoul , Tr. 2074). In addition , a different assembly and finishing
sequence for bottle vending machines would have been necessary
(Raoul , Tr. 2074-75).

184. The "natural evolution of Coca-Cola boWers" into full-
time vending "was the industry trend" (Coleman, Tr. 2105).

At the time of the challenged acquisition , there "was a trend"
toward full-line operations by Coca-Cola and "trade" bottlers
that started from nothinl( to where it is today. There are more

bottlers moving into the industry full line every day" (Coleman
Tr. 2112). Other industry witnesses corroborated Mr. Coleman
testimony as to the rapid increase in full-line vending by soft
drink botters, and particularly the active development in this
field by Coca-Cola bottlers (Brinkmann , Coca-Cola bottlers were
engaged in full- line vending and the number of bottlers so
engaged was on the " increase " Tr. 1718; Raoul

, "

the bottlers
were rapidly getting into full-line vending" (Tr. 2084)).

185. In addition, Coca-Cola and Coca-Cola bottlers were "al(-
grcssively working with National Users, who purchased
matched banks of equipment in their many locations (Coleman
Tr. 2106).

186. Prior to the Seeburl( acquisition in 1963

, "

Cavalier
had developed a working arrangement with the Coca-Cola
bottlers over a number of years, but Cavalier did not sell equip-
ment to botters other than Coca-Cola, nor did Cavalier pro-
duce candy, cigarette and coffee machines " (RX 450 A). Access
to such machines was necessary if Cavalier was to remain competi-
tive in a chanl(inl( market where banks of equipment were re-
quired for use in Coca-Cola bottlers' full-line vending opera-
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RESl'O IJENT S EXHlrI!T 477

SALES OJ.' COlN-OPEHATED BOTTLE VENDING MACHINES
(IN DOLLARS)

AS A PERCENTAGE OF STIPULATED SALES OF SUCH MACHINES
TO COCA COLA BOTTLERS

FOR 1965

Wcatinghou e Electric
Corporation

34.

UNC
Industries.

Inc.
Cavalier Divisionl

The Seeburg
Corporation

32.

24. 219

47. The V cnda Company

(Sules under Venda namel

Dixie Narco, Inc.
thru Narco Division
Tne Navarre Corp.

1.1%

00%

La Crosse CooIer Company
Victor Products Corporation
The Selectivend Corporation

The Venda Company
(Sales under Vendorlator name)

Source;

ex 247

RX 417

192. In this segment of

sales data show that the
the vending industry,
established suppliers

the stipulated

Westinghouse,

seems totally obscure as related to the manufacture and sale of vending machine:! of aJJ

types and the manufacture and sale of bottle vending machines since buth of the companies
which merged were competing in segments only of the total ma.rkct and not with each other.
In uther words, it was a \lnitin of uneOlnpetitive segments in the uverall markets alleged

by which means the merged companies could reasonably be e"Xpected to create competition
therein with vending machine manufacturers who were IlJready competitive or potentia.lJy
competitive in the diversified markets. defined by the complaint and evinenecd.
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Vendo , and Cavalier, supplied 91.670 of the bottle vending ma-
chines to Coca-Cola bottlers on a dollar basis two years after the
acquisition in I!J65 , down slightly from 92.6% in 1963 (RX
177 475).

Im\. During those two years, Cavalier s own percentage of
such sales remained static. At the same time, Cornelius, a
smaller , more recent entrant in this field , was able to significantly
improve its bottle vending machine sales to Coca-Cola bot-
tlers , increasing its percentage of such sales from 4. 3 % to 870
on a dollar basis , and from 9. 1 % to 13. 970 on a unit basis (RX
474-477).

194. These sales and market share statistics permit no inference
that the chanenged acquisition , which suhstituted Seeburg/Cava-
lier for Cavalier Corporation as an approved supplier of bottle
and can vending equipment to Coca-Cola boWers, adversely af-
fected any company s opportunity for sale of bottle and can
machines to Coca-Cola bottlers, or gave undue competitive ad-
vantages to Seeburg (RX 474-477).

195. Actual market behavior establishes that since the chal-
lenl(ed acquisition, competition in the Coca-Cola bottler segment
of the vending industry has increased and intensified.

196. In July 1966, Coca-Cola revised its equipment approval
policy for bottle and/or can vending equipment, notified several
formerly unaccepted vendinl( machine manufacturers of this
change , and invited them to submit equipment for testing, with
the result that competition in the sale of vending equipment to
the Coca-Cola bottler segment of the vending industry has actuany
opened up (Small, Tr. 1300-01; Ebner, Tr. 1733- , 1741-
1744-46; Teeter, Tr. 1787 , 1789; RX 431 433 A- , 132
431).

197. Prompted by the desire "to improve the competitive posi-
tion of Coca-Cola and our related products" (RX 432 , 431 , 433 B),
Coca-Cola, in 1966

, "

made the basic policy decisions necessary
to change both the emphasis of and the procedure for our
evaluation tests (with respect to bottle vending equipment)
in the future, and we are now setting up the procedures and
criteria which wil be required for the implementation of these
policy decisions " (RX 434 C). Coca-Cola also plans "to dis-
continue the practice of simply accepting or rejecting bottle
vendors. We wi! , instead , provide the bottlers with copies of our
revised evaluation reports in order to better assist them in their

individual purchases of bottle vendors " (RX 434 C).
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198. Although full implementation of the new procedures was
not anticipated by Coca-Cola until March 1967, the company
took prompt steps in 1966 to notify equipment manufacturers

of their new opportunity to compete for Coca-Cola bottlers ' busi-
ness (RX 434 C).

199. Specifically, in May 1966

, "

a task force" from Coca-Cola
toured the United States to visit the plants and evaluate the
capabilities of major vending machine manufacturers, including
those not previously approved by Coca-Cola , such as Choice-Vend
Division of The Seeburg Corporation, the Cornelius Company
(which was not approved for automatic bottle vendinl( equip-
ment) and Selectivend Corporation (RX 434 C; Teeter, Tr.
1787 1789).

200. On July 7, 1966, Coca-Cola notified manufacturers of
vending equipment of its "new sales equipment valuation (sic)
policy by letter from our Marketinl( Vice President " including

Choice Vend Division of the Seeburg Corporation , the Cornelius
Company, the LaCrosse Cooler Company, and Selectivend Cor-
poration" (RX 434 C, 435 , 432 , 433 A-B). For example, in its
letter of July 7 , 1966 to Max Miler, president of Choice-Vend
Division of Seeburl(, Coca-Cola advised that it wil now "evalu-
ate sales equipment submitted by reputable manufacturers
which promises to serve our general marketing goals" and
make the results "available to our Botters" (RX 432). In addi-
tion, Coca-Cola noted that the change was necessitated "to im-
prove the competitive position of Coca-Cola" and related products
and its hope that the program "wil result in expanded markets
for its bottlers and suppliers (RX 432).

201. In addition, on July 12, 1966, Coca-Cola informed all its
bottlers of the change in its equipment approval policy, stating
that" (c)hanges always are necessary if we are to improve our

competitive position and we trust that this program wil re-
sult in increased sales and profits for us all" (RX 431).

202. As Coca-Cola stated in its letter to Mr. Charles Brink-
mann, general manal(er of its long approved supplier West-
inl(house, advising of the revision to Coca-Cola s equipment
approval policy, the change wil " inevitably make certain
equipment available to our bottlers which has previously been

available only to (Coca-Cola) competitors " (RX 433 A).
203. Pursuant to the 1966 Coca-Cola change of policy, "the

following manufacturers have been invited to submit machines

to The Coca-Cola Company : Choice-Vend Division of The
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Seeburg Corporation , The Cornelius Company, The Selectivend
Coporation and Steelmade, Inc., none of which-except for
Cornelius ' special horizontal models- were previously approved
suppliers of Coca-Cola machines (RX 434 C-D). In this con.
nection, Harold Teeter, president of Selectivend, testified that
Selectivend had already submitted a machine for Coca-Co1a
approval in 1966 and that he understood it to have received a
favorable" report (Teeter, Tr. 1787, 1789). In addition, Mr.

SmaJl of Vietor Products , and Mr. Ebner of LaCrosse, both testi-
fied that these " trade" bottler suppliers also had submitted
machines to Coca-Cola for approval in 1966 (Small, Tr. 1300;
Ebner, Tr. 1745). Finally, Rock-Ola Mfg. Corp., a recent en-
trant in the vending machine manufacturing industry, found the

Coca-Cola Company decision to revise its procedure format in
the area of equipment evaluation

" "

most interesting," and is
seeking "permission to participate" in order to obtain Coca-Colaapproval (RX 435). .
204. In sum, since the acquisition in 1963, Coca-Cola s 1966

revision in its equipment approval policy has created the frame-
work for a significant change, opening up the vending machine
supply picture in the Coca-Cola bottler segment of the industry,
with increased competition already a reality, and an intensi-
fied competitive struggle in prospect for the future (Findings
No. 196-203).

205. In the "trade" bottler segment of thc vending industry,
the foJlowing charts, Respondent's Exhibits No. 480 and 481
reflect the unit and dollar value of sales of coin-operated botte
vending machines as a percentage of stipulated sales of such
machines in 1965, two years after the challenged acquisition.

206. According to the stipulated sales data, Vendorlator dom-
inance in this segment of the market actually increased since
the acquisition, with its percentage of bottle vending machine
sales to "trade" bottlers growing to 50 % on a unit basis and
47. 9ro on a doJlar hasis in 1965, up from 46.7%, on a unit basis
and 45. 6ro on a doJlar basis in 1963 (RX 478-81).

207. By contrast, on the basis of stipulated sales data, See-
burg has relatively lost ground as a " trade" bottler supplier
since the challenged acquisition , as sales of coin-operated bottle
vending machines by its Choice-Vend Division have declined from
18%, to 13.9% on a unit basis (RX 478, 480) and 23.2% to
19.5%, on a dolhlr basis between 1963 and 1965 (RX 479
481).
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RgSl'()Xm;XT s li -'IlIl(T 480

SALES OF COIN-OPERATED BOTTLE VENDING MACHINES
(IN UNITS)

AS A PERCENTAGE OF STIPULATED SALES OF SUCH MACHINES
TO TRADE BOTTLEHS (e. g. PEPSI COLA , ROYAL CROWN , ETC.

FOR 19G5

50.

The Venda Comp'lny

(Sales under Vendorlator narne)

Vieta::
Produc:s "-

Co:'po!:i.::i.Ji1 "7

La C::osse Cooler
Cor.1pc:ily

16.

nelius COff?Gny

10. 2'1

Choice -VG
Division/

Tne S".:'om:g
Corpc.:. .. ::-o;'

13.

ex 247

RX 417

Cavalier Divi:jonl

The Sccburg Corporation
Westinghouse Electric

Corporation
UMC Industries , Inc.
The Venda Company

(Sales under Venda no;mc)
Dixie-Narco , Inc. thru

Narco Division
The Navarre Corp.

Source:

208. Since the challenged acquisition, both LaCrosse and Selec-
tivend , which are among the smaller firms serving this segment
of the vending industry (CX 247; RX 417), have increased
their share of sales of coin-operated bottle vending macbines
in the "trade" bottler segment of the vending industry. Accord-
ing to the stipulated sales data , LaCrosse has shown increases
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SALES OF COIN-OPERATED BOTTLE VENDING MACHINES
(IN DOLLARS)

AS A PERCENTAGE OF STIPULATED SALES OF SUCH MACHINES
TO TRAE BOTTLERS (e.g. PEPSI COLA , ROYAL CROWN , ETC.

OR 1965
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Source:
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RX 417

from 13. 09' to 16. 09' on a unit basis and 12.4ro to 15. ro on a
dollar basis between 1963-1965, while Selectivend has shown sales
gains from 09' to 9.49' on a unit basis and 10. 59' to 11.3ro
on a dollar basis during the same period (RX 478--81). The
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percentage of such sales by Cornelius during this period has re-
mained approximately the same (RX 478-481).

209. Only Victor Products share of bottle vending machines

to " trade" bottlers has declined since the challenged acquisi-
tion , from 3. 070 to 770 on a dollar basis (RX 479, 481)

and 2.4% to .5% on a unit basis (RX 478 , 480). But these sales
were not lost to Seeburg s Choice-Vend Division, whose own
share of sales to this class of customers declined (RX 478-
481). The record evidence refutes any inference that the chal-
lenged acquisition may have adversely affected Victor Products.
Roy M. Sman, executive vice president of Victor Products, tes-

tified that he observed " " difference in the market conditions

affecting his business after the Seeburg/Cavalier acquisition
because Victor Products and Cavalier did not solicit each other
customers (Tr. 1:\0:0-(4).

210. Paralleling developments in the Coca-Cola bottler seg-

ment of the vending industry, manufacturer participation
in the "trade" bottler field has also broadened since the chal-
lenged acquisition. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, which

supplied bottle/can vending equipment exclusively to Coca-Cola
bottlers for over 35 years, in the latter half of 1966 "set up a
general bottle (sic) sales organization to call on all other bot-

tJers, like Pepsi-Cola, Dr. Pepper and 7- " (Brinkmann

Tr. 1703), after seeking and obtaining the approval of the
parent syrup companies "before we went out and actually
called on the bottlers " since approval "is very essential to suc-

cessful marketing" of vcnding machines (Brinkmann, Tr.
1717).

211. The Dr. Pepper Company, in a notice to its bottlers re-
garding the approval of Westinghouse vendors on August 30

1966, indicated that the "addition" of "the Westinghouse line
broadens "the base of our vendor supply structure " and "brings
to Dr. Pepper Bottlers a new dimension of quality, experience
and success in the vendor manufacturing field" (RX 436 A).
Upon receiving approval from Dr. Pepper , Westinghouse vendors
became eligible for all the benefits that flow therefrom , including
qualifying for credits and other benefits under the "Dr. Pepper
Bottler Vendor Incentive Programs " and for financing "under
the Chemical Bank Vendor Finance Program for Dr. Pepper
Bottlers (Ib'id.

212. In addition, Thomas B. Donahue , vice chairman of the
board of UMC Industries , Inc. , testified that its Glasco subsidiary,
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an approved supplier of vending equipment only to Coca-Cola
bottlers

, "

may" in the future expand its facilities to solicit
business in the " trade" botter sel(ment of the industry (Donahue
Tr. 1439).

213. In sum , competition in the "trade" bottJer segment of the
vending industry, as in the Coca-Cola bottler segment, has also
intensified since the challenged acquisition , with additional manu-
facturers now soliciting " trade" bottler customers for their busi-
ness (Findings No. 210-212).

214. While the ultimate outcome of these most recent com-

petitive developments in the vending industry is not certain on

this record , it is clear that today, three years after the challenged
acquisition , bottlers of all types have a wider choice of vending
equipment suppliers than before the acquisition in 1963 , vending
machines manufacturers have new and broader opportunities to
serve new classes of customers , and all vending machine manu-
facturers face increased competition for the business of their

traditional customers.
B. Intens'ified RivalTY Among Manufacturers of Vend:ing

Machines
215. The following tables , Respondent's Exhibit 468 and Com-

mission s Exhibit 226 , reflect stipulated sales in the United
States during 1961 - , and percentage of census totals, of all
coin-operated vending machines, on a unit and dollar basis, by
manufacturers of such equipment whose representatives testified
at the hearing in this case:

SPONDENT S EXHIBIT liS

Stipulated sales of manufactU'rers of coin-operated ?Jendi'YlJ machines in the
United StfLtes 1961-19fiS-unit sales and perCfmt of Bureau of the Census total

--- - -

1961

Cumpany 10

The Venda Co. . 94 412
Sales under
Vendorlator name 28 048

Sales other than under
Vendorlator name 66 364

Universal Mat h Corp.' 51,401
Canteen Corp. 34 056
Cavalier Corp. - - 19 403
The Sf'eburg Corp. - 16,053
Westinghousf' Electric

Corp. -
La Cl'm;se CooJer

Company - -

- -

Victor Prorlucts Corp.
Dixie-Narco, Inc. -
rhe Selectjvend Corp.

1962

--- --

Company
Sales 1
(units)

Percent

total 

Percent

total'

1.6

1.6

The Venda Co.
Sales nnder
Vendor!ator name 29 085

Sales other than
VendorIatoT name 64 394

Universal Match Corp.4 fiO 563
Canteen Corp. . - -. 43 :149
The Seeburg Corp. 30 005
Cavalier Corp. -- - 17 449
Westinghouse Electric

Corp. "-
La Crosse Cooler

Company -- - --
The Cornelius Company
Victor produr.s Corp.
The SeJectivcnd Corp.
D;xic-Nar , Inc.

479 13.

7.4

211

860
729
156
546

138

503
906
452
459

1,f.67

Census total ft620,931 Census total" 7682,687
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- --

1963

Percent
SaJes

Company 11 (units) total 

---

The V('ndo Co. 248 13.
Sales under

V('mlorJator name 28, 634
Sales "ther than under
VendorJator name 53 614

UniversaJ Match Corp, 46, 123
Canteen ('..rp. 393
The Seeburg Corp. 27, 115
Cavalier Corp. 164
Westinghouse Electric

Corp. 520 3-'
The Cornelius Company 960
La Crosse Cooler

Company 790 1.3
Th, Selectivend Corp. 463
Victor Products Corp. 586
Dixie-Narco Inc. 879 

Census total 6 606,666

1964

Company
Sales 1

(units)

Percent

total 

The V coda Co.
Sales under

VendorIator name 35 111
Sales other than under

VennorJator name 57, 826
The Sccburg Corp, - - - - 69 005

Cavalier Division - 25 963
Other - -

- "

- - -33,042
Univer aJ Match Corp.4 49 700
Canteen ('..rp. -

- -

- 28 750
Wtostinp;ho\!seElectric

CorP. - - - - -

- - - -

The Cornelius Company
La Crosse CooJer

Company - - -
The SekctivemJ Cot"p.
Victor Produds Corp.
DIxie-Narco, Inc.

Census total U628 926

937 14.

366
19, 780

11,920
619
878
728

- - - -

1965

~~~

The Vendo Co, - 707,839
Sales under

Vendorlatol' name 45, 444
Sale!' other than under
Vendor/atar name 62 395

Universal Match COJ' . 55 249
The Seebul"g Corp. - - - 62,058

Cavali..r Division J - 22 534
Ot.her - 29524

Canteen Corp. - - - 

- - - -

' 29 445
Westinghouse Electric

Corp. - --

- -- -

The Cornelius Company
La Crosse Cooler
Company - 

The SeJectivend Corp.
Victor Products Corp.
Dixie-Narco , Inc.

Percent

total 

16.

708
286

876
969
370

1,540

2.4

Census total r, 677,700

9.4

1 Unit saJes of coin-operated vending ma-
chines in the United States by companies
included in the stipulation w;th sales of
same. Source--CX 247.

Relationship of unit sales of coin-operated
vending machines in the United States to
thc total units shipped (including export
shipments) reported by the Bureau of the
Census.1 Cavalier Corporation was acqldred by The
Seebul'l' Corporation on December 3 , 1963.

. Universal Match Corporation changed its
name to UMC Industries , Inc. , in 1966.
o Unit total of manufacturers' shipment

(including export shipments) as reported to
the Bureau of the Census, Current Industrial
Reports , Vending Machines , Series M35U.

6CX 96.
7CX 98.
'cx lUO.
ex 244.to According to ex \)5 , there are at least

67 additional companies with sales of coin-
operated v(.nding machines that arc not in-
cluded on this exhibit.
n According to CX 99 . there are at least

65 additionaJ companies with sales of coin-
operated vending machines which arc not
inc1ufler! on this exhibit.12 According to ex 244 , there are at least
39 additional companies, with snles of coin-
operated venrling machines; however , CX 244
doe!! not ;nc!ude companies with annual sales
of less than $100.000.

J' ACI'-ording to ex 244 , thf're arc at Jeast
33 additional companies wit.h sales of coin-
operated vending machines; however, CX 244
does not inclurle companies with annual sRles
of less than $100 000.

1.9
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1. anufacturers
machines in

COMMISSION S EXHIBIT 226

with over $5 000 000 annual snles of coin-operated vending
the United States 1961-196.5--ollar sales and percent of

Bureau of the Cen.':ms total

1961

Percent

Company Sales J tota1

The Venda Co. $44 079,101
Canteen Corp. 21,347,859 12.
Universal MatdJ

Corp. 18,467,216 10.
The Seebl.rg Corp. 828 000
Cavnlier Corp. 652 000

Census total 6 8171,16. 000

1962

The Venda Co.
Canteen Corp. - - -
The Seeburg Corp-
Universal Match

Corp.

' --

Cavalier Corp. - - 

- -

Westinghouse Electric
Corp.

$44 712 355
232 881
751,000

19,434 444
364 000

25.
14.
12.

11.

937,000 3.4

Census totnl 1172,335 000

1963

$39 547,470
22, 572,000

095 378

518,565

The Venda Co. -

- -

The Seeburg Corp.
Canteen Corp. -
Universal Match

Corp.

' -- -- --

WestinJ.honse Electric
Corp. - -

CavaJier Corp.

24.

12.

IJ.3

999 000
269 000

Census tota1 8163,521 000

1964

Percent

Company Sales 1 totaJ2

The Vendo Co. $47,669 338 26.
The Sccburg Corp. 237 000 18.

Cavalier Div. $9,370,844
Oth(!r 866, 156

Universal Mat.h
Corp. 23,759 764 12.

Canteen Can). 17, 291,343 9.4
Westinghou ;e Electric

Corp. 487,000

Census total" 9183,679 000

1965

The Vendo Co. - $57,019 329
The Seeburg Corp. -- 31 ;;07 000

Cavalier Div.' - $ 9,248 118
Oth r - - 22, 258 882

Universal Match
Corp.

' -

- 27,044 272
Canteen Corp. - - " - - 18 360 857
Westin!"house Electric

Corp.

28.
15.

13.

13, 658 000

Census total" 200,313 000

1 Net snles of coin-operated machines in
t.he United States. Source-X 247.

Relationship of net sales ()f coin-opera.ted
vending: machines in the United States to
the dolJar vaJue of shipments (including ex-
port shipments) reported by the Bureau of
the Census.

"CavaJier Corporation was acquired by
The Seebnrg C()rpnration December 3, 1963.

Univetsal Match Corporation hang-ed its
nam to UMC Industries, Inc., in 196(;.

5 Dollar vaJue of mnnl1fa.cturers ' shipments
(including export shipments) as reported to
the Bureau of the Census , Current Industria!
Reports, Vending Machines, Series M35U.cCX 96.
'ex 98.
"CX 100.
DCX 244.

216. In the overall coin-operated vending machine segment of
the vending industry, there is no substantial evidence to support

complaint counsel's anel(ation that the effect of this acquisition
may be substantially to lessen competition or tend to create a

monopoly" (Cplt. , par. 19). If anything, the statistical evidence
adduced would appear to show that rivalry among manufacturers
in this sel(ment of the vending industry is healthier today than
before (CX 226 ; RX 468).

217. While Seeburg s percentage of all coin-operated vending
machines sold increased slil(ht1y between 1963 and 1965 (from
13. 8ro to 15.7% on a dollar basis, and 4.5% to 7.7% on a unit
basis), more significantly, the stipulated sales data show that
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the percentage of such sales by the combined See burg/Cavalier
declined significantly in that period. See burg/Cavalier sales of
all coin-operated vending machines amounted to 18.9 % of alJ
such sales on a donar basis and 8.3 % of such sales on a unit
basis in 1963 (CX 226; RX 468). In 1965 , Seeburg/Cavalier ac-
counted for only 15.7% of all such sales on a dollar basis , and

7% of such sales on a unit basis , an absolute decline of 20/0
on a dolJar basis and .6 % on a unit basis, and a relative decline
of 17 % on a dolJar hasis and 7 % on a unit basis (CX 226; RX
468). At the same time, Vendo , long the leading and dominant
manufacturer of coin-operated vending machines , increased its
percentage share of all such sales during this period from 24.2 %
to 28. 5% on a dollar basis and 13. 60/0 to 15. 90/0 on a unit basis

(CX 226; RX 468). Thus, after the acquisition , the decline in
See burg/Cavalier s market share between IB63-1B65 indicates that
the acquisition conferred no undue competitive advantage on
Seeburg/Cavalier to the detriment of other manufacturers.

218. Actually, most of the other manufacturers of coin-op-
erated vending machines for whom record evidence was presented
by complaint counsel increased their sales and market shares be-
tween 1%3-1965 , including particularly the smaller manufactur-
ers , such as Cornelius (2. 1 % in 1963 to 2.40/0 in IBfj5 on a unit
basis; 1.1%, in 1963 to 1.6%, in 1965 on a dollar basis); La-
Crosse (1.35'0 in IB63 to 05'0 in 1965 on a unit basis; 1.6% in
I!J63 to 55'0 in 1965 on a dolJar basis); and Selectivend (.
in 1963 to 1.65'0 in 1965 on a unit basis; 1.4% in 1%3 to 2.40/0
in 1%5 on a dollar basis) (RX 468 , 417; CX 247 , lOO , 244 B).

219. A few vending machine manufacturers' share of all coin-
operated vending machines sold in the United States declined
between IB63 and ID65 (e. Canteen and Victor Products).
However, their business was not lost to Seeburg/Cavalier , whose
own combined share of such sales declined in that period (RX
468; CX 226). Victor Products ' executive vice president testified
that there was " " difference in Victor s ability to solicit sales

for its bottle and can vendinl( machines due to the challenged
acquisition, since Victor and Cavalier did not solicit the same

class of customers (Small, Tr. 1303-04).
220. According to the record evidence, competition among

manufacturers of vending machines appears to have been en-

hanced rather than inhibited following the challenged acquisi-
tion.
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221. In response to complaint counsel's question as to what he
deemed "the greater benefit of the merger" (Tr. 2083), Wiliam
G. Raoul , president of the Cavalier Division of The Seeburg
Corporation and former president of Cavalier Corporation, testi-

fied " (tJ he fact that * ':' " Cavalier would have access to a
line of general vending equipment which would enable us to com-
pete with Vendo effectively in the National User market. Vendo
had no competition in the field at that time" (Tr. 2083).

222. Likewise, Delbert W. Coleman , chairman of the board of
The Seeburg Corporation, testified, on direct examination by

complaint counsel, that the Cava1ier acquisition appeared to us

to "be an opportunity for us to sell the Coca-Cola bottlers so
that we could properly compete with our competitor " Vendo
(Coleman, Tr. 2106), since "there was just one of our major
competitors who sold Coca-Cola a full line and that was Vendo
(Ibid.

) .

223. According to the uncontroverted evidence of record , new
and jntensive competitive rivalry now exists for Venda in the
segments of the vending business involved in this case. Prior 

the acquisition , Vendo dominated the full-line vending field with
Coca-Cola bottlers and had the National Users business virtually
locked up" (Raoul, Tr. 2080; Coleman , Tr. 2106; Brinkmann

Tr. 1722). But now Seeburg/Cavalier also has a fuller line of
vending equipment for sale to Coca-Cola bottlers , who have di-
versified into full-line vending and the National Users market
bringing additional competition in these changing segments of
the vending industry (RX 487 L; Findings No. 174-178 , 189).

As Mr. Raoul testified on direct examination by complaint counsel
Cavalier s position with Coca-Cola bottlers "has been strength-
ened in the field of being able to offer our equipment in associa-
tion with Seeburg equipment in the national user program

(Tr. 2084).
224. Ilustrative of Seeburg s efforts and increased competi-

tion, the record indicates that in 1965 , among others, Sinclair
Oil has "joined our (Seeburg sJ list of new oil company cus-
tomers and has decided to test our oil company banks" in vari-
ous locations (RX 451). In addition , Mobil and Texaco are using
Seeburg equipment today and "there are many others interested"
(Raoul , Tr. 2081).
225. According to evidence of record received without objec-

tion by complaint counsel

, "

(iJf Cava1ier had not merged with
Seeburg, neither Seeburg nor Cavalier would have been equipped
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to compete for this business , The Vendo Company would hav,
received the (Mobil) order without contest" (RX 450 D)

226. Even though Seeburg/Cavalier makes its own banks 0
vending machines available to oil companies , the "Venda Beigl
color" is sti1 frequently specified (RX 451 cf. Brinkmann , Tr
1721-22).

227. The Seeburg/Cavalier acquisition enabled Cavalier to "
hibit an oil company bank at the International Convention tha
(was) conducted by Coca-Cola " in 1965 (RX 452; cf. RX 39'

, 398 A-C). Along with the Cavalier cold drink machines
the bank of machines to be exhibited included a candy, cigarett,
and soluble coffee vender, all of which would not have beel
available to Cavalier prior to the challenged .acquisition (R)
452).

228. Intensified competitive rivalry following the Seeburg,
Cavalier acquisition is reflected in a Vendo General Automati,
Products Bulletin No. 76, dated July 13, 1965, entitled "
Companies " stating that while "Vendo has the lead in the oi
company market

'" * 

':: Our competitors want the oil compan
business, and there isn t one of them who isn t calling on the oi

companies trying to get it" (RX 399). It also indicated tha
Seeburg is the most active at the present time and has a modulaJ

bank consisting of a Choice-Vend (Pepsi-Cola) or Cavalie:
(Coca-Cola) bottle or can beverage vender 

,', ,

" " and the old Dl
Grenier (Williamsburg) cigarette, candy and instant coffee ven
ders" (RX 399). lIenee, in 1965 , Vendo found it necessary t,
compare Seeburg/Cavalier and Vendo machines concerning price,
to oil companies and other national accounts (RX 395).

229. Similarly, 1965 Vendo documents demonstrate Vendo
concern that "We now have serious competition

'" ::: 

Seeburg
Westinghouse and National are all calling on the oil companies
Seeburg has supplied Coca-Cola with literature and slides de,
scribing their service station bank , and Coca-Cola intends to sho,"
our literature and Seeburg s to all oil companies large and small'
(RX 396 B).

CONCLUSIONS

1. Observations Concerning Evidence Generally as Related
to Complaint Counsel's Case Theory

Complaint counsel are correct in their assumption that aJ:
types of vending machines as a whole constitute a relevan1
line of commcrce and that bottle vending machines alone con.
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;titute a well-defined submarket within the overall vending

nachine market. As stated by complaint counscl in their brief in
;upport of their proposed findings, within the broad market

mcompassing an types of coin-operated vending machines "well-
lefined submarkets may exist which, in themselves, constitute

Jroduct markets for antitrust purposes United States v. 

Pont Co. 353 u. s. at 593--5!J5; Brown Shoe Co. v. United
')tates 370 U.S. at 325.

Complaint counsel are also especially correct in their further
assumption that: "Because ~ 7 of the Clayton Act prohibits any
merger which may substantially lessen competition in any line of
commerce , it is necessary to examine the effects of a merger in
each such economically significant submarket to determine if
there is a reasonable probability that the merger will sub-
stantially lessen competition. If such a probabi1ity is found to
exist, the merger is proscribed. (Brown Shoe Co. v. United
States, supra. However, complaint counsel overlook the fact that
Cavalier, the acquired firm , was not mainly and principally en-
gaged in the manufacture and sale of bottle vending machines
prior to and at the time of the challenged acquisition except in

the limited sense of manufacturing Coca-Cola bottle vending

machines for sale to Coca-Cola bottlers exclusively. Whether or
not one considers the manufacture and sale of vending machines
to dispense bottled Coca-Cola as a submarket separate and apart
from the botte vending machine market, or as a segment of the
same submarket , makes litte difference economically or legalistic-
ally.

The evidence clearly indicates that before Seeburg s acquisi-

tion of Cava1ier, Seeburg was partially excluded from compet-
ing in the botte vending machine market since it could not

obtain Coca-Cola s necessary approval to supply Coca-Cola bottle
vending machines to Coca-Cola bottlers. In fact, See burl( was
totally excluded from competition in this segment of the market
until its acquisition of Cavalier.

Having exhausted every effort to compete in the foregoing
market through internal expansion , Seeburg was compelled to
acquire Cavalier in order to overcome its partial exclusion from
the overall coin-operated botte vending machine market or its
total exclusion from the coin-operated Coca-Cola botte vending

machine market, depending upon what semantics one applies to
the nature of that market. The compellinl( need for the acquisi-
tion becomes even more crucial when one views this exclusion
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f competitors despite the fact that the merger of the ninth and
3rd largest companies placed Bethlehem in a position to better
ompete with those companies having a higher percentage posi-
ion in the market than Bethlehem. This theory, however, over-

)oks the fact that in the case before us (Seeburg) there was a
ompelling need for the acquisition to permit competition pre-

iously excluded. Furthermore, as heretofore stated, Seeburg
ompetitors were not reduced in competitive ef1ecbveness since

3eeburg only acquired competitive ability in an area of competi-

.ion evidenced to be closed to them prior to the acquisition.

Proof of their efforts to pierce this anti competitive 
obstruction

;hrough internal expansion before acquiring Cavalier is without
ontradiction. This evidence is particularly impressive in view

)f the fact, as heretofore stated, that the Coca-Cola bottle vend-

ing machinc market was evidenced (also without contradiction)
to be a crucial segment of the bottle vending machine market in
the overall vending machine market , requiring full-line and di-

versified vending under the market leadership of The Vendo

Company.
Complaint counsel' s analysis to the effect that Seeburg had

full-line vending as well as Vendo before Seeburg s acquisition

of Cavalicr is entirely without merit since , as heretofore stated
the evidenced realities of the market in question indicate, also
without contradiction, that the Coca-Cola vending machine
segment of the market was crucialJy important in affording

fulJ-line competition to meet diversified product demand by

supplying complete banks of machines. Obviously, Seeburg (as a
manufacturer and seller of vending machines) did not and could
not compete in a fun-line market since it was denied entry into the
Coca-Cola bottle vending machine segment of the market be-
fore acquidng Cavalier.

Resolution of the legality or ilegality of an acquisition chal-

lenged under the Clayton Act' s Section 7 may not be premised

upon legalistic abstractions. At the termination of thc hearing,
the hearing examiner urged that the proposed findings and

conclusions of counsel be rationalized on the basis of showing
actual competitive effect of the acquisition or the potential likeli-
hood of such competitive effect in the specific market or markets
at issue , supplemented , of course, by an application of the law

in context with the evidenced materia! economic facts.
Complaint couns l urge that the same relief of divestiture

be accorded in the Seeburg case as in many other cases 
cited.
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ext of its particular industry (Brown Shoe Co. v. United

:tates. 370 U.S. 291, 321-322 (1962)).
Accordingly, while market share statistics may be a useful

ndex of so-called "market power" or "concentration in ap-

Jropriate cases

, "

only a further examination of the particular
narket-its structure , history and probable future-can provide

he appropriate setting for judging the probable anticompetitive

,ffect of the merger (ld. at 322 , n. 38).
Such market analysis presupposes identification and proof of

1 "relevant market" or "area of effective competition" since
substantiality (of competitive effect) can be determined only

in terms of the market affected" 
(United States v. E.J duPont de

Nemours Co. 353 U.S. 586 , 593 (1957) ).
As the late Judge Dawson stated in an

decision dismissing a merger case. which
ment never appealed:
Merely carving out a large segment of an industry as being the 

relevant

line of commerce, without taking into account the competitive realities
of submarkets, and merely adding the percentage of the 

business done

by one company to the pC1'centagc done by another company does not

establish that the effect of the acquisition may be substantial1y to lessen
competition. (United States v. Lever Bros. Co. 216 F. Supp. 887 , 898

(S. Y. 1963))
See also United States v. Columbia Pictures Corp. 189 F. Supp.

153 , 196 (S. Y. 1960) ("Statistics dealing only with rank and
percentages do not by themselves suffce to describe whether

the vigor of competition has heen affected"
); Report of the

Senate Committee on Antitrust and Monopoly, Concentration in

American Industry, 85th Con g. , 1st Sess. 1 (1957) ("Bare sta-
tistics necessarily omit many qualitative factors which are es-
sential to a complete understanding of the competitive structure
of the entire industrial economy or of an individual industry

III. The Cavalier Acquisition as a Diversification Move
Stimulating Competition

Measured against the foregoing principles, the testimony and
other evidence of record in this case make it clear 

that what-

ever standards of proof may now apply where "horizontal"

mergers of direct and substantial competitors are involved'
this case , like the Lever case , cannot be adjudicated by
Carving out a large segment of an industry as being a 

relevant Ene of

important Section 7

the Justice Depart-

Compare ,,:ted Statea Y. Philadelphia National Bank 374 U.S. 321 , (1963) (invalidating

merger uf second and third Jargcst Philadelphia banks with combiDcd assets of $1.75 billon);
United States v. Von a GroceT'J Co. 384 U.S. 270, 272 (1966) (invalidating merge1" of

directly competing Los Anr,eles grocery chains with combined sales of $172.
5 milion nnnually.
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Contemporaneous with the "full-line vending" trend was the
developing "National Users" market, featuring direct sales efforts
at the national headquarters level of such customers as oil com-
panies and other non vending businesses, by both vending ma-
chine manufacturers themselves and parent syrup companies such
as Coca-Cola, in an effort to place in service stations and other
outlets matched banks of vending machines adapted to the Na-
tional Users ' specifications. (Findings No. 113-122.

Here again, to compete successfully for the business of N a-

tional Users " vending machine manufacturers need the same
type of matched banks of soft drink vending machines and as-

sociated equipment necessary to service bottlers and operators

engaged in full-line vending. Moreover , the manufacturers must
also enjoy good relations with the parent soft-drink syrup com-
panies, particularly Coca-Cola, which has been most aggressive
in cultivating this market. (Findings No. 115, 120--123

, .

125.
Underscoring the necessity of manufacturer diversification

to meet the needs of their changing and expanding vending
industry customers , Vendo recognized as early as 1956 , even be-
fore respondent entered the industry, that " the expanding mar-
kets for automatic merchandising equipment had already forced
us to embark on a plan of extensive diversification of our prod-
uct line" (RX 316 D).

Accordingly, Vendo vigorously pursued a program of diversi-
fication, which included its 1956 acquisition of Vendorlator
Company, a large bottle vending machine manufacturer (In the
Matter- of The Vendo Co., supra at 254). By the time of the

challenged acquisition in 1963 , Vendo had the position of in-
dustry leader , with a market share nearly twice as great as that
of its nearest competitor , no matter how measured (i. on a
dollar or unit sales basis). (Findings No. 90 136-137.

Other instances of diversification shown in the record inc1ude
Canteen Corporation , which acquired Rowe Manufacturing Com-
pany in 1955 , and introduced a new line of matched bank vend-
ing machines in 1962, UMC's National Vendors subsidiary,
which by 1963 had expanded its line of machines to include a
new ' Moduline ' series of uniformly-styled machines for ciga-

rettes , candies , hot foods , sandwiches and pastries" (CX 66 , p. 7),
and was continuing its emphasis on the "development of a ' full
line' of vending machines" (CX 67, p. 4) and Westinghouse
which entered the ' full line vending" field with a post-mix cup
machine, a fresh brew coffee machine, a candy machine, and a
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tandem can vending machine in 1965 and 1966. (Finding Nc
152.

Respondent also has participated in this trend toward dj
versification among manufacturers, largely through the acqu
sition of "smal1

" "

unprofitable" and even "bankrupt" corr
panies , and by 1963 its line included cigarette machines, coffe
machines, cup soft drink machines , and bottle and can vendin
machines for non-Coca-Cola bottlers. (Findings No. 12 , 3(

148 150.
Notwithstanding the competitive efforts of respondent and it

other rivals, Vendo in 1963 still occupied a unique and dominan
spot as the only manufacturer able to offer its full line of vend
lng equipment to all segments of the vending .industry. For, a
of 1963, Vendo not only had the most complete line in the i
dustry, but it was the only major fuJl line manufacturer sue
cessfully selling both to the important Coca-Cola bottler seg
ment of the vending industry, and also to the growing "trade
bottler segment, which Vendo served through its separate Ver
dorlator division, acquired in I J56. (Findings No. 90, 95-
140; see also Brinkmann, Tr. 1722; Coleman, Tr. 2106; SeIze,
Tr. 1553-51; CX 226; 65 , pp. 7-9; 11 ; RX 457, pp. 18--19; 45'

pp. 19-22.
In fact, with Coca-Cola leading the way in the National Usen

program, and Vendo the only approved Coca-Cola supplie
able to offer the necessary full line vending equipment , Vendo b:
1963 had this phase of the vending machine business " locke,
up." (Findings No. 109 , 131 , 174 , 177 , 188.

Thus, at the time of the challenged acquisition in 1963, See
burg and Cavalier , which were not competitors, were faced wit:
serious problems in their attempts to compete effectively witl
larger and longer entrenched competitors to serve the chang

ing needs of customers in the vending industry.
For its part, Seeburg had been rebuffed in its attempts t,

serve Coca-Cola bottlers. Not only was Seeburg effectively bar
red from selling bottle and can vending equipment to a larg
segment of the industry which was served by the leading ani
dominant Vendo, but it also found that it could not sell its othe
vending machines to Coca-Cola bottlers moving into full-lin,
vending, or to National Users, which chose Coca-Cola as the pre
ferred soft drink. (Findings No. 123, 131 , 171 , 172, 174, 177.

Thus precluded from effective access to Coca-Cola bottlen
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Seeburg sought Cavalier only as "a last resort" (Tr. 2108; Find-
ing No. 178).

Cavalier likewise foresaw a competitive dead end as a single
line supplier of bottle/can vending machines with no "associated
equipment" to offer its Coca-Cola bottler customers diversifying
into full-line vending, or to participate in the National Uscrs
market. Thus , in the early 1960' , Cavalier had begun to look into
the possibility of an association which would give it the op-
portunity to participate in this business which Vendo at that
time had secured. (Findings No. 131 , 187, 189.

Viewed in light of these industry realities , the Seeburg/Cavalier
transaction in December 1963 was a natural and legitimate di-
versification attempt by the parties which could not , and did not
Jessen competition.

From the standpoint of market structure immediately after
the acquisition, the numher of firms bidding for the bottle/can

vending machine trade of Coca-Cola bottlers and "trade" bot-
tlers remained the same. Vendo, Westinghouse, and Cavalier

which now operated under its same management as a completely
separate and independent division of Seeburg, continued to share
the Coca-Cola bottler business. At the same time, Choice-Vend
LaCrosse, Selectivend , Victor Products , and Vendorlator contin-
ued in their traditional roles as " trade" bottler suppliers.

From a broader perspective, however, the acquisition created
a more competitive market structurc. For Seeburg/Cavalier was
for the first time , able to offer matched banks of machines to
Coca-Cola bottlers engaged in full-line vending and to National
Users , thus penetrating a field which Vendo had previously domi-
nated. (Findings No. 131 , 188-189 , 223-229.

VI. Complaint Counsel's Statistical Proof as Related to the
Market Facts

With industry realities detailed in this record so clearly show-
ing the legitimate diversiftcation and procompetitive cffects of
the challenged acquisition , it is doubtful even a strong statistical
case would enable complaint counsel to carry their burden of

proof to establish anti competitive or monopolistic aspects of
the acquisition. But here the statistical proof is so inconclusive

if not totally invalid, that it is manifest that complaint counsel
have totally failed to prove their case.

"CUJ"n, 1ius with a uniq e, low-cost hurizontal vendor , served both segments of the bottler
trade.
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Taking complaint counsel's own statistical exhibits at fac,
value, notwithstanding their patent lack of relationship to th,
competitive realities shown in this record, they show that See.

burg was a distant second in the coin-operated vending machin,
field in 1963 with only 1; 8% of dollar sales to Vendo-Vendor.
lator 24. 2ro. During the same year, Cavalier Corporation hac

1 % of the dolIar sales , for a combined See burg-Cavalier total oj
18.9% (CX 226)." (Findings No. 111 , 217; see also RX 468 n
unit basis.

Whatever significance such statistical recitations might hav,
in some other competitive setting, the plain fact is that they an
totally meaningless in the overall context of this case.

Viewed on a unit basis in 1963 , respondent was only fourU
in the sale of coin-operated vending machines, with 4.5 % 0:
total sales to first place Vendor-Vendorlator 13. 6ro. Cavalier , i,
fifth place, had a share of 3.8%-a "comhined market share" 0

3ro for Cavalier and respondent (RX 468).
Moreover, taking both the unit and dollar sales statistics a

face value, it is readily apparent that the challenged acquisitiOJ
had no lasting effect either in enhancing respondent' s competitiv.
position to the detriment of other competitors (Cplt. , par. 19 (d))
or in increasing "concentration" (Cplt. , par. 19 (c)).

J'Larp,er rH'rcentages can be obtained based on complaint counsel' s exhibit showinp, dat
for "coin-operated bottle vending machine" sales OIl a ,1aUnr basis (CX 225). But, in ligh
of the demonstrated lack of competition 'between Cavalier and Sccblll"p,jChuice- Vend , suc
statistics provide no valid measure of the acquisition s compditive impact. See United State
v. Lev"., Bros. Co., SUPTa at 897-898. And , in any event, the so-called "bottle vcndinl
machine" chart, which in fact incIudes data for convertible boUle/can machines, agail
emphasizes the leading- and dominant position of the Vendo-Vendorlator combinc first create,
in 195G.

Entirely separate and apart frum the Coca-Cula/" tra.!e" bottler split neg-ating the com
petitlve Sib'Tificance of "bottle vending- machinc" stati tics, the record creatc,; substantia
doubt as to whether the so-called "bottle vending machine '. market is a reaJistic "area a
effective competition" in which tu analyze the cumpetitive effects of this acquisition. Thus
bott!e vending machines are merely une type of coin-operated machine J'eg-ularly purchase'
and used by soft drink bottlers to dir;p,'nse their products to the pubHc. Moreuver, man
boUle ami can machines arc readily and inpxpensive!y convertibie tu handle suft drinks packag-e,
either in cans or in all types of bottles , and the same manufactnrers buth make and sell hotl
bottle and can machines to the same class of customers (CX 247; RX 417). Under th,
l'ecOJ.nized test of "reasunable intel.chan!,wability of use, Rrown Sho,; Co. v. Um:ted SfrLte
370 U. S. at 325, therefore, it appears unrealistic to isolate "bottle vending machines " as I
separate market, an ecunomically meaning-fnl separate market, snbmarket, or "line 0
commerce." Fur there Is no evid,'nce that bottle vending machines possess " peculia
charact.erist) s and uses" t.u distinguish them from can vending machines, or that they ar,
sold at significantly "distinct prices" to "dist.inct customers" by "speciali;oed vendurs" usin!
unique pruduction faciJiti!'s " so that the "practical indicia" which mi!"ht. make "butH
vending machines" as much an appropriate "sub market." are alsu lacking here, particularl:
in t.he face uf evidence that "distinct custOtnCTs , Cuca-Cola and " trade" bottlers-bas'
theil. purchasin pattel.ns on the ,dentity of suppliers j.athpr than the type of machine
involved.
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On a dollar basis, combined Seeburg-Cavalier coin-operated
vending machine sales declined from 18.9% of complaint coun-
sel' s totals in 1963, to 15.7%, in 196fi-substantially smaller than
Vendo-Vendorlator s 28.fi%. (Finding No. 217.

A parallel trend was apparent on a unit basis, where See-
burg-Cavalier declined from 8.3 % of all coin-operated vending
machine sales in 19(;3 to 7.7% in 1965 , and dropped to third
place in the industry behind Vendo-Vendorlator with lfi.97o, and
UMC with 270

Thus it is apparent statistically, as well as from a realistic
observation of market trends, that competition in the vending
machine manufacturing segment of the vending industry today
is more vigorous than ever, with manufacturers enjoying a
greater range of choice among customers, and customers, in
turn , enjoying the benefits of wider choice among manufacturers.

VII. Applicable Law in Context with Industry Facts

In light of the industry facts revealed by the record , existing
Section 7 precedents provide no basis for a finding of ilegality.

In the first place, the cases involving "horizontal" mergers

between large direct and actual competitors simply have no ap-
plication to the facts of this case-where the acquired and ac-
quiring companies not only did not compete, but were effectively
foreclosed by customer policies and practices entircly beyond

their own control from soliciting each other s customers.
And, in any event , from the viewpoint of realistic economic

impact, it is diffcult to compare this acquisition, involving

relatively small fabricating companies with total 1963 sales and
assets of $fi1. 5 milion and $36.2 milion, respectively, for See-
burg and total 1962 sales and assets of $8.4 million and $7.
minion , respectively, :for Cavalier 1i. in a small segment of the
expanding $3.8 billion dollar vending industry (1965), with
prior cases involving such mergers as those of the second and

n A similar decline fo!" Seeburr; Bnd continued dominance by Vendo-Vendol'lato:r is apparent
from the so-called "bottle vending machine " statistics (CX 225; RX 4(9).

,. 

I.e. manufacture and sale of vending machines , incJuding bottJe vending machines or
Coca-Cola bottle vending machines, which are either a submarket of the general vending
machine markd OJ" a crucial segment of that market.

, Even using Seeburg s J 965 assets of $85 908 696 , which reflects substantial internal ex-
pansion (cf. ex 10, p, 4 with CX 39 , p. 12), it ranks it among the smaller respondents sued
by the FTC under 7 since 1950. Indeed, per Chairman Dixon 75% of the Commission
merger complaints to date have involved larger companies. See Testimony of Paul Rand
Dixon, Chairman , l"TC , befo!'c the Select Committee on Small Business , U. S. Senate, pp.

, March 15 , 1967. Altho gh sales dollar size is not a governing fador in and of itself
these statistics suggest that perhaps in some degree they do bear some relationship to
economic impact in some industries.
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sixth largest steel companies (combined sales of common pro.
ducts , $1.5 bilion) United States v. Bethlehem Steel Corpora-
tion 168 F. Supp. 576 (S.D.N.Y. 1!J58)," leading companies
in the can and glass container industries, which actively com-
peted for the business of the same customers (total sales $645
million) United States v. Continental Cnn Co. 378 U. S. 441
(1964), the second and third largest banks in the city of Phila-
delphia (total assets $1.75 bilion) United Stntes v. Philadelphia
Nationnl Banlc 374 U.S. 321 (1963), the acquisition by Alcoa
an adjudged monopolist , of a competitor United States v. Alumi-
num Co. of America 377 U.S. 271 (1964), or even the merger of
the third and sixth largest grocery chains in Los Angeles , WhOSE
total annual sales were $172.5 milion United States v. Von
Gr' ocery Co. 384 U.S. 270 (1966). 

Furthermore, unlike the central facts underlying the SupremE
Court' s rulings in the El Pa..o and Penn- Olin cases Unite"
States v. El Paso Nntnral Gns Co. 376 U. S. 651 (1964); United
States v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co. 378 U.S. 158 (1!J64), no tracE
exists in this case of impaired competition by the joinder of big
potential" competitors either "waiting in the wings" or sitting

and "pondering" whether to move into competition in each oth-
s markets (cf. 376 U.S. at 660-662; :'18 U. S. at 173 , 175-176;

Supreme Court Brief for the United States in Penn- Olin case
18).

16 Underscoring the inapposite nature of these "hori:wntaJ" men,er precedents in thi,
t)l'oce,'ding, a detailed analysis of the B(,thlchcm Stcd case, on which complaint counse
relied at the hearings (Tr. 2420), reveals the following salient facts:

1. The steel inr1ustry, involved in Bcthldwm is perhaps the most hasic indushy in th(
United States:

. The merging companies in Bethlehem wel'C the ninth and fifty-third largest campanie!
in the Unitlo,1 States in terms of sales:

a. In Bethlehem the merg-ng companie both Rold the same products largely to the sam
customers so that the merger eliminated substantial actual and di!'cct competition;

4. Ih:thlchcm also involved (a) adve!'se vcrticHI effects; (b) a reduction in the numbe!' of
fully integ-rated competitors; and (c) a g"leat probabilty that the merged company wouJd
retain its share of the market; and

5" Finally, in Bcthldwm there was no compellng competitive need fo!' YounKstown
absorption"

By contl"ast, in this case , the merging companies are small concerns acting as fabric.aton
in a relatively small segment of the expanding and dynamic vending industry. They sole
thei!' products to different custome," c1asses, so that no actual or direct competition wa,
eliminated. Moreov,,1' , th" acquisition created no adverse verticaJ effccts , and, as part of a
program for diversification to meet changing 'conSllmer needs, it actually inc!"caspd th
number of effectively diversified companies, rather than reducing- the number of competiton
as in Bcthle,hc?n In addition , the decline in Secbnrg/Cavali"r s maJ'ket share since 19(ja
I"'fut"s any probability that the company would , or cuuld , retain its market positiun in the
vending itHlus!l"y" Finally, Sccburg- s need fur the mc'"g-"r as a "last resort" to pcneh-ah
the Coca-Cola bottle!' market and Cavalier s need to associate with a mu!'e diversified company
faced by five larger rivals , including Venda which had diversified undcr the acgis of an
FTC consent ordcr, aloe fa!' more compelling than any facts asserterl in the Bethlehem-Youngs-
town situation
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In the first place , there can clearly be no comparison of El
Paso-a bilion dollar corporation protecting a monopoly posi-
tion as the only out-of-state supplier for the $267 milion an-
nual natural gas business in the State of California-or of the

rapidly expanding sodium chlorate business at stake in the Penn-
Olin joint venture agglomerating assets of nearly one bilion

dollars, with the $11.8 million acquisition of Cavalier by See-
burg, then a $36 milion corporation, in a market essentially
dominated by Vendo.

More important, in this instance, the uncontroverted facts
show that both Seeburg/Choice-Vend and Cavalier had long
ceased "pondering" as to the desirability of broadening their
lines by augmenting their distribution into the Coca-Cola and

trade" bottler business , respectivcly. As of 1963 , Seeburg had
unsuccessfully sought to enter the Coca-Cola vending machine

business, and Cavalier s efforts to move outside the Coca:Cola
field had totally failed.

Thus , here there is no need for speculation as to the "eager-
ness , resourcefulness, or nearness" of alleged "potential" com-
petitors (Beatrice Foods Co. Dkt. 6653, p. 32, April 26, 1965

noting that" r mJ uch potential competition is simply too re-
mote, speculative, or improbahle to have demonstrable competitive
significance

As stated by respondent's counsel, neither Cavalier nor See-

burg/Choice-Vend by J 963 was "waiting in the wings." Each
had already been ousted from the competitive stage. (Compare
United Stntes v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co. 216 F. Supp. 9J 7
934 (D. Del. 1965) jJrob. ,ju)'is noted 35 U. W. 3277 (U.
Feb. 14, 1967) (No. 7(0) after reviewing evidence of Pennsalt'

bwdness planning, District Court concluded it was "unlikely
that Penn salt would have entered the relevant market on its own
so that the government had failed to carry its burdcn of proof in
this Section 7 case.

Finally, in the Commission Procter Gamble proceeding
(Dkt. 6901 (Nov. 26 , 19(3), rev 308 F. 2d 74 (6th Cir. 1966),

cert. granted 380 U.S. 897 (1966)) concerning product diver-
sification , the Commission s views in Procter provide no possible
analogy to this case. (See also the decision of the Supreme Court
No. 342 , October Term , 1966, dated April 11 , 1967 , affrming the
Commission s order. of divestiture.
There the Commission predicated Section 7 illegality on the

acquisition by Procter, the number one manufacturer in the
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household soap and detergent industry (and a major factor 

other consumer product fields), with annual sales of $1.16 bil-
lion, of Clorox , the number one supplier of liquid bleach, with

annual sales of $40 milion.
Among the earmarks of Section 7 vulnerability detailed by

Commissioner Elman s analysis were: (1) "the very great dis-
crepancy in size between Procter and, not only Clorox, but any
fIrm in the liquid bleach industry" (Dkt. 6901 , p. 53, Nov. 26
1963) (63 F. C. at 1571); (2) the unhealthy market
structure of the bleach industry, already dominated by Clorox
which dwarfed its smaller competitors (ld. at 57-60) (63 F.
at 1574-1577); (3) Procter s position as the only significant
potential competitor of Clorox (ld. at 61) (63 F. C. at 1577) ;

(4) Procter s "strong market position in other (and larger)
industries, notably package detergents" which not only might
enable it to transfer its "market power" to the sale of liquid
bleach , but might also have an important adverse psychological
effect on competitors and would-be entrants in the liquid bleach
industry (id. at 62-(4) (6:i F. C. at 1578-1580) ; and (5) the
substantial advertising advantages to be gained by combininl(
Clorox s advertising budget with Procter s to obtain maximum
advertising and promotional savings (id. at 64-67) (63 F. C. at
1580-1582) .

In this case, the evidence not only shows that at the time of

the acquisition in 1963 Seeburl( could not have entered the Coca-
Cola bott1er field on its own , but, in any event, every element
perceived as crucial by the Commission Clm' o;l; opinion is absent.
Furthermore, there is no inconsistency herein with the stand-
ards indicated by Justice Douglas in his opinion at pal(e 8 of
the Procter Gamble Co. Supreme Court decision to the effect
that the court of appeals relied too heavily in that case on post-

acquisition evidence rather than on a prediction of the merger

impact at the time of the acquisition. In the instant case (See-
burg), post-acquisition evidence adduced by both complaint coun-
sel and respondent' s counsel merely confirms and corroborates the
improbability of an anticompetitive impact established by pre-
acquisition evidence. Such proof reflects: (1) the nature of a
changing market requiring diversified full-line vending equipment
of which Coca-Cola botte vending machines were an integral
part and (2) the compelling need for competition in this market
which the acquisition foreseeably could , and did , accomplish.

No theories of "potential competition" can invalidate this ac-
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quisition , involving companies which operated in separate mar-
kets , and which had long since been excluded from each other
Helds of competition.

The factually closest merger litigation, in some respects, re-

sulted in a dismissal , which the Department of Justice did not
even appeal.

Thus , in United States v. Lever Brothers Co. 216 F. Supp.

887 (S. Y. 1963), the court accepted the Antitrust Division

contention that the challenged acquisition by Lever of Monsanto
heavy-duty detergent product "An" had increased Lever s share

of the heavy-duty detergent market from 16. 870 to 22.470 and the
share of the three leadinl( firms in that market from 85 to 9070
(id. at 897).

Nevertheless , in light of the "competitive realities" shown in
the Lever record, the court declined to base its judgment on

these statistics , and exonerated the acquisition.
In this connection , the court recognized that Monsanto s "All"

was a "low Budging detergent" which competed in this more
specialized field, or "sub-market " with comparable products of
Procter & Gamble and Coll(ate-Palmolive , companies with a much
wider range of consumer products than Monsanto. By contrast
Lever had no " low sudsing detergent " and its efforts to develop

one interna1ly had been unsuccessful and ceased the year prior
to the acquisition. Therefore , Lever "needed a low sudsinl( de-
tergent to round out its line of products" and "had the experi-
ence, expertise and organization to advertise , promote and sell
a detergent product" in competition with Colgate and Procter

which Monsanto lacked (U. S. v. Lever Bros. Co. , supra at 897).

By the time of trial, nearly six years after the acquisition
the court found "no evidence to support the position that the
acquisition of the "All" trademark by Lever Brothers or its
introduction of new products has given it a dominant place in
the detergent industry. (id. at 899-900). To the contrary, the
combined Lever-Monsanto market share which was 22.0 % in the
year prior to the acquisition had declined to 21.170 by 1960 , stil
much sma1ler than the industry leader Procter & Gamble (-id.

at 900).
Notwithstanding the decline in Lever s market share, the

evidence also showed that "A1l" had contributed substantially
to Lever s earnings and "enabled Lever to increase the adver-
tising and promotional support of its existinl( brands and to
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undertake the heavy expenditures required for the introduction
of two new brands (id. at 901).

As the court recol(nized , .. (tJ his is to the benefit of the con-
sumer who may choose today among more and better deterl(ents
than were available in 1957" (ibid).

Similarly, in the Seeburg case, the market share statistics
which do not take into account "competitive realities " must give
way to the facts which are strikingly parallel to those in the
Lever situation.

Here , as in the Lever case, Seeburg needed Cavalier s Coca-
Cola machines to round out its line after having tried and failed
to enter this important segment of the business on its own
(Findings No. 159-185). Moreover, like Lever , Seeburg faced a
leading and dominant competitor, Vendo-Vendorlator, with a sub-
stantially greater market share (CX 226; RX 468).

Thus the Seeburl(-Cavalier acquisition , like the Lever-Monsanto
transaction, was essentially a diversifIcation move which en-
hanced competition by making more different types of machines
available to more classes of customers than ever before.

The decisive feature of this case (i.e. Seebur ) is the pattern

of a rapidly I(rowing and changing vendin machine manufac-
turing industry because of consumer demand for increasingly
diversified vended products. To prevent (through divestiture 
otherwise) any manufacturer of vending machines from provid-
ing a fun line of equipment (consistent with consumer require-
ments) through merger if confronted with impossible internal
expansion (as here) is to deprive industry and the consuming
public of a competitive market thereby contravening the major
purpose of Section 7.

Therefore, on the facts evidenced , a Section 7 violation arising
out of the Seeburg-Cavalier acquisition has not been established

either statistically or in the presence of market realities. Dives-
titure relief sought by complaint counsel would, if anything,
inhibit competition rather than enhance it. Accordingly,

ORDER

That the complaint is hereinIt is or-de Ted

missed.
and hereby dis-

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

JULY 15, IDG8

By MACINTYRE Commissioner:
The Commission s complaint , issued April 22 , 1966 , challenged

the acquisition of the Cavalier Corporation (Cavalier) by another
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equipment has traditionally been purchased by two types of cus-
tomers , vending operators and soft drink bottlng firms.

Vending operators, as the initial decision found, are organiza-

tions purchasing and placing banks of vending machines in vari-
ous locations such as industrial plants , offces and institutions,
fillng the machines with merchandise and providing the necessary
mechanical services for this equipment. The husiness of certain
of these operators is substantial. For example, the Canteen Cor-
poration s sales in 1966, totaled $313 000 000 , while those of the
Servomation Corporation In the same year amounted 
$161 000 000.

The purchases of vending operators of such equipment are
also substantial "For example, in 1966 , Servomation Corporation
had 92 800 vending machines in operation, up from 71 200 in
1964 " ,', ,', Automatic Retailers of America , Inc. , had over 97 000
vending machines in operation in 1965 .

. " 

'" and The Macke
Company had over 45 000 machines 'producing revenue daily' in

1966" (I.D. p. 579).
The second significant segment of the market for vending

machines is comprised of soft drink bottling firms who botte
and distribute soft drinks made from syrup manufactured by
various soft drink manufacturers , such as Coca-Cola , Pepsi-Cola
Royal Crown Cola , Dr. Pepper, etc. , who are also referred to in
the industry as "parent syrup companies." Most bottling firms
are independent franchisees, but parent companies do own 
number of bottling plant subsidiaries. Soft drink bottlers purchase
vendinl( equipment which they place in various places to dispense
soft drinks , and they are the larl(est single class of customers
for bottle and bottle/can vending machines manufactured and
sold in the United States. The business of these firms is sub-

stantial. For example, the Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Los
Angeles reported total sales of $25,000 000 in 1965. In the ac-

quisition year, soft drink bottlers made bottle or bottle/can vend-
ing machine purchases of approximately $47 000 000 from manu-
facturers whose representatives testified in this proceeding.

The principal question presented on appeal appears to be the
proper definition of the relevant market in which to assess the
competitive impact of the merger. In this connection , the hearing
examiner apparently sustained the allegation in the complaint
that all types of vending machines constitute a relevant line of
commerce and that bottle vending machines alone constitute
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an appropriate submarket within the overall vending machine
market. ' As a practical matter , however, the examiner evidently
divided the bottle vending machine submarket into two fur-
ther submarkets , the first, a Coca-Cola bottler submarket, and
the second, a "trade" bottler submarket consisting of the re-
maining soft drink bottlers such as Pepsi-Cola, Royal Crown
Canada Dry, and Dr. Pepper.' Finding, essentiaIJy that prior to
the merger, Seeburg had confined its operations to " trade" bot-
tlers, while Cavalier had sold exclusively to Coca-Cola bottlers,
the examiner concluded because of barriers between these seg-
ments of the soft drink bottlng industry that "No actual or
potential competition existed between Seeburg and Cavalier at
the time of the challenged transaction in 1963" (I.D. p. 636).
The finding that the appropriate geographic market for the
purposes of this proceeding is the United States, as a whole, is

undisputed.
Complaint counsel on appeal strenuously urge that the chal-

lenged acquisition is a conventional horizontal merl(er of direct
competitors which eliminated substantial competition in product
markets already characterized by a high del(ree of concentration.
The respondent on the other hand , argues that this case as a
matter of Jaw is analogous to the Commission s market and
product extension cases , stating in effect that the precedents in
this area wil not support a finding of violation because the

---

The examiner, however , confused the issue at a subsequent point in the ;nitial deci.oion
when h.. expressed doubt that botUe vending machine;; constitute an dfective area of competi-
tion , because bottle vending machines are onJy orH' type of coin-operated machine l'eg-uJarly
purchased and used by soft drink bottlers to dispense theil' produds to the public. The
examiner s doubts on this !Joint also ,,!"se from the fact that can and bottle machines in
some instances lire convertible to eiiher type of suft drink container. It is impossible to

reconcile these ohservations with his previous statement that "Complaint cuunsel an C01"ect
in their assumption that all types of vending' machines, as a whule , constitutc It relevant
rim' of commerce and that bottle vending machines alone constitute a weli-detined suhmal'kct
within the overall vending machine market" (J.D. pp. 630 and 642, fn. 12). In the Commis-
sion s view, the examiner s initjal conclusion was I:rred. Vending machines desig1wd tu dis-
pense bottled soft drinks arc II well-defined Drodud evidently recog:nh;ed by the trade as wel! as
by Census classification. They constitute a commercially significant market within which to
evaluate the impact of the acquisition. Tn this connection, it should b(' noted that Ccnslis

figur!ts for 196:'., show that total sales of bottle vending machines were 552 722.000 while in
1963 , total sales for bottle anti can vcoding machines were $5.' 297,OOO. Although by 1%5
the percentage of the tolal of cao or bottle/can vending machines had increased , bottle

veoding machines slil accounted for the p)' edominant share of this Dl"dl1etion. Furthcr , as
Doted below , the competitive picture would not vary ",ig-nifieantly whether boUle veor!iIlg'
machines alone arc taken as a submarket or whether boltle-and can veoding machines are
considel' ed log-ether.

The initial decision states somewhat ambiguously on this IJoint "Whether or not OOt'

coosi rs the manufacture and sale of vending- machines to dispense hottled Coca-Cola as a
submarket separate and apart from the bottle vewJing machine market, or as a segment of
the same submarket, makes littJe difference economicaJJy or legalistically" (I. D. p. 631).
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record demonstrates that there was no potential competition be-
tween the merged firms.

The threshold question presented therefore on this appeal is
the issue of whether See burg and Cavalier at the time of the

acquisition were actual and/or potential competitors at the time
of the acquisition. The resolution of this issue depends largely

on the appropriate definition of the bottle vending submarket
which complaint counsel asserts encompasses all bottler purchasers
of bottle vending machines while respondent argues that the
facts of record dictate that is be split into two segments, the

Coca-Cola segment and the "trade" botter segment. We turn
first to that issue.

In support of his conc1usion that Seeburg and Cavalier were

not in actual or potential competition , the examiner laid stress
on a number of factors. He found that historically the Coca-Cola
segment of the bottlinl( husiness had developed along different
lines from those of the rest of the industry. ' The examiner also
found that the Coca-Cola bottlers numberinl( more than 1 000 are
also deemed the more wealthy and aggressive bottlers. In fact,
the Coca-Cola bottlers do constitute an important group of cus-
tomers , who purchased 5: % of the can and bottle vending ma-
chines sold to an bottlers in 1963.

The key factor apparently influencing the examiner in his
determination that competition did not exist between the acquired

and acquiring concern, was apparently the approval programs

of the various parent syrup companies with respect to vending

machines offered to their bott1ers. In this connection , the examiner
found that historically suppliers selling to Coca-Cola and " trade
bottlers have submitted their soft drink vending equipment to
the parent syrup companies for their approval or acceptance

prior to offering such equipment for sale to their wholly owned
and franchised bottlers.

According to the examiner, Coca-Cola s equipment approval

program appeared to have been the most formal and fully de-
veloped at the time of the acquisition. The purpose and objectives
of Coca-Cola s program were twofold , namc1y, to provide several
lines of vending equipment for Coca-Cola

, "

representative of the

high quality characteristic of that product" and secondly, "
assure bottlers of Coca-Cola an advance evaluation of a broad se-
lection of equipment having highest merchandising appeal, de-

'E_ rJ., tJ"ade' bottlers, at first iiid not have the ' urientation towards what we call the
coJd batlie market ' that we fmd in the Coca-Cola industry. Their attitude was just different

' "

(I.D. p. 581 , par. 51).
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signed , and buil in a manner to operate with maximum effciency
and minimum maintenance and service costs" (llX 289 B
camera) .

The examiner further found that Coca-Cola applied its equip-
ment approval prol(ram to limit the number of approved sup-
pliers of hottle vending equipment to Coca-Cola bottlers. Accord-
ing to the examiner, under the approval program in effect at the
time of and prior to the acquisition , Coca-Cola would work closely
with its approved suppliers to modify mechanical and engineering
defects found in their equipment to facilitate its approval. In
addition, the examiner found that Coca-Cola approval resulted
in important advantages for approved suppliers , such as a listing
in Coca-Cola s catalog, notification of approval by the parent
company to its botters, and finally eligibility to participate in
promotions such as Coca-Cola s cold drink incentive program de-
signed to increase the number of coolers shipped and placed by
botters.

The record also demonstrates that other parent companies
conducted approval programs similar to those of Coca-Cola , name-
ly, Pepsi-Cola, Royal Crown, Seven-Up, Canada Dry, and Dr.
Pepper. These companies too worked with their suppliers to fa-
cilitate modifications to remedy defects becominl( apparent in
the course of testing of vending equipment. As in the case of
Coca-Cola, approval by other parent syrup companies gave vend-
ing ITlachine suppliers various advantages such as notification
that a certain piece of equipment was recommended by the parent
company, and the opportunity to participate in a number of pro-
motional programs.

On the basis of his finding that parent company approval
is essential to successful sales of bottle vendinl( machines to that
firm s bottlers and the further finding that as of the time of the
acquisition no vending machine manufacturer " successfully" mar-
keted its upright bottle and can vendinl( machines to both Coca-
Cola and " trade" bottlers, the examiner segmentized the bottler
market into Coca-Cola and " trade" bottler segments. Respondent
unlike the acquired firm lacked Coca-Cola approval. As a result, as
already noted , he concluded that Seeburg and Cavalier did not
compete.
As a whole, the record supports the conclusion that parent

company approval would be necessary for volume sales to the
bottlers affliated with a particular soft drink syrup manufac-
turer and the record also supports the finding that in I(eneral
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prior to the time of the acquisition vending machine manufactur-
ers concentrated their sales of bottle vending machines either to
Coca-Cola or to " trade" bottlers. This , however, does not justify
I(lossing over other evidence showing the essential unity of the
bottle vending machine market or the evidence demonstrating that
Seeburg s Choice-Vend Division, although it sold its products

largely to "trade" bottlers prior to the challenl(ed acquisition
did actively compete for Coca-Cola business. In the face of this
uncontradicted evidenee, it was error for the examiner to find
no actual or potential competition existed between respondent and
Cavalier.

It may be noted at this point, that except for trim and decor
there are no basic differences between bottle vending machines
sold to Coca-Cola and "trade" bottlers. The physical and en-
gineering characteristics of the equipment sold to Coca-Cola and
other botters are essentially the same.

The evidence shows that Seeburl( s Choice-Vend DiVision " whose
equipment at the time had not been approved by the parent

Coca-Cola Company sold bottle and can vending machines to
Coca-Cola bottlers as well as to other bottlers in the period 1961
through 1965. Choice-Vend, most of whose bottle vending ma-
chine business consisted of selling to the so-called "trade" bot-
tlers, may well have preferred to sell more than it did to Coca-
Cola bottlers upon approval by the parent company. The fact
remains, nevertheless, that for the period 1961 through 1965
on an overall basis, its sales to Coca-Cola bottlers did increase.
Although these sales approximated 370 of the total purchases of
such equipment by Coca-Cola bottlers in 1963, transactions in
excess of eighty thousand dollars 0 cannot be accurately char-
acterized as negligible as they were by the initial decision. It
was error for the hearing examiner to give no effect as a prac-
tical matter to evidence of competition where it exists.

As a matter of fact, Seeburg prior to the acquisition made
strenuous efforts to secure approval of its machines by the Coca-
Cola Company and to sell this equipment to Coca-Cola bottlers.
Respondent does not deny that fact, but in effect contends , and the

---

c'Seeburg acquired the Choice-Vend Company, a manufacturer of bottJe v",nding machines
in HJr,O. Aftn" the ar.quisition cha1\eJ'ged in this proceeding, Choice-Vend and Cavalier were
operated as sepal'ate divisions by the respundent.

o RX 417 in cam,;ru. 'rhe fact that thes,, sales were made at conventions and hy word
of muuth and that SeeburgfChoicc-Veml may not have chosen to ag ,.essively solicit these
buttlers is immaterial. It docs not vitiate the €v;dence of actual competitiun furnished 

these figures.
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examiner agrees, that because it was unsuccessful in securing
approval from the parent company and because its sales to these
bottlers were not as larl(e as it might like , that it did not compete
with Cavalier which had a substantial portion of the Coca-Cola

bottler business. The examiner s finding that there was no com-

petition between respondent and the acquired firm wil be va-
cated. Where two firms sell essentially the same product to the
same type of customers, even though one of the vendors by virtue
of its relationship with a group of customers is more successful
with that group than the other , then such suppliers must never-
theless be rel(arded as competing with each other. Although
Coca-Cola in the period preceding the acquisition may have de-
sired to limit the number of its "approved suppliers" this does
not detract from our findinl( on this point. The fact that a supplier
may meet a certain amount of sales resistance by some customers
or groups of customers has never hitherto been considered as a
justification for fral(mentinl( the product market according to
the customers sold by different suppliers. As the Supreme Court
noted in another context "Unsuccessful bidders are no less com-

petitors than the successful one. " It is the purpose of Section 7

to preserve buyers the choice arisinl( out of such competition.
The evidence further indicates that Seeburg/Choice-Vend was

able in the period preceding the acquisition to make its sales
presentation to Coca-Cola offcials and to have its machines tested
by the Coca-Cola laboratories for their operational characteris-

tics , such as refrigeration.
The record shows and the examiner so found that on February

, 1962 , Coca-Cola Company advised Seeburg that, although it
was confident respondent would make a good supplier , approval
had not been granted since Seeburg did not meet Coca-Cola
requirements for approval of new suppliers which were:

(a) Make available equipment of same quality as now being" purchased
by Coca-Cola Bottlers , but at a lower price;

(b) Make available equipment of superior quality but at same price
as equipment now being purchased;

(c) Supply needed equipment not now availab1c from present suppliers;

(d) By some other means save Coca-Cola Bottle rs money on their equip-
ment purchases.

Unitcd Statf v. El Paso Gall Co. 376 U. S. 651 , 661 (1964); see also Unitnd :'t'Lt(!8 

Provident National Banlc 280 l". Supp. 1, 14 (E.D . Pa.. 1968). hoMing- "The In"'r'" fact that
a cw;tome1" "hoos"s this on.. bank has nothing to do with competition , since the purpose of
Section 7 and the Courts in enforcing this ststute , is to prcserve competition between the

sIJ"ccssful and unsuccessful providers of these banking: services.
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Seeburg/Choice-Vend apparently discoural(ed by this rejection
discontinued its approaches to Coca-Cola after 1961. Coca-Cola
requirements for new suppliers, however, do not indicate that
Seeburl( faced insuperable obstacles in sening to Coca-Cola bot-
tlers or in securing approval from the parent company. It is
neither sinister nor unusual for a customer, before taking on a new
supplier, to insist that the prospective seller improve upon the
performance of exisbng sources of supply in terms of innovation
lower prices or superior quality. The fact that Seeburg apparent-
ly chose not to aggressively compete for this business on the

basis of innovation, quality or lower prices, but rather to buy

out an existing competitor, does not justify segregatinl( Coca-

Cola bottlers from the rest of the bottle vending machine market
as the examiner has done here. 

The experience of the Cornelius Company which in the period
1963 throul(h 1965 , divided its sales among Coca-Cola and other
bottlers in relatively equal amounts (RX 417 in camera) evi-
dences that a vendinl( machine manufacturer who developed new
products for which bottlers had a need could sell his products
both to Coca-Cola and other botters without hindrance. This
again documents the essential unity of the market for bottle

vending machines. Coca-Cola s indication to Cornelius that it
did not intend to expand its line of approved equipment in-
volving types of bottle vending machines already in use does not
support splitting up the market by customer I(roups as the hear-
ing examiner and respondent suggest.

Finally, in 1966, Coca-Cola announeed a new policy to its

The l;ame conclusion is compc1lcd by the kstirnony of Cavalier s offcials relating to that

firm s att mt!ts to sell vending equipment to bottlc, s other than those affHiated with Coca-Coia

in the period 1955- 1957. At that tim" , Cavalier approached a numbcr of parent syrup com-
panies including Pepsi-Cola, Royal CI"OWn Cola , Dr. PCPJJet", and Seven-Up. Of these
wmpanies, D, . Pepper aOfI Seven-Up wcr", defin;tcly interested in Cavalier s product and

accol"!inr; to Cavalier s offcials, helped that firm in every way they conld (Tr, 20G7-2tHiH),

Cavaliet, s decision to stop soliciting bottiers othe). than Coca-Cola in 1957, apparently arose
\Himarily from considerat.ions of its own business convenience xath"x than from pc.onomic

conditions making slH:h sales imrlOssible, 1n this connection , Cavalier did not desire to focus

its sales efforts on cQstomers on whom it would havp to speno , om;iderable time tu cultivate
their business , :it a time when the sales force had already been dlov.doped to do a thorough
job with Coca-Cola and the effort tn serve (1l solicit new customers would !\t.rain it !1ajes

furce. Further, Cavalier did not desire to expand its manufacturing facilities to J"'rmit it
to sell OJ' make vendinp: equipment for custom,,)'s other than Coca- Cola. The import of this
testimony is that Cavalier was !\ati fied with the busine s it already had with Coca-Cola Hnd

did not nesire to make the n,'ee!\sary changes "I' additions to its sales force and manu-
facturing- plant which would enabJe it to comtJete successfully for the business of these
of her customers. IIere the record irJj;cates that the dccision !lot to pursue this business arose
primarily from Cava!;cr own inlernlll conditions I'athrel" than the requirements of the
market (Tr. 2072-2075), As one of Cavalier s oflcials conceded in response to the examiner
'juest;tH! , Coca-Cola did not prcvent Cavalier from soliciting other bottkrs but rather it was
a matter of choice on Cavalier s part (TI. . 1970).
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bottlers whereunder it advised that vendinl( equipment would no
longer simply be accepted or rejected for approval but that in-

stead the parent company would evaluate such equipment sub-
mitted by reputable manufacturers and make such evaluations
available to the bottlers. Coca-Cola noted in this connection
Changes always are necessary if we arc to improve our competi-

tive position and we trust this prOl(ram wil result in increased
sales and profits for us all" (RX 431). This announcement sUl(gest-
ing Coca-Cola was taking steps to broaden the line of vendinl( ma-
chine equipment available to its bottlers indicates that there is
no economic imperative sundering Coca-Cola bottlers from " trade
bottlers as far as vending machine manufacturers are concerned.
There is no indication in the record that market conditions were
significantly different in the period preceding the acquisition and
up to 1966, from the subsequent period when Coca-Cola decided
to encoural(e greater competition for the business of its bottlers.
As far as can be determined from this record, the implementation
of Coca-Cola s approval program at the time of the acquisition
as well as in 1966 , was primarily an internal management matter.
The evidence does not indicate that the possibly more restrictive
approval prOl(ram of Coca-Cola in the period preceding and up
to the acquisition was dictated hy economic imperatives from
which the existence of two submarkets for botte vending ma-
chines may be inferred. On the basis of the forel(oing, we con-
clude that bottle vending machines whether sold to Coca-Cola
or the so-caned " trade" botters are an appropriate submarket
within which to evaluate the effects of this acquisition. The
hearing examiner s contrary finding wil be vacated.

We turn to the structure of the vendinl( machine markets
wherein the competitive impact of the merger is to be assessed
and the position of respondent and Cavalier in that setting. The
overall market for an types of vending machines is highly con-
centrated as demonstrated by the following figures disclosing
the market shares of those manufacturers with over $5 000 000
annual sales in the period 1961-1965: "

o DoJlar fi res rather than unit sales nppear to be the more apvropriate measure partie
uJurly in the case of the overalJ vcndins: machine market where thO' diversity of prorlucts
sold if; f;i njjicantly greater than in the bottle vending machil1e suhmarket. Where n vatiety
of p) oducts is involved in the market under consideration the realistic mcasure of market
\)osition ;s sales voJume of the reporting firms in terms of prire. This is confirmed by a
comparison of- the sales figurcs for bottle vending m 'chincs where the market share in
terms of 'Unit ani! dollar sales is closely cOJTelated as opposed to the figure!; for the vending
equipment market enera\ly where the disparity of market share figures based on unit and
dollar sales is consid('rabJy greater.
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CO:MMISSJON S EXHIBIT 226

Manufacturers with over $5,000 000 annual sales of coin-operated vending
machines in the United States 1961-1965--ollar sales and percent of

Bureau of the Census total

1961

Company Sales 1

Percent

Tota

The Vel1do CO.
Canteen Corp. -
Universal Match

Corp. 

- - - - - "-

The Seeburg Corp.
Cava1ier Corp.

Census total 6

$44 079,101
347,859

25.
12.

467,216 10.
- 9 828,000 5.

::.

OOO

e 171,167 000 

1962

The Vendo Co.
Canteen Corp. - - -
The Seeburg Corp.
Universal Match

Corp. 4 -

, -

Cava1ier Corp. - - - -
Westinghouse Electric

Corp.

Census total

$44 712, 3055
232,881

21,751.000

434 444
364,000

937.000

25.
14.
12.

11.

,.4
- 7172,335,000

The Venda Co. -
The Seeburg Corp.
Canteen Corp- -
Universal Match
Corp. 4 

- - - -

Westinghouse Electric
Corp. -

Cavali r Corp.

Census total

1963

$39,547,470
572 000
095 378

24.
13.
12.

11.18, 518,565

999 000
269,000

8163 521 000

1964

Company Sales 1

Percent

Tota

The Venda Co. -- -- $47, 669 338
The Seeburg Corp. - - 34 237 000

Cavalier Div.3 9,370,844
Other - -- -- - 24 866 156

Un'"",.! Mate" 
Corp. 1 -

- - - - -

- 23 759, 764
Canteen Corp. -

- -

- 17,291 343
Westing-house ElectricCorp. -

- - -

- 12 487 000

---

Census total. - D 183, 679 000

1965

26.
18.

12.
9.1

The Venda Co. - - - - $57 019,329
The Seeburg CO\.p. - - 31 507,000
Cavalier Div.' g, 248 118
Other - - - - 22,258 882

Universal Match
Corp.

Canteen Corp. - - - 

- -

We,;tinghouse Electdc
Corp.

28.
15.

13.044,272
360,857

13, 658,000

Census total" D200 313 000

, Net sales of coin-operated vending ma-
chines in the United St.tes. Sourc;:CX 247.

Z Relationship of nct sales of coin operated
vending machines in the United States to the
dollar value of shipments (including export
shipments) reported by the Bureau of the
Censlls.J Cavalier Corporation was acquired by The
Seehurp; Corporatio-n December 3 , 1963.

4 Universal Match Corporation changed its
name to UMC Industries, Inc. . in 1966.

f'Dollar vaJue of ma-nufaetul'ers ' shipments
(including export shipments) as reported to
the Bureau of the Cen!1us, Current Industrial
Reports, Vending Machines, Series M35U.

"CX 90.
'cx 98.

eX 100.
"CX 244.

The record shows, therefore, that the five leading companies
accounted for the following shares of total dollar shipments re-
ported by the Bureau of the Census:

1961
196210
1963 n

1964
1965

Percent
58.
68.
67.
73.
73.

'" In 1962 , the record shows there were six compa-nies with shipments of vending equipment
of over S5,000 OOO. The share of these companies of Census 1.utals was 71.5%.

JI In 19f;3, there were also six companies with over $5 000,000. Their ma,.ket share was

72. 2%.
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The record further demonstrates that the acquisition combined
the second ranking company, Seeburg, with 13.8% of the market
with Cavalier the sixth ranking firm whose market share in the
acquisition year was 5.1 %, the combined firms accounting for a
market share of 18.9%. Furthermore, in the acquisition year
after the 67.1 % market share of the five largest companies is
accounted for, the balance of the sales in the industry was frag-
mented among 71 companies.

The extent of concentration in the submarket for bottle vend-
ing machines is even more significant than in the overall vending
machine market. This is evidenced by the sales data for manu-
facturers with over $500 000 of annual sales of coin-operated
bottle vending machines in the period 1961-65. The market
share totals for bottle vending machines of the five top ranking
companies are the following:

1951
1962
1963
1954
1965

(CX 247 ;n camaa; exs 96 , 98 , 100 , 244.

Percent
80.
82.
78.
84.
84.4

In the bottle vending submarket the acquisition combined
third ranking Cavalier with 15. ro of the market with fourth
ranking Seeburg which had a market share of 9.4 ro moving the
combined firm to the second spot with a market share approach-
ing 25%.

Another significant characteristic of the vending machine
market hearing on the competitive impact of the merger is the
fact that this industry has seen a steady decline in the number
of manufacturers reporting their sales to the Bureau of the.
Census , indicating as a result that the number of at least the
substantial manufacturers in this industry has sharply declined.
In the period 1957-1964 , the number of known manufacturers of

'" The picture as far as thC' combincd sales for can and buttle vending machines are
concerned , docs nut significantly differ from the statistics fur bottle vending machines alonc.
The concentratiun of market shares among the five largest firms in the case of bottle and
can verHJing machines is the foJlawing:

1961
J962
1963
1964

Percent
79.
82.
78.

88.1965

Moreover , after the mer cr the \"('8povdent became the secund ranking manufactur",J' of such
equipment with a market share of approximately 25'!.
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these products reporting their sales to the Bureau of the Census
dropped to 66 from 130 companies. The number of bottle vend-
ing machine manufacturers in the same period also decreased
sharply, dropping to 10 in 1964, from 15 in 1957 (CX 88, 99).
Mergers contributed to this trend.

The overall vending machine market and the bottle vending
machine submarket are highly concentrated with their con-
centration ratios "characteristic of oligopoly, " 13 This is signif-
icant , for the structure of a market is an important considera-
tion in evaluating the prospective competitive impact of a merger.
Judicial and Commission precedent recognize that industry
structure wil permit reasonable predictions as to the ultimate

performance the industry is likely to turn in. lo As Justice
Harlan stated

, "

If 9 7 is to serve the purposes Congress intended
for it 'J' " * (oJnly by focusing on market structure can we
begin to formulate standards which wil allow the responsible
agencies to give proper consideration to such mergers and allow
businessmen to plan their actions with a fair degree of certain-

ty. " 15 The examiner s analysis glossing over the relevant market
structure in this proceeding as well as his dismissal of the stand-
ards promulgated by the pertinent precedents as "legalistic ab-
stractions" constituted fundamental error. Further the initial
decision erred by ignoring the central legislative purpose behind
the Celler-Kefauver amendment, namely, the Congressional de-
sire to stem further economic concentration. As the Supreme
Court reconized "The dominant theme prevading congressional
consideration of the 1950 amendments (to 97J was a fear
of what was considered to be a rising tide of economic concentra-
tion in the American economy. " 16

In this case , as already noted , the relevant pre-merger markets
by virtue of the concentration of substantial sales among a few
manufacturers may be characterized as o1igopolistic. In this
connection, the Supreme Court held "That' (cJ ompetition is
likely to be greatest when there are many seners , none of which
has any significant market share ' is common ground among
most economists, and was undoubtedly a premise of congres-

The ProctoT Gaml,le Company, C. Docket 6901 (Opinion of the Commission
November 26 , 1963), p. 42 (63 F. C. 1465 , 15621. rcv 358 F. 2d 74 (6th Cir. 196fj) 'Iev
;;86 U. S. 568 (19(;7).

14 UnUed Stateb' v, PTovidcnt National Ban.!o, BupTa nut.
Fede'lal T'Iadc Commi,mion P'Iocter Gamble Co. a!W U. S. 568 , 592 (1967) Concurring

up inion of Mr. Justice Harlan.
16 Brown Shoe. Co. v. United Statf;lj, :!70 U. S. ";94 , ::15 (1962); United Sf. ateB Vm,

Groec'l! Co. ::H4 U. S. 270 (J966).
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sional reasoning about the antimerger statute."" Of oligopoly
the Court has stated "As that condition develops, the greater is
the likelihood that paral1el policies of mutual advantage, not
competition will emerge. " 18 In this case the degree of con-
centration in both the pre and post acquisition markets are
characterized by levels of concentration recognized by the Com-
mission, courts , and commentators as making likely the emer-
gence of "policies of mutual advantage." 19 Clearly, we are
confronted here with "the kind of further concentration in an

oligopoly framework that Congress was concerned with" for

" '

Tend to create a monopoly ' cJearly includes aggravation of an
existing oligopoly situation. " 20

The market share statistics in this case bring the proceeding
within the rule that "if concentration is already great, the im-
portance of prevcntinl( even slight increases of concentration
and so prescrving the possibility oJ eventual deconcentration is
correspondingly great. " 21 l'loreover , the post acquisition mar-
ket share of the respondent in the submarket is close to 25%
and accordingly "approaches that held presumptively bad in
United States v. Philadelphia National Bank.

"" 

Furthermore
in view of the trend toward concentration evident in both markets
this case fans "within the principle that where there has been a
history of tendency toward concentration in the industry ' tend-
encies toward further concentration 'are to be curbed in their
incipiency. ' "2:1 Finally, the acquisition violates Section 7 be-
cause jt eliminates significant competition between major com-

J7 Uni d St.,Lt v. Philaddphia Nationa! Bank 374 U. S. 321 , 868 (1963).

'" 

fin'iled States v. Aluminum Co. of Amcr;c'l 377 U. S. 271 , 280 (1964). On this point see
also the hoIdinp; of the CommiHs;on in Beatrice J.()()ds Comjw:njJ, C. Do"ket 6653 (Opinion

April 26, 1965), pp. 27-28 f67 F. C. 473, 7151: "* * "' In markets where one or a very few
firms control a large part of the total saks , there is a tendency for all firmg to refrain

from vigorous price competition. Each large seller knows that if he makes an across- the-hoard
prit'e cut , the inroads on his major compet.itors ' market shares wilJ b,' so palpable that they
will be compelled immediately to make a ' orresponr1jnl1 price cut-and that consequently

thcre is little advantal!e to be I!ained from price cutting. The small f,rms in Ruch a market
are also inhibited from initiating IJrice competitinn. They know that the majors wiJ react
pmmptly, pel.haps with drastic effect, to any at.tempt to disturb the price structure.

H' United StateR v, Aluminum Co. of A?n(,,"/ca

, ,

UpTfL note 1H; these markets would b€
charaete6zen by ProfessDJ's Kaysen and Turn"r as a "'Type One structural oligopoly,'
wherein ' the first eight fil'ms have at least SO percent of total market sales and the first
twenty r.rmR have at )('ast 7.' perc('nt of total market sales.''' The Proctcr Gamble Co.
lIupra note 13 at 42 n. 40. According to Profesr;ors Kaysen and Turner "In Type One
oJir;opoly, recognition of interdependence by the leading firms is extremely likely * * . land
it j;; unlikelyJ that the reSIJOnSe of the small seU"n; will. . . limit the behavior of the Ia.rg..r
f,rms." Kaysen find Tm'ner Antitrust Policy 27 (1959).

United Statcs v. Bethlehem Steel Corp. 168 F. Supp. 576 , 607 (S.D. N. , 1958).

21 Unitf'd S(ntes v. Philrulclphia National. Bank, BuprrL nute 17 at 3f,5 n. 42.
United States v, Contin"ntal Can Co. , ::7H U.S. 441 , 461 (1964).
Ibid.
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petitive factors in the relevant markets." Such mergers consti-
tute a violation of the Sherman Act and therefore a fortiori 

Section 7 of the Clayton Act

, "

without reference to the strength
or weakness of whatever competition remain (s)." 25

The examiner, in addition to findinl( that the merger could
not have the requisite antieompetitive effect because Seeburg
and Cavalier were not actual or potential competitors, also con-
eluded that the merger was positively beneficia1. That con-
elusion rests apparently on his finding that the acquisition was a
diversification move which increased competition between the
combined firms and Vendo, which he termed as the dominant
firm in the industry.

The contention of the examiner that Seeburg s acquisition of

Cavalier amounted simply to a diversifieation of Seeburg s busi-

ness by enabling respondent to compete for the business of the
Coca-Cola bottlers is rejected since as heretofore noted Seeburg
and Cavalier were actual competitors selling essentially the same
pro duets to the same general category of customers. In that con-
text, the description of the challenged acquisition as a diversi-
fication move is at best a euphemism for the elimination of
competition.

The real issue raised by respondent and the examiner is not
whether the merl(er is harmless because it is simply a move for
diversification, but, rather, whether the anti competitive effect
resulting from the elimination of competition between See burg
and Cavalier is outweighed by the prospect that the combined

firms could compete more effectively with Vendo, the leading
firm in both the overan vending machine market and the bottle
vendinl( machine submarket.

Essentially, respondent and the hearinl( examiner contend that
the vending machine industry is changing because of a trend to
full line vending in which Coca-Cola bottlers play an important
part. A part of or allied to this trend to fun line vending are

"I In this vrop.eeding, 72.2% of self's in thf' acquisition year were concentrated among the
top ranking six companies in one mHrket (the overall vending machine market) and 7H.
uf sales were concentrated among- the leadln five firms in the 8ubmarket (bottle vending

mac.hines). Since both firms involved in the acquisition are in the one case in the top si;.
and in the other in the top five , they must of necessity be considered major cumpetitive
factors.

"" 

United Stat('. FiT8t National Banlc. Trust Co. of Lexington a7(i U.S. 665, 670 (1964).
Fruch(LUf Trailer Compa:n1j, C- Docket Nu- 6608 (Commission Opinion , May 2H , 1965) p.
h \67 F C. 878, 9:21.
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the National Users ' plans '" in which , again, Coca-Cola plays an

important part. The gist of the examiner s findings on this point

is evidently that Cavalier is strong where See burg is weak and
that Seeburg s strengths complement the weaknesses of Cavalier.
Specifically, the examiner found that the acquisition strength-
ened Seeburg by giving it an assured entree to Coca-Cola bottlers
by virtue of the parent company s approval of Cavalier. On the
other hand , the examiner found that Cavalier as a single line
company specializing in bottle and can vending machines faced
an uncertain future in the vending machine industry in view of
the fact that full line vending is becoming more significant.
He found , therefore, that Cavalier, by securing access through

the merger to other types of vending machines to round out its
line , was ahle to participate in the trend toward full line vend-

ing in the industry. The fact that the merger may have benefited

both Seeburg and Cavalier in that it put the combined firIJs in a
stronger position vis- vis Vendo does not, however, vitiate the
anti competitive effect flowing from the elimination of a major
competitor in highly concentrated markets.

As already noted, the acquisition as far as Seeburg is con-
cerned cannot be considered a diversification move since it was
acquiring a competitor selling essentially the same product. Fur-
ther, Seeburg, prior to the merger, already had a fairly complete
line of vending machine equipment. As far as Seeburg is con-
cerned , this merger did not broaden the line of vending equipment
products available to it. Clearly, prior to the merger Seeburg
already had a line of equipment enabling it to participate in full
line vending. Moreover, while Coca-Cola bottlers may be a signif-
icant factor in thc full line vending picture, as the hearing
examiner found , the fact remains that the vending operators , as
distinguished from botters, have traditionally engaged in full
line vending and there is no indication in this record that See-

burg faced any disadvantage in selling to this class of custom-

ers vis-a-vis Vendo or any other competitor. Further, the hear-
ing examiner s findings gloss over the fact that bottlers of soft

drinks other than Coca-Cola have branched into full line vend-
ing." As far as Seeburg is concerned , it is clear that the short-

"G In the case of the National Users ' prog"rams, national companies such as oil companies
pun:hase unifOI"m banks of vending equipment direct from the manufacturer for pla.cement

in their fillng stations or other locations. Color scheme!; are customizcd to the National
Users specifications. .

", A,,,,-ording tu William F. Swingler, vice president of the Canteen Corporation
Well , Pepsi Cola bDttlcl's , many of them aTC in fuE lim' vending. I believe Ken; in many
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run benefits accruing to Seeburg as a result of the acquisition do
not outweigh the long-range anticompetitive effect resulting
from the elimination of Cavalier as an active participant in the
vending machine market.

In the case of Cavalier, while access to a fuller line of vending
machines would be to that firm s advantage, it does not appear
that this lack prevented the acquired concern from maintaining
a substantial position in the market, and certainly its profit
picture towards the end of 1963 was a healthy one. At the time
of the acquisition , when the trend toward full line vending upon
which the examiner and respondent rely had already become evi-
dent, Cavalier was obviously a viable competitor. This record
does not compel the conclusion that the merger was vital to
Cavalier s survival as a significant participant in the vending
machine market. Certainly, the experience of the Cornelius Com-
pany whose only coin-operated vending machines in the period
1961- , were two basic models of a horizontal bottle vendor

(Tr. 1768) demonstrates that a single line company suffciently
innovative to develop a product for which the industry feels a
need , can be an effective and growinl( competitor. Nor does the
evidence show that Cavalier s merl(er with the second ranking
company in the 1963 overall vending machine market was neces-
sarily the only avenue towards participation in full line vending.
For example, the Westinl(house Corporation , when it did not
have a full line of vending equipment , desil(nated certain of its
machines so that their appearance would be compatible with that
of Vendo (Tr. 1722).

Moreover, permitting this merger on the ground that it per-
mits increased competition with Vendo, the leading firm in the
market, mil(ht well set off a wave of merl(ers in an industry
already highly concentrated. .. (TJ he remaining large produc-
ers " " " could with equal logic urge that they, too , be permit-
ted to join forces and to concentrate their economic resources in

order to give more effective competition to the enhanced ' Big 2' ;
and so we reach a point of more intense concentration in an
industry already highly concentrated-indeed we head in the
places- Many of the bott1ers have branched off iIlw general vending. Any of the national
companies. " (1'1'. 1(140).
This is corroborated by the testimony of Delbert W. Coleman, Cnairman of the Board of

The Seebu:rg Corporation, who, although stressing the significa.ncc of the Coca-Cola selPent
in full line vending (Tr. 2114). did conccde that " trade" bottlers who cngal/ed in full line
vending in 1963 wcrc also On the increase ('fr. 2115). Similarly, the rccord indicates that
Pepsi-Cola as well as Coea.-Co!a figures in the National Users ' f)l"ograms (RX 399 in camcTa).
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direction of triopoly. The argument must be rejected be-
cause to accede to it would "endanger a much broader anti-
competitive effect by triggerinl( other mergers by companies
seekinl( the same competitive advantages sought by (the acquir-
ing firm) in this case. " 29

The examiner, in findinl( that the merl(er did not have the
requisite competitive effect, also laid considerable stress on the
fact that the market share of the combined firms declined in the
period 1963 through 1965. '" His stress on this evidence is mis-
placed. Although post acquisition evidence may be considered, it
should not be given conclusive weight or allowed to override all
probabilties evident at the time of the merger since "the force of
~ 7 is stil in probabilities , and not in what later transpired.
Although the combined firms by 1965, experienced a slight
decline in the share of the market enjoyed by them , this must he
evaluated in the context of the continued substantial increase
in concentration among the five largest firms in both markets.
Moreover, regpondent's decrease of course did not restore rivalry
between Seeburg and Cavalier. It is not relevant therefore to the
question of the merger s probable competitive effect, for even a
decline in concentration after an acquisition involving a substan-

tial competitor does not dispel the presumption that competition
would have benefited had that firm remained independent.

The final issue presented on appeal is the question of the ap-
propriate remedy. Complaint counsel argue strenuously that only
divestiture wil adequately restore competition while respondent
contends that severing See burg and Cavalier would benefit only
Vendo, the leading vending machine manufacturer, to the de-
triment of competition. Although we do not reach a final de-
cision on this issue at this time, complaint counsel's argument
appears to have considerable merit. Both the overan market for
vendinl( machines and the bottle vending macbine submarket are
characterized by a high degree of concentration in a setting
where the trend towards concentration has been evident for
some time.

We agree that in view of the respondent' s tendency to expand
2" United States v. Bethl hem Steel Corporation, Bupra note 20 at 618.

United States v. Continent(Ll Can Co., supra note 22 at 464
31 In 1963 , Sel!bul"g and Cavalier accounted for lR 9'% of the overall vending machine

market and their share! declined in 1965 , to 15.7%. The corresponding figures for the bottle
vending machine submarket are 25% and 23. 70, respectively.

31 See Fr.dr.ral Trade Commission v. Consolidated Foods Carp. 380 U. S. 592, 598 (1965).
'2 See Crown Zdlerbach Corporation v. Fed' ral Trade Commission 296 F. 2d 800 (9th Cir.

1961). cert. d, nied 370 U. S. 937 (1962).
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by acquisition , coupled with the high degree of concentration ir
the market, that Seeburl( should be prohibited from acquiring
vending equipment suppliers for a period of ten years unles8
such mergers are approved by the Commission. Under the cir-
cumstances of this case, preventive relief in addition to other
relief is essential to effeetively carry out the Congressional policy
expressed in Section 7 of the Clayton Act.

We turn now to respondent' s argument that divestiture of
Cavalier would eliminate "the 'real competition' which Vendo
feels today from See burg/Cavalier.

" .

H On the present record
this argument is unpersuasive. Respondent itself asserts that
Coea-Cola s 1966 revision of its approval policy for bottle and

can vending equipment opened that sel(ment of the bottler market
to competition by an vending equipment suppliers. '" Although
respondent made this argument in another context, this makes it
clear on respondent's own admission that even without Cavalier

Seeburg should be able to compete ag-gressively like any other
vending equipment supplier for the Coca-Cola business ", and to
offer Vendo effective competition for the Coca-Cola business, as
wen as that of other soft drink bottlers.

In the case of the acquired firm , respondent argues, in effect
that Cavalier on its own would not be a viable competitor. With-
out access to Seeburl( s fun line of vending equipment, respondent
contends it would be diffcult for Cavalier to adequately serve
Coca-Cola bottlers or to penetrate the National Users ' market. For
the reasons already stated , we are not persuaded that the merger
with See burg was requisite to Cavalier s continuation as a success-

ful competitor. However, as a result of the acquisition, Cavalier
may have become dependent on aceess to Seeburl( s vending equip-
ment, other than can and bottle vending machines. Certainly,
since the merl(er has heen in effect , Cavalier has been unable to
turn to alternative sources of full line vending equipment. On
the basis of respondent's representation that Cavalier requires

continued access to a full line of vendinl( equipment to assure its
viability, the Commission has determined that' eonsideration
should be given to a provision requiring Seeburg to make avail-
able for a number of years to the divested firm, a full line of

.3 See Beatrice Food/! Company. C. Docket No. ,j65a, Opinion Accompanying Final
Ord"J" , December 10 , 1965 , p. 5 l68 F. C. 1003 , 1006J.

ReslJOnd(:nt' s Answerin!1 Brief , p 5i!.
,:; Respondent's Answering Brief, p 32.
"I In fact. certain of Sechurg s Choice-Vending equipment was approved by Coca-CoJa in

1966 (Tr. 2000-1).
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vending equipment excluding can and bottle vending 
machines.

However, the Commission needs more information to permit it
to draft an appropriate order. Accordingly, we direct the parties
to submit proposed forms of order with supporting briefs pre-
senting relevant views , data and argument within thirty days of
the receipt of this opinion and order. When this information is
before it, the Commission wil issue its fmal order.

Commissioner Nicholson did not participate for the reason that

oral argument was heard prior to his appointment to the Com-

misson.

ORDER ADOPTING FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS AND DEFERRING
ENTRY OF FINAL ORDER

FINDINGS m' FACT

JULY 15 , 19GR

The Commission adopts the following findings contained in the
initial decision:

1. The "STATEMENT AND HISTORY OF PROCEEDINGS
" beginning on

page 567 and ending with the first full paragraph on page 568.
2. The findings of fact contained in paragraphs 1 through 12

on pages 571 to 574 (the footnote on page 571 is excluded).
3. Paragraph 13 on page 574, which is modified by deleting

therefrom that part beginning with the phrase "
as part of"

and ending with the phrase " (Coleman, Tr. 2092).
4. Paragraph 14 on page 574 (including footnote 6 on 

page

574), which is modified to read as follows:
Seeburg acquired in February 1960 substantially all the

assets of the Choice-Vend Corporation , which manufactured

bottle and can vending machines.
5. Paragraphs 15 through 20 on page 575.

6. Paragraph 21 on rage 575 , whose last sentence is modified

to read as follows:
Cavalier s only attempt to sell to other than Coca-

Cola

bottlers, the so-called " trade" bottlers, which began in 1955,

was abandoned in 1957.
7. Paragraphs 22 through 32 on pages 575 to 577.

8. Paragraph 33 on page 577, which is modified to read as
follows:

33. The Vendo Company. 
At the time of the challenged
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acquisition in 1963 , Vcndo manufactured a complete line of
vending equipment, includinl( machines which dispense hot
and cold drinks, hot and cold foods, candy, snacks, ciga-
rettes , coffee and pastry that sold to an classes of vending
machine customers with sales of $39 547 470 and 82 248
units. In the same year Vendo s sales of bottle vendinl(

machines in the United States totaned $16,705 300 and

836 units.
9. Paragraphs 34 through 49 on pages 578 throul(h 581.
10. Paragraph 55 on pal(e 582.
11. Paragraphs 56 through 72 on pages 582 to 586.
12. Paragraph 154 on page 608 , which is modified to read as

follows:
Seeburg entered the vending machine manufacturing in-

dustry in 1958 when it acquired Eastern Electric Company,
lnc.'s cil(arette machine and , as of 1963 , manufactured and
sold the following types of coin-operated vending machines:
cigarette machine , batch brew coffee machine, cup vending
machine , single cup coffee machine, and a nonfood an pur-
pose merchandiser.

13. Paragraph 156 on page 608.

14. Paragraph 160 on page 609.

15. Paragraph 161 on page 610, which is modified to read

as follows:

'On at least six occasions Coca-Cola evaJuated Choice-

Vend or Seeburg/Choice- Vend bottle and can vendinl( equip-
ment and rejected such equipment for various reasons, in-

cluding inadequate refrigeration performance.
16. Paragraphs 165 through 171 on pages 610 through 612.

17. Paragraph 196 on page 619 , which is modified to read as
follows:

In July 196G, Coca-Cola revised its equipment approval

policy for bottle and/or can vending equipment, notified
sevcral formerly unaccepted vending machine manufactur-
ers of this change, and invited them to submit equipment for
testing.

18. Paragraphs 197 through 203 on pages 619 through 621.

19. Paragraph 210 on page 624 which is modified to read as
follows:

Westinghouse Electric Corporation in the latter half of

19G6 set up a sales organization to call on bott1ers other than
Coca-Cola bottlers.
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20. Paragraphs 211 and 212 on pages 624 and f;25.
he Commission s other findings of fact are set forth in the ac-

ompany opinion. Those portions of the initial decision not

pecifically adopted by this order are vacated.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this
jroceeding and of the respondent.

2. Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, prohibits any
nerger or corporate acquisition where the effect in any line of
commerce in any section of the country may be to substantially
lessen competition or to tend to create a monopoly.
3. Vending machines in gencral and bottle vending machines

are the appropriate lines of commerce within which to evaluate
the probable competitive effect of the acquisition of the Cavalier
Corporation by respondent.

4. The effect of the acquisition of thc Cavalier Corporation by
The Seeburg Corporation may he substantially to Jessen com-
petition in the production and sale of vending machines and
bottle vendinl( machines , in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton
Act, as amended.

ORDER

It is ordered That those findinl(s of the initial decision speci-
fied in the Findings of Fact above be, and they hereby are
adopted by the Commission.

It is further ordered That the findings of fact and conclu-
sions of law contained in the accompanyinl( opinion be, and they
hereby are, adopted as additional findings and conclusions of the
Commission.

It is further ordered That all portions of the initial decision
not specific any adopted above be, and they herehy are, vacated.

It is further ordered That complaint counsel and counsel for
respondent shaH each file, within thirty (30) days after the
receipt of this order, a proposed form of order and briefs in
support thereof, in accordance with the directions contained in
the accompanying opinion.

It is furiher ordered That cntry of a fmal order in this matter
be deferred until further order by the Commission;

Commissioner Nicholson did not participate for the reason
that oral argument was heard prior to his appointment to the
Commission.
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OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

APRIL 10 , J 969

The Commission on July 15 , 1968 (p. 648 herein), issued its
opinion and order find in I( that Seeburg s acquisition of the Cav-

alier Corporation in 1963 , violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act
as amended. At that time the Commission deferred the entry of

a final order to permit respondent and complaint counsel to file
proposed forms of order and briefs in support thereof since

additional information mil(ht assist the Commission in framing
an appropriate remedy.

Both complaint counsel and respondent have filed their pro-
posals for the final order with supporting memoranda. Respond-
ent , in conjunction with its proposed order and supporting mem-
orandum, also filed a motion requesting withdrawal of the
proceeding from adjudication for the purpose of permitting sette-
ment by entry of a consent order. Although denying respond-
ent' s motion for withdrawal from adjudication , the Commission
did by order of November 26 , 1968, afford the parties the op-
portunity to present oral argument, which was held on Decem-
ber 9 , 1968. Prior to oral argument respondent also submitted a
numher of affdavits containing confidential business and finan-
cial data which were put in camera at respondent's request.

In view of respondent' s request for in camera treatment of the
ftnancial and business data relied upon to support its motion to
withdraw, this opinion wil not discuss that information in de-
tail but focus primarily on the broad issues raised by respondent
on the public record. The Commission nevertheless has taken
these aftdavits into consideration in reaching its decision. Al-
though preserving the in camel'U status of such information in
the preparation of this decision, the Commission reserves the
right to utilize it on the public record should this become neces-
sary during the course of judicial or administrative proceedings

subsequent to the entry of this order.
It is evident that the position of the parties has not changed

since the Commission first considered this matter on the appeal
from the hearing examiner s initial decision. Complaint counsel
stil insists that only divestiture wil compensate for the disap-
pearance of Cavalier as an independent competitor. Respondent

on the other hand , continues to argue that requiring divestiture
in this instance would harm rather than promote competition. It
may be noted in this connection that the Commission solicited
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the views of complaint counsel and respondent on whether con-
sideration should be given to requiring Seeburg to make avail-
able to Cavalier a ful1 line of vending equipment excluding can
and bottle vending machines to cushion the impact of divestiture
on the acquired firm. Both parties adhering to their original
views on the divestiture issue have failed to make recommenda-
tions designed to implement this suggestion.

We first turn to respondent' s contentions set forth in its mo-
tion to withdraw this matter from adjudication filed September

, 1968. ' Essentially respondent makes three arguments: First
that divestiture is either inappropriate or unnecessary because
natural forces have increased competition in the market. Sec-

ond , that divestiture may lessen competition "by setting Cavalier
adrift as a less than viable competitor." And third, that divesti-

ture might result in "punitive financial loss to Seeburg which
could impair its ability to remain an effective competitor of
dominant Vendo." As an alternative to divestiture, respondent
proposes an order which would ban Seeburg for ten years from
acquiring firms engaged in the manufacture or sale of coin-
operated packaged soft drink vending equipment without ob-
taining prior Commission approval. In addition, respondent'
proposed order would require See burg to license on a nOll-ex-
clusive non-discriminatory basis, all venuing machine patents
owned by its Cavalier Division.

Certain of respondent's contentions, we have previously con-

sidered. The contention that natural forces have increased and
are continuing to increase competition seems in large part to

be a repetition of the argument in opposition to complaint coun-

sel's appeal that Coca-Cola s changed policies making its bottlers
accessible to more manufacturers enhanced competition. While
there may be additional compctition for the business of Coca-
Cola bottlers, this is largely irrelevant to the question of re-
storing competition in the overal1 vending machine market and
the botte vending machine submarket. Whatever the facts may
be as to one group of cm tomen , it is clear that competition in
hoth markets diminished because of Cavalier s disappearance as

a major independent competitive entity. Moreover, we cannot
agree with respondent's view that the merger between the Select-
ivend Corporation and the Cornelius Company as well as other
mergers in the bottle and can equipment vending field is evidence

1 Although the Cornrni!lsion s Order and Opinion of .July J5 , J968 . did not authorize such a

motion , the l'cspond mt"s S PPol"ting mcmoraridum will be treated as if it Wel"e a brief in
SIJpp",.t of its proposed order which was filed on Odober 1 , 19(;!.
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of increased competition justifying the continued combination of
Cavalier and See burg. We draw the opposite conclusion.

Respondent' s second argument for a remedy falling short of
divestiture is the contention that Cavalier if divorced from re-
spondent would not be a viable competitor. Seeburg contends
Cavalier as a single line company selling solely to Coca-Cola
bottlers had an uncertain future since it faces increased com-
petition in selling to these customers because of the changes in
Coca-Cola s approval policies. In addition , respondent asserts
the combined firms' profits are falling at this time. However
whatever its present tribulations , Cavalier is by no means a fail-
ing company. Respondent further suggests that Cavalier would
not be successful in selling to non-Coca-Cola bottlers since its
ability to secure satisfactory sources of full-line vending equip-
ment if divorced from See burg is "questionable.

This argument is rejected. See burg s Choice-Vend Division is
now competing for both thc non-Coca-Cola and Coca-Cola bottler
trade. Choice-Vend' s increasing sales to Coca-Cola bottlers are
by no means insubstantial. Its success may wen account for
certain of the competitive inroads on the acquired firm s business
which Seeburg asserts militate against the divestiture of Cavalier.
After the change in Coca-Cola s policy, respondent evidently was
careful to carve out a share of this customer group for Choice-
Vend. Coca-Cola s policy change, which Seeburg asserts threatens
Cavalier s continued viability, should also have indicated to
prudent management the need for a diversified sales effort to
expand the acquired firm s market beyond its existing customers
the Coca-Cola bottlers. Despite the claim that Cavalier needs
Seeburg s continued financing and capital support 2 it appears

that such resources were not applied to make changes in order to
facilitate a wider marketing effort on the part of the acquired
firm. Seeburg does not explain its reasons for withholding the

investment for a more diversified sales effort by Cavalier. In the
light of the claim that the change in Coca-Cola s approval pro-
cedures threatened CavaIier s position, respondent's failure to

support such a broadened sales effort for the acquired firm, in

contrast to its Choice-Vend policy, is inexplicable. Whatever the
consequetlces of such a management failure it cannot be set up
as a defense against divestiture if the public interest requires
that remedy.

"Oral An,ument Tr. 11.
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On the question of whether Cavalier, after divestiture would
be able to secure alternative sources of full-line vending equip-
ment complementary to its bottle and can vending machines
respondent merely contends that its ability to do so would be

questionable. " Respondent does not directly challenge complaint
counsel's assertions that such equipment is available on the
open market. On this record, there is no reason for concluding

that Cavalier would be unable to secure full-line vending equip-
ment if this is needed to supplement its own machines , although
it might be more diffcult without the ties now binding it to
respondent. In addition, it appears, as complaint counsel has
stated , that a number of single line companies have managed to
compete successfully and effectively in the relevant markets.

Respondent also argues that, in view of Cavalier s dependence

on the Coca-Cola market and the increased competition for sales
to these bottlers , divestiture of Cavalier would result in a, sub-
stantial loss to Seeburg. Even on the basis of respondent'
camera affdavits the amount of the loss, if any, to Seeburg
resulting from a divestiture of Cavalier is conjectural. Moreover
even if respondent were to incur such loss , the Commission may
not withhold divestiture for that reason , since the circumstances
of the case require the restoration of the acquired firm as an
independent competitor. "Economic hardship can influence choice
(of alternatives) only as among two or more effective remedies.

" :,

Respondent stressing Cavalier s diminished market position and
profit picture since 1966 , contends divestiture should not be re-
quired since no suitable purchasers are available. Although Sce-

burg ostensibly appeals to the Commission s sense of equity rather
than to the failing company doctrine,' judicial precedent on that
defense is relevant. No efforts to date have been made by re-
spondent to locate a suitable purchaser for the acquired firm.
Cavalier s business is stil substantial and it is stil making a

profit. The factual foundation for respondent' s contention that
divestiture would be unworkable is at best inconclusive. Only
recently, the Supreme Court held in effect that where no positive
effort has been made to find a noncompeting purchaser as an
alternative to an ilegal merger, then the failing company doc-
trine does not apply:

The failing company doctrine plainly eannot be applied in a merger or
in any other case unless it is established that the company that acquires
it or brings it under dominion is the only available purchaser. For if another

, United States v. /ht Pont Co. 366 U. S. 31-6, 327 (1961).
'Oral Argument 'fl'. 50.
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person or group could be interested , a unit in the competitive system

would be preserved and not lost to monopoly power * * '""
A fortiori the requiremcnt that affrmative measures be taken to

seek a satisfactory purchaser necessarily applies in a case where
the respondent seeks to escape divestiture not in reliance on that
doctrine but rather on an appeal to the Commission s sense of

equity.
The most appropriate remedy to redress a Section 7 violation

is I(enerally divestiture * * .. (and itJ commends itself as 
rational course in restoring competition to the condition which

obtained prior to thc merger.'" As the Supreme Court noted

(iJt is simple , relatively easy to administer, and sure. It should
always be in the forefront of a Court's mind when a violation of

7 has been found.
Thc key to the whole question of antitrust remedy is of course

the discovery of measures effective to restore competition.
" 9

Judged by that criteria, respondent's proposed order must be

"Citizen Publishing Companu et al. v. United (J,tf;8, 37 U. L. Weel 4208 , 42JO (1\19).
6 Compare also, United Statcs v. Pabst Brewing Co. , 5 Trade Reg. R!'p, '\ 72, 723 (KD. Wis.

19(9) boltling":
Pabst had the burden of proving that it had maue every reasonable effort to explore

alternative management and merg"l" possihilities, either as a prospedively acquiring tirm or
as a firm to be acquired. Pabst has demonstnlted that it undertook some limiteu contacts

with a nl1mber of firms, but the proof in this resp.'ct falls sho,.t. of a suffciently ch ar showin!l

that Pabst manag-ement undertook a wl'Jl conceived and thol'ough canvass of the industry
such as to f")"'d out viable alternative pa, tne,.s f",- merger. Thus , Pahst did not show that
the capital transfer l"csultinp; in its Blatz acquisition was the only available and Te""unable
one.

In view of this test the defendants mu t establish two mate,.iaJ elements to their dd.mse:
that at the time of the m",.p;er, the firm was indeed ' failing ' in the sense that the linn was

heading inevitably in the diredion of Ixwkruptcy, with the grave probahility that failure
would ensue-that is, that the trend was irreversible; and that in resPloct of the merger
there were available no reasonable, possible, or feasible alternatives which would have
permitted the acquiring- firm to 1:emain an independent, competitive factor within the

In:ewin industry.
On the basis of the record in this case it appe rs that th" defendants wer!! in a v,"ry

serious. even precarious , financial position ..t. the time of the mergc!". Nonetheless, they
have failed t.o satisfy their burden of proving the material dem!!nts of the failing firm
defense. This defense, on t.he facts in this case , is hereby rej'"cted.

.. 

Vintnunrl Alkali Company, C. Dock"t 85 , Final Order and Opinion , Octob",r 2,

1967 , p. 4 (72: F. C. 700, 7421.

"United StnteR v. Du ront Co., supra at 331. ReSI)Ondent s reliance on National Tea Co.

C. Docket No. 7453 (Commission Ord"r and Opinion, March 4 , J966) l69 F. 'l. C. 226, 2651
to support the contention that a Jesser remedy than divestitul", will suffce is misplaced here.
The rkeision in Nrdional Tr to confine t.he order to a ban on futu"e acquisitions rested on
a ,'ecord involving lal' ely market extension as opposed to horizontal mergers. Further the
Commission in that case specifically found that relative ease of entry could in time dissipat
the J'estraints on competition resulting from the challenged acquisitions , a lindin!, we arc
unable to make on this record. Moreover, in any ('wnt, it is most unlikely that new
entrants could dispel tb" anti competitive effects f!owinp: from a merg-el" between dil'ect major
eompetito"s in nl;1rkets whieh arc already highly concentrated.

"United Slrll.;s v, D1t Pont CQ., SUJ!Ta at a26.
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rejected. The Commission found the Cavalier-Seeburg merl(er
violative of the Merger Act because it eliminated a major com-
petitor in highly concentrated markets which for some time had
been characterized by a pronounced trend toward concentration.
A ban on future acquisitions , which is necessary as a prophylactic
measure to check further centralization in both relevant markets
wil not restore the merged firm as an independent competitive

entity. Furthermore, there is no indication in this record that
Cavalier s patents represent breakthroughs of such a nature that
opening them up to licensing would stimulate competition in any
mcaningful way. As respondent' s counsel noted in oral argument
before the Commission

, "

the big attraction of Cavalier .

. . . .

wasn t its technical innovation as a junior IBM of the vending
machine industry. " 10 In sum, Seeburg s proposal must be rejected
because it wi1 not etrectively remedy the violation of the merger
statute demonstrated by this record."

The Commission accordingly wiJl adopt the proposed order
recommended by complaint counsel which provides for divestiture
of the acquired firm and a ban for ten years on acquisitions
without prior Commission approval of corporations engaged in
the manufacture and/or sale of vendinl( machines in the United
S ta tes.

Commissioners Dixon and Elman believe that, in view of the
changed condHions now existing in the vcndjng machine industry,
the public interest would be served by disposing of the case on
the basis of the consent order settlement submitted by respondent.
Commissioner Jones has filed a concurring statement.

CONCURRING STATEMENT

APRIL 10 , 19G9

By JONES Commissione1":

A majority of the Commission has determined that respondent
Seeburg Corporation must divest itself of the Cavalier Corpora-

----

,n Oral Al'v,ument '1r. 18.
"The disposition in The Vendo Co., 54 F C. 25:-1, 256 (1957), is not controJJng here.

In that case , the Commission adoptcd the helirinf examiner s finding that the acquired firm

V"ndorJator

, "

probably h.ad infringed upun a basic patent of respondent (Venda) for 
period of about two ycal' , and lit the time of the acquisition, more than eighty percent of
the J)l'ol1uction of the Vendorlator Manufat'turinJl Company was of such machines. " That
finding it appears was critical in the choice of remedy, The facts in Venda are unique and

indicate on their face why the Commission accepted Ii :remedy lesser than divestiture. For
obvious reasons th.. o,'der in that case has no relevance here. As the Supreme Court noted
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tion which the Commission previously found had been ilegally
acquired by Seeburg- in violation of Section 7. I concur in this

action but would like to state more fully my reasons for con-
cludinl( that divestiture is essential in this case.

I am of the view that respondent's argument respecting Cava-

lier s present debilitated state is inaccurate and its pessimistic
conclusions respecting Cavalier s potential competitive vitality
are without any valid support in the record even assuming, which
I do not, that such crystal bal1 gazing should be a relevant factor
in the Commission s decision as to whether divestiture is a prop-
er and essential remedy,

Examination of Cavalier s annual and ten-month income state-
ments obtained from in camera submissions by Seeburg- and
Cavalier, from 196.\ , the last year of its independent existence
throul(h 1968 demonstrates that Cavalier has not declined since

19G3. Rather , it shows that in 1968 Cavalier was just as healthy
as it was in 1963 , when it was acquired by Seeburg, and just as
healthy as in its peak income year of 1966, before Coca-Cola
opened its custom to a broader line of vending manufacturers.

Seeburg arl(ues that Cavalier s profits since Coca-Cola broad-
ened its purchasing policy (1966 through 19(8) have been de-
clining with the result that its 1968 net profits are substantially

below those of peak Coca-Cola year 1966. However, a closer exam-
ination of Cavalier s income, expense, and profit data casts con-
siderable doubt as to whether the alleged declines in Cavalier
profits since 1966 are as substantial as Seehurg contends, and
doubt even as to whether there has been any significant decline
at all. The apparent profit low point of 1968 and hil(h level of
1965 , the peak year from which profits allegedly tumhled, seem
to result from an unexplained underestimation resulting from
varying and seeminl(ly arbitrary accounting treatment by See-
burl( of Cavalier s expenses in 1965 relative to 1968.

For example , See burl( made no anocation to Cavalier s net
income in 1965 for corporate taxes in that year, although pro-
vision for taxes was aIJocated to Cavalier in each of the years
following 1965. If Cavalier as a part of Seeburg in 1965 was

with n,sppct to th,. precelkntial force of cunsent decre.)s grantinR' reJief short of divcstitur'-
th" circumstances sUJ'ronndirlV f1uch rH'g"otiated agn'emcnts arc so different that they cannot

be pen;uasivdy cit..d in a lit.igation context." United Statc8 . Du Pont Co. , iJupra 
3300. 12.

1 The theory of the antitrust laws is that the market should be dett'rminative of competitive

vitality linu that individual membe!'s of that market are not the onf'S to make that judg-ment
e!1pecially when th.. judgment is expressed as !1UPPOl't fu!' an argument that the cumpaoy
which was ilegally acquired should not he divested.
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independent, Cavalier might not regain some portion of this
business which Choice Vend gained after Seeburg s acquisition of
Cavalier.

I also agree with the majority s rejection of Seeburg s arl(U-

ment that Cavalier could not survive in the industry because of
its single line business as a bottle vending manufacturer in a
period when the industry is trendinl( towards multiple line busi-
nesses able to produce both can and bottle vending equipment.

There seems to be validity to the point that multiple line sellers
may have a competitive advantage in the vending machine in-
dustry. Nevertheless there are other single line companies like
Cavalier in the business at present which remain competitive.
The only instances cited of competitive disadvantal(es for single
liners like Cavalier (e. multiple liners can give replacement
credits on old general vending equipment applicable only to pur-
chase of new bottling equipment; multiple liners can afford an
elaborate training school for their servicemen, singles just a
simple training program) do not appear to be formidable. There
does not seem to be any reason why Cavalier , should it receive an
order which depends on its being able to supply other vending
lines in addition to its own , should not be able to get those lines
from other manufacturers in order to be able to fill the order.
Moreover, given adequate access to the capital market there
would seem to be nothing to prevent Cava1jer from expanding
into broader vending markets.

I find equally unpersuasive Seeburl( s argument that its own
credit standing will be jeopardized if it is forced to sen to
Cavalier. If, as Seeburg argues , Cavalier constitutes an unprofita-
ble operation, then divestiture of sllch an unprofitable concern

should improve, not impair , its credit standing. Moreover, I do
not believe that a company which has been found to have made
an ilegal acquisition can be heard to argue that it should be
permitted to keep the fruits of this acquisition because it might
suffer some financial reverses from having to divest.

Not only can I find no support in the record or in 10l(ic for the
contention that divestiture here wil hurt competition, I see
positive competitive henefit from divestiture.

Divestiture will mean here that there wil be an additional
viable competitor in the sale of bottle and can vending machines.
This is of great significance in view of the very concentrated
nature of this market in which the number of firms is steadily
diminishing through merl(cr-from 1G in 1957 to 10 in 1964.







Complaint

report in writing setting forth its 
efforts and progress in

.rrying out the divestiture requirements of this order until all
uch assets have been divested with the approval of the 

Com-

1ission; and respondent shall submit to the 
Commission on the

rst day of each calendar year a rcport in writing setting forth
ts compliance with the cease and desist provisions of this order.

It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission

,f the names and addresses of all persons, firms or corporations
who shall express to respondent any intcrest in purchasing the
.ssets to be divested under the terms of this order

, within thirty

(30) days after having been informed of such interest.

It is further ordered That respondent's motion to withdpaw

this matter from adjudication be, and it hereby is , denied.

Commissioners Dixon and Elman believe that
, in view of the

changed conditions noW existing in the vending machine indus-

try, the public interest would be served by disposing of the case
on the basis of the consent order settlement submitted by re-

spondent.

IN THE MATTER OF

MICHAEL M. TURIN'

ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL

TRADE COMMISSION AND THE TEXTII
E FIBER PRODUCTS

IDENTIFICATION ACTS

Docket 8757. Cumplnint, Feb. 1968-Decision Apr. 1969

Consent order requiring a Costa Mesa
, Calif., retailer of fabrics to cease

misbranding its textile fiber products by failing to 
disclose on labels

whcn the fabries are "remnants of undetermined fiber content.

COMPLAINT

pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade 
Commission

Act and the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act, and by

virtue of the authority vested in it by said Acts, the Federal

'"Formerly trading as International YIlJuage Fa;I'


